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The research presented in this thesis employs spatial and statistical properties of major
element variability in basaltic lavas and mantle residues to constrain some of the processes
and dynamics occurring beneath ocean ridge magmatic systems. Ocean ridges represent a
critical setting for many geochemical fractionation processes involved in the chemical evo-
lution of the silicate Earth, and are fundamental to the plate tectonic cycle. Because of
the inherent inaccessibility, it remains an ongoing challenge to interpret the geochemistry
of ocean ridge lavas and exposed mantle residues in order to extract information about the
petrogenetic and geodynamic workings of ocean ridge magmatic systems. This endeavor
continues to require a concerted effort, incorporating field work, laboratory experimentation
and quantitative modeling, in which the identification of features in the spatial or statistical
distribution of geochemical variability represents an important contribution. In the three
main chapters of this thesis, I apply techniques of exploratory data analysis, computational
statistics, and petrologic modeling to develop original ideas about the relationship between
sampled major element variability and the effects of specific processes, both petrogenetic
and scientific: crystallization, melt transport, and sampling.
In Chapter 2, I use spatial patterns of mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) glass variability
to test competing hypotheses about crystallization in the thermal boundary layer beneath
ocean ridges. I develop the hypothesis that reactive crystallization (crystallization influenced
by chemical exchange with surrounding peridotite) could result in a different geochemical
evolution of crystallizing magmas than expected for fractional crystallization. According
to this hypothesis, “fractionation-corrected” MORB variability could be caused largely by
sample-to-sample variations in the relative extents of reactive versus fractional crystalliza-
tion. I demonstrate that MORB major element variability observed within 30-km-scale spa-
tial bins contains 40-70% of globally observed variability, consistent with the predicted effects
of reactive crystallization, but inconsistent with mantle temperature variations. Chapter 3
considers the effect of spatially heterogeneous sampling on apparent variability in MORB
glasses. I demonstrate that MORB variability, as represented by the PetDB MORB glass
database, contains large variability in sampling density, leading to significant artifacts in
the estimated relative frequency of different MORB compositions. I introduce a method
for removing these artifacts, and show that the increase in MORB data availability over
the past decades has not been sufficient to increase significantly the resolution with which
major element variability systematics can be studied at global or regional length scales, at
least in comparison to early syntheses of global MORB data (e.g., Dick et al., 1984; Klein
and Langmuir , 1987). Chapter 4 examines statistical variability within spatially defined
volumes of mantle residue exposed in the Oman ophiolite. I provide a preliminary map of
intermediate-scale compositional variability within the southernmost Oman ophiolite mas-
sif, in which multiple, spatially coherent, compositionally distinctive, ∼20-100 km2 regions
are resolved, representing the first mapping of compositional mantle domains at this length
scale anywhere in the world. I interpret the observations as the consequence of regionally
distinctive internal proportions of different mantle lithologies (e.g., dunite versus harzbur-
gite), in turn reflecting the organization of focused melt transport at mid-ocean ridges into
“channel-rich” and “channel-poor” zones.
This research offers a number of lessons and opportunities for future investigations. Chap-
ter 2 strengthens the case that there is considerable melt-rock reaction involved in MORB
petrogenesis, and that this may complicate inferences from major elements in lavas about
conditions within ocean ridge magmatic systems. Chapter 4 provides the most detailed
description to date of the intermediate-scale variability within the best available analogue
of ocean-ridge-processed residual mantle. Furthermore, Chapter 4 illustrates the utility of
considering the full statistical distribution of geochemical variability, as opposed to consid-
ering variability through simple summary statistics. I hope that the observational approach
described in Chapter 4, as well as the examples of data analysis applications provided in
Chapter 3, will also contribute to making comprehensive analysis of the spatial-statistical
distribution of variability in ocean ridge samples more tractable and routine in future work
by the “high-temperature geochemistry” community.
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3-1 The global MORB major element compilation available from from PetDB (Lehnert
et al., 2000) is visuallized here through a series of bivariate MgO-variation dia-
grams. The data set has been filtered to exclude highly evolved samples with Mg#
values less than 0.3 (Mg# is defined as molar MgO/(MgO+FeO); basalts with Mg#
values of ∼ 0.7 could be in equilibrium with the mantle, while fractional crystalliza-
tion leads to lower values of Mg#), retaining 12075 out of 12151 compiled on-axis
MORB samples. Each symbol represents an individual MORB sample. Colors indi-
cate samples collected from specific MOR localities that feature prominently in the
MORB literature. Sample sizes available for each location are given in the legend.
Note the location-dependence of compositional trends, as well as differences in the
variability displayed by individual compositional trends. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
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3-2 (left) Parallel-coordinate (or “spider-diagram”) visualization of the five most im-
portant Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF’s) corresponding to the independent
(orthogonal) components of variability within the global MORB data, as determined
through Principal Component Analysis. The relative importance of each EOF is
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to the standard deviation of each variable. The value of each EOF with respect
to a given major element variable reflects its effect on that variable. For example,
the first EOF (corresponding to principal component 1) describes a simultaneous
decrease in CaO, MgO, and Al2O3 while SiO2 is relatively unaffected and Na2O,
TiO2 and FeO increase. (EOF values of zero correspond to no effect, while EOF
values approaching -1 or +1 reflect large changes). (right) Projection of the three
largest, geologically significant EOF’s into MgO variation diagrams common in the
petrologic literature. The line weights correspond to the descriptions provided in
the legend at left. Further discussion provided in the text. . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
3-3 Comparison of diagrams for summarizing MORB major element variability that are
common in the geologic literature (top panels) with diagrams derived from PCA
(bottom panels). Panels are arranged to facilitate column-wise comparisons. Sym-
bols are as described in the caption to Figure 3-1. Ca# indicates molar Ca/(Ca+Na)
in each MORB sample. Principal component scores shown in the bottom panels de-
scribe the deviation of MORB sample compositions from the data mean along each
of the principal component axes. “PC1”, for example, denotes the first principal
component score of each sample. Further discussion provided in the text. . . . . . 53
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3-4 Representative case study illustrating the character of MORB variability observed
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Clipperton Fracture Zone, and the global MORB compilation, respectively. Data
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observed within each of the sampling stations from a 30-km ridge interval yielding
more than two samples. Note the high degree of clustering in MORB from specific
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tions, high values of ρstation/ρ30km become less frequent. This probably reflects
underestimation of 30-km variability at locations sampled by few independent sam-
pling stations. Further discussion is provided in the text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
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available samples. (center) Global sampling density, in terms of number of sampling
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discussed further in the text, the clustering of MORB sample compositions within a
given sampling station (c.f., Figures 3-4 and 3-5), implies that the variability shown
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3-8 Contrast between estimates of fractionation-corrected MORB major element vari-
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scores of individual MORB samples and a smoothing bandwidth determined by a
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sampling scheme described above, and subsequently re-normalizing (to ensure that∑
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pendix B. The uncorrected estimate of MAR variability incorporates all available
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variability. Similar to the standard deviation, the interquartile range is a measure
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two, three and four component linear Bayes classifiers. (left) A compilation of
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C. (right) Visualization of spatial variation in inferred lithologic proportions. Colors
indicate respective proportions of dunite (top) and PLTD (bottom) at each sampled
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eterization described in Section C.6.1 of Appendix C, is consistent with the power
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C-7 Simulated random sampling from three synthetic “mantle heterogeneity” patterns
illustrating the way the character of observed variability is dependent on the length
scale of mantle heterogeneity, λhet, relative to the sampling length scale, λobs. For
each case, two compositional domains (shown as “black” vs “white” areas in the
left panel corresponding to each case) are distributed in spatial arrangements cor-
responding to end-member relationships in relative length scales. The distribution
of synthetic “Cr#” variability within each compositional domain, as well the total
geochemical variability throughout the synthetic “mantle outcrop” is shown in the
top panel at far left, and is identical in all cases. The randomly generated sampling
areas, indicated by rectangles in the bottom panel at far left, are intended to mimic
the observational method of this study. We have plotted the spatial pattern of syn-
thetic variability in each case in the corresponding central panel, while variability
in each synthetic sample is plotted in the right panel for each case. These plots are
based on ∼ 200 synthetic “Cr#” analyses per sample area generated by sampling
from the statistical mixture model defined by the probability densities governing
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C-8 Geochemical image of detrital spinel variability within Wadi Tayin, comparable to
the output of simulation depicted in the previous Figure. Each pixel within a given
drainage is assigned a color corresponding to a randomly selected spinel analysis
from that catchment. Bivariate composition-color mapping is shown as inset. The
corresponding catchment area-variability systematics are illustrated in a further
inset using the relative entropy, H(~P ), of each probability density estimate, a bi-
variate measure of the relative randomness of the detrital spinel data from each
catchment. This quantity is computed using H(~P ) = −∑Si=1 pi log2 pi, where ~P
denotes the relative frequencies, pi, of all S possible states that the probability
density may take. Because gray-scale images are commonly assigned integer values
between 0 and 255, we have binned our continuous spinel probability density esti-
mates correspondingly (a probability density of zero corresponds to zero, while the
maximum corresponds to 255) to make use of MATLAB’s image processing toolbox
function “entropy.m”. This binning scheme is arbitrary and the use of other bin-
ning schemes or logarithm bases will yield quantitatively different values of H(~P )
than shown here, although the ‘relative entropies’ shown will not differ. Note that
compositional variability in samples with greater Moho-depth (type III variability)
do not display sensitivity to the sampling length scale, while those closer to the
Moho do. Sample sizes at each drainage vary between ∼ 50 and 150 samples, c.f.,
Figure C-5 in this Appendix for more details. Individually considered, Cr# and
TiO2 also display the same systematics (c.f., Figure 4-2 of the main text, where
symbols are explained in caption). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153
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The global mid-ocean ridge system is one of Earth’s dominant surface features, comprising
a near-continuous, ∼ 60,000-km-long chain of undersea volcanoes. Mid-ocean ridges define
the active boundaries of diverging tectonic plates, where hot mantle rock, drawn towards the
surface through overlying plate motions, undergoes decompression-induced partial melting
(Green and Ringwood , 1967; Oxburgh and Turcotte, 1968). The resulting magmatic systems
are fundamental to the plate tectonic cycle (e.g., Hess , 1962; Le Pichon et al., 1973). Ocean
ridges produce the most abundant type of igneous rock, known as mid-ocean ridge basalt
(MORB), which ascends to form the oceanic crust that covers nearly two-thirds of Earth’s
surface (Project , 1981; Ahern and Turcotte, 1979; Cogley , 1984). The underlying, complimen-
tary mantle residues – themselves structurally and compositionally modified by ocean ridge
magmatism – eventually cool by conduction to the surface, forming the dominant component
of oceanic lithosphere (McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; Dick et al., 1984; Michael and Bonatti ,
1985; Dick , 1989; Nicolas , 1989). Ocean ridges also give rise to significant heat loss from
Earth’s interior (e.g., Pollack et al., 1993), and provide the setting for a host of geochemi-
cal fractionation and mass transfer processes (e.g., Green and Ringwood , 1967; Gast , 1968;
Kushiro, 1968; Shaw , 1970; O’Hara, 1977; Grove et al., 1992; Langmuir et al., 1992). For
these reasons, the study of ocean ridge magmatism – through both geodynamic and petro-
logic perspectives – contributes to greater understanding of the thermal and compositional
evolution of Earth’s silicate crust and mantle throughout geologic time.
One of the primary opportunities for studying modern ocean ridges (complimentary to
geophysical techniques for imaging the subsurface and to field studies of relict magmatic sys-
tems exposed in ophiolites) is through geochemical and petrologic characterization of MORB
lava or abyssal peridotite samples collected from the seafloor. Although it remains impossi-
ble to observe the workings of ocean ridge magmatism more directly, this approach has led
to much progress in constraining the source materials, conditions and processes involved.
Conditions within the partially molten region underlying ocean ridges, for example, can be
2recorded in the relative proportions of geochemical components within each sample. Lab-
oratory studies have shown that these components display different affinities for solids and
melts, and are sensitive to the ambient pressure, temperature and system composition (e.g.,
Bowen, 1928; Yoder and Tilley , 1962; Grove et al., 1992; Hess , 1992). There is also increas-
ing recognition that the dynamics of the partially molten region can give rise to additional
geochemical signatures. Nearly all MORB lavas are not in chemical equilibrium with mantle
peridotite at low pressures, suggesting that factors including the relative time scales of melt
transport, diffusive processes, and chemical reactions, or the extent of localization in melt
transport exert additional influences on geochemical variability (Kelemen, 1990; Spiegelman
and Kenyon, 1992; Kelemen et al., 1995; Aharonov et al., 1995; Spiegelman, 1996; Kelemen
et al., 1997a; Spiegelman and Kelemen, 2003). Quantitative modeling approaches – informed
by phase equilibria experiments – have allowed the effects of a range of petrologic processes
to be predicted, including partial melting, melt transport and focusing, melt-rock reaction,
mixing, and crystallization (e.g. McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; Weaver and Langmuir , 1990;
Niu and Batiza, 1991; Longhi , 1991; Kinzler and Grove, 1992; Ghiorso and Sack , 1995;
Iwamori et al., 1995; Danyushevsky , 2001; Ghiorso et al., 2002; Katz et al., 2003; Asimow
et al., 2004). Other features of MORB variability have been linked to the presence of het-
erogeneity in the source mantle (Tatsumoto et al., 1965; Tatsumoto, 1966; Zindler and Hart ,
1986; Shen and Forsyth, 1995; Korenaga and Kelemen, 2000; Hofmann, 2003). The ability
of geochemical variability in magmas and residues to impact the geodynamic properties of
the magmatic system and of the resulting oceanic lithosphere has also been recognized and
studied (e.g., Kelemen et al., 1995).
Yet despite these advances, the sampling of ocean ridges remains relatively sparse, and the
tasks of interpreting geochemical variability and evaluating its implications remain ongoing.
Major outstanding research problems include:
• The development of links between magma dynamics and petrologic or geo-
chemical observables, e.g.: How does melt transport impact the length scales gov-
erning along-axis igneous variability? How and where is melt transport localized within
the magmatic system? How does magma transport transition from porous flow along
grain boundaries to crack flow and diking? How do the competing hypotheses available
to answer these questions differ in terms of the predictions they make for variability in
the composition of ocean ridges?
• The extraction of information about petrologic processes from geochemi-
cal or lithologic variability in ocean ridge samples, e.g.: How well do current
petrologic frameworks for interpreting geochemical variability account for available
3observations on ocean ridge samples? How unique or distinguishable is geochemical
variability arising from processes other than melting or crystallization, including (1)
melt-rock reaction, (2) magma mixing, (3) thermal and compositional variability in
the shallow oceanic mantle prior to melting, (4) disequilibrium melt transport, and (5)
hydrothermal processes?
• The mechanisms by which ocean ridge magmatic systems impact the geo-
dynamics of oceanic tectonic plates, e.g.: How is the lower oceanic crust formed,
and what geochemical and structural features does ocean ridge magmatism generate
in the residual mantle, e.g., through localization of magma transport and/or deforma-
tion? How do such features influence the mechanical character of oceanic lithosphere?
How completely does basaltic melt generated within the mantle escape to the surface?
What effect does the presence of basaltic melt have on the dynamics of rifting?
The resolution of any of these questions will most likely involve a combination of data
analysis and theory derived from quantitative modeling and laboratory experimentation.
The identification of pertinent features in geochemical data is among the many critical
steps in this process. Although easily taken for granted, the use of traditional visualization
methods (e.g., scatter plots or “spider diagrams”) is becoming increasingly difficult when
applied to the large and growing data compilations presently available (e.g., Lehnert et al.,
2000). The sheer symbol density in such plots, for example, greatly complicates the search
for patterns in the relative frequency of compositions within the “data cloud.” Even in cases
where patterns in relative frequency can be detected, assessing robustness can introduce
additional difficulties (e.g., Parman, 2007; Rudge, 2008). Although the present thesis directly
addresses only a few of the “big picture” questions listed above, the topic of extracting
geologically interesting features from large geochemical data compilations is a core theme.
In particular, the research described here embraces three principles: (1) To extract the
maximum information content from geochemical data, it is necessary to consider the full
distribution of variability expressed within sample suites. Although it is common practice to
summarize variability through simple descriptive statistics (e.g., mean, standard deviation,
etc.), this approach potentially overlooks other aspects of variability such as the presence of
secondary modes or the characteristics of the distribution tails that can also be of geologic
interest. (2) The power of geochemical data to test specific hypotheses is increased when
detailed information about the spatial context of sampling is included in the analysis. (3)
Methods of exploratory data analysis and computational statistics can allow the full spatial-
statistical character of variability to be explored relatively efficiently.
In essence, the present thesis comprises applications of these principles. Some of the
4conclusions developed here about the workings of ocean ridge magmatism correspondingly
rely on “second-order” details within the distribution of geochemical variability. Spatial
systematics in the variability of ocean ridge samples plays a particularly critical role. In
Chapter 2, spatial patterns of MORB glass variability are used as a critical means for test-
ing competing hypotheses about the operation of crystallization and melt transport in the
thermal boundary layer beneath ocean ridges. Chapter 3 considers the effect of spatially
heterogeneous sampling on apparent variability in MORB glasses, while Chapter 4 examines
variability within spatially defined volumes of mantle residue exposed in the Oman ophiolite.
Applications of computational statistics techniques such as probability density estimation,
classification, and resampling are also widely used throughout this thesis. These techniques
offer significant advantages in coping with the special challenge of studying the full mul-
tivariate statistical distributions defined by extensive geochemical data sets. (Both of the
primary data sets studied in this thesis comprise very large sample sizes, e.g., N >> 1000.)
Throughout this thesis, I focus on the character and potential significance of major element
variability within MORB lavas and mantle residues. (Major elements are defined as those
chemical components that individually represent a significant fraction of the sample mass,
generally ≥ 0.5 weight %.)
The research carried out for this thesis is documented in three chapters and three appen-
dices:
• Chapter 2 evaluates the hypothesis that reactive crystallization (crystallization influ-
enced by chemical exchange with surrounding peridotite) could result in a different
geochemical evolution of crystallizing magmas than expected for fractional crystalliza-
tion. According to this hypothesis, “fractionation-corrected” MORB variability could
be largely caused by sample-to-sample variations in the relative extents of reactive ver-
sus fractional crystallization. Variations in melt transport velocity through the thermal
boundary layer, in turn, are predicted to modulate the relative proportion of reactive
and fractional crystallization. We demonstrate that MORB major element variability
observed within 30-km scale spatial bins comprises 40-70% of globally observed vari-
ability, consistent with the predicted effects of reactive crystallization, but inconsistent
with mantle temperature variations. This work has been accepted for publication in
Journal of Petrology.
• In Chapter 3, the spatial and statistical character of the PetDB MORB data com-
pilation is examined in additional detail. In particular, the potential role of biased
sampling is examined. I demonstrate that MORB variability, as represented by the
PetDB MORB glass database, contains large variability in sampling density, leading
5to significant artifacts in the estimated relative frequency of different MORB composi-
tions. I introduce a method for removing these artifacts, and show that the increase in
MORB data availability over the past decades has not been sufficient to increase signif-
icantly the resolution with which major element variability systematics can be studied
at global or regional length scales, at least in comparison to early syntheses of global
MORB data (e.g., Dick et al., 1984; Klein and Langmuir, 1987).
• In Chapter 4, the character of variability in the mantle section of a paleo-spreading
center is examined using a new detrital spinel data set collected for this study. We
interpret our observations as the consequence of regionally distinctive internal propor-
tions of different mantle lithologies (e.g., dunite versus harzburgite), in turn reflecting
the organization of focused melt transport at mid-ocean ridges into “channel-rich”
and “channel-poor” zones. Some variability within the mapped region could addition-
ally reflect igneous impregnation, variable depletion during melting, or post-mid-ocean
ridge magmatism associated with ophiolite emplacement. We have provided a pre-
liminary map of intermediate-scale compositional variability within the southernmost
Oman ophiolite massif, in which multiple, spatially coherent, compositionally distinc-
tive, ∼20-100 km2 regions are resolved, representing the first mapping of compositional
mantle domains at this length scale anywhere in the world.
• Appendices A-C provide supplementary information about the quantitative methods
used in each thesis chapter.
I believe that the implications of this thesis for future work are threefold: (1) As devel-
oped in detail throughout Chapter 2, there is a considerable potential for melt-rock reaction
to complicate inferences from major elements about conditions within ocean ridge magmatic
systems. The robustness of inferences should therefore be tested against this possibility in
future work, e.g., based on the modeling approach developed in this study. (2) Despite
the large number of MORB samples recovered globally, sampling has been very heteroge-
neous, with most of the global ocean ridge system represented very sparsely. Global- or
regional-scale MORB major element systematics remain poorly constrained at present, and
there is great need for additional sampling, particularly away from previous “sampling hot
spots.” (3) As developed further in Chapter 4, inferred mantle variability in the Oman ophi-
olite suggests that melt transport in the shallow oceanic mantle could be organized not
only into “channels” and “surroundings,” but also into larger-length-scale “channel-rich”
and “channel-poor” regions, which could, furthermore, be related to ridge axis segmenta-
tion. The data analyzed for this thesis are preliminary, however, and further investigation is
needed to test this idea. Perhaps one further implication of a broader nature may be derived
6from the principles guiding this thesis: (4) The relative frequency of geochemical observa-
tions should more routinely be considered as part of the “data” against which quantitative
modeling approaches are tested, and which geologic hypotheses should seek to explain in
the future. It is encouraging that the generation of distinctive spatial-statistical patterns
of geochemical variability appears to be predicted as a consequence of a number of exist-
ing petrologic or compositional evolution models that explicitly incorporate fluid dynamic
transport together with chemical processes. Such models include simulations of magmatic
systems (e.g., Spiegelman and Kelemen, 2003; Perugini et al., 2003) and mantle convection
(Brandenburg et al., 2008). As further geochemical data are collected, additional spatial-
statistical systematics in ocean ridge samples will likely emerge. Together with the further
development and refinement of quantitative forward models, these data, exploited to their
fullest, will surely provide exciting new insights into the operation of ocean ridge magmatic
systems.
7Chapter 2
The Case for Reactive Crystallization
at Mid-Ocean Ridges
2.1 Introduction
Mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) provide an important record of the chemical processes giv-
ing rise to mantle differentiation and the generation of oceanic crust and lithosphere. The
compositional diversity of MORB reflects variability in magmatic systems, involving chemi-
cally heterogeneous mantle material experiencing variable extents of chemical fractionation
via a number of igneous processes over a range of temperatures and pressures. Although some
aspects of MORB geochemical systematics remain difficult to interpret, the most prominent
trend in MORB major element data corresponds well with the variation of melt compo-
sitions expected from magma crystallization. Abundant laboratory experiments constrain
the low-pressure liquid line of descent (LLD) of basaltic magma crystallizing olivine, olivine
+ plagioclase, and olivine + plagioclase + clinopyroxene (e.g., Grove et al., 1992; Bender
et al., 1978; Walker et al., 1979; Tormey et al., 1987; Yang et al., 1996). Such experiments
show that crystallizing magmas with differing initial compositions evolve along separate, but
nearly parallel LLDs. This justifies the accepted principle that chemical variability in MORB
samples corrected for the effects of crystal fractionation along the LLD (e.g., MgO = 8 wt%,
(Klein and Langmuir , 1987)) cannot be explained by crystallization and must therefore re-
flect variability produced by other mechanisms. Based on ‘corrected’ major element data,
previous studies have investigated many aspects of MORB petrogenesis, including along-
axis variations in mantle potential temperature, differences in conductive lid thickness, and
chemical heterogeneity in the parent mantle (e.g., McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; Langmuir
et al., 1992; Shen and Forsyth, 1995; Niu and Hekinian, 1997b; White et al., 2001). These
interpretations of fractionation corrected MORB compositions have implicitly relied on the
assumption that, as in the experiments, no significant reaction with the surrounding rock
8occurs during MORB crystallization.
Accumulating examples of pervasive melt-rock reaction in the shallow mantle beneath
ridges (e.g., Kelemen et al., 2007; Niu, 2004; Tartarotti et al., 2002; Gaetani et al., 1995;
Seyler and Bonatti , 1997; Cannat et al., 1992; Dick , 1989; Niu and Hekinian, 1997a) show
that interaction between ascending and/or cooling magmas and surrounding mantle rock can
produce significant compositional variability, at least in shallow mantle peridotites. Moti-
vated by these observations, and building on work by (Kelemen, 1986) and (Kelemen, 1990),
this study evaluates the hypothesis that most MORB liquids do not exclusively crystallize by
fractional crystallization, but instead experience an additional increment of crystallization
that is influenced by chemical exchange with the surrounding mantle rock. This distinct
phase of crystallization, which we will term reactive crystallization, may be particularly im-
portant at the onset of crystallization, where high temperature magma transport at low melt-
rock ratios could allow diffusive cation exchange of Mg2+ and Fe2+ between mantle olivine
and the crystallizing melt. Such melt-rock reactions, simultaneous with crystallization, could
significantly alter the proportion and composition of crystallizing phases –and therefore the
compositional evolution of the residual liquid– relative to fractional crystallization. If correct,
this hypothesis implies that variability in the relative importance of reactive and fractional
crystallization could contribute a partial explanation for fractionation-corrected MORB ma-
jor element variability that has been previously interpreted primarily in terms of mantle
source composition and potential temperature.
We first apply thermodynamics and magma dynamics theory to constrain the composi-
tional effects of reactive crystallization on basaltic liquids. Using the MELTS thermodynamic
model (Ghiorso et al., 2002), we predict the deviations in the LLD for reactive crystalliza-
tion compared to fractional crystallization. We then estimate the possible extent of reactive
crystallization beneath mid-ocean ridges from a simple calculation of advection relative to
diffusion timescales in a 1-D, steady state melt transport column.
Next, we examine major element data from a global compilation of MORB glass com-
positions. Two key observations correspond to the predicted consequences of reactive crys-
tallization. (1) A large fraction of the worldwide variability in fractionation-corrected major
element compositions, for example in fractionation-corrected MgO content, is present within
small areas (less than 30 km along the ridge axis) at most of the well sampled mid-ocean
ridge localities. (2) This variability correlates negatively with spreading rate, though mean
values of, e.g., corrected MgO content are not spreading rate dependent. We evaluate the
ability of processes other than reactive crystallization to generate these specific observations,
but find that reactive crystallization provides the best explanation. Together with fractional
crystallization and magma mixing, reactive crystallization could exert an important influence
9on major element variability, while variability in many other geochemical parameters, such
as isotope and trace element ratios, testifies to the presence of mantle source and parental
magma heterogeneity (e.g., Langmuir et al., 1992; Shen and Forsyth, 1995; Niu and Hekinian,
1997b). We do not suggest that reactive crystallization can account for the full extent of
MORB variability in all geochemical variables. Nevertheless, we illustrate the potential for
combined reactive and fractional crystallization from a single parental liquid composition
to explain major element data from several MORB suites. We close with a discussion of
implications for interpreting MORB compositions in terms of reactive crystallization.
2.2 Observational Basis for the Reactive Crystalliza-
tion Hypothesis
The petrography and chemistry of abyssal peridotite samples provide evidence for melt-rock
reaction in the uppermost mantle beneath mid-ocean ridges (Kelemen et al., 2007; Niu, 2004;
Niu and Hekinian, 1997a; Tartarotti et al., 2002; Gaetani et al., 1995; Seyler and Bonatti ,
1997; Cannat et al., 1992; Dick , 1989). For example, plagioclase lherzolites recovered from
ODP Leg 209, Site 1275 on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge contain mm-scale plagioclase impregna-
tions displaying extreme chemical variability (Kelemen et al., 2007). There is a large range
of Ca# (defined as molar Ca/(Ca+Na), equivalent to the anorthite fraction in plagioclase)
in impregnations found less than 20 m apart, while the Mg# (molar Mg/(Mg+Fe) content)
of olivine crystals adjacent to impregnations remains almost constant. As shown in Figure
2-13, this compositional trend is ubiquitous in mineral and whole rock abyssal peridotite
compositions, and is in marked contrast to mid-ocean ridge gabbro suites and to trends of
plagioclase and olivine composition in experiments on crystallization of basalt, where Ca#
is roughly proportional to Mg#. We suggest that the Site 1275 drill core samples and many
other abyssal peridotite suites could represent reactive crystallization products formed within
surrounding mantle rock at ∼0.6 GPa (c.f., Kelemen et al., 2004). During crystallization of
impregnating melts, mantle olivine may act as an “infinite reservoir” buffering the melt Mg#
near ∼0.7 (in equilibrium with mantle olivine with a characteristic Mg# of ∼0.9) through
Fe-Mg cation exchange, particularly during slow, high temperature crystallization at low
melt-rock ratios. Although the melt Mg# would remain nearly constant, the Ca# is not
constrained and could evolve freely during crystallization. Low Mg# olivine and low Ca#
plagioclase are the expected products of fractional crystallization (c.f., Figure 2-13). There-
fore, the observed absence of low Mg# olivine in proximity to low Ca# plagioclase within
impregnated peridotites is more consistent with reactive crystallization. We have illustrated
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Figure 2-1: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-1: In terms of Ca# (normative anorthite, or molar CaCa+Na) in plagioclase vs Mg#
(normative forsterite, or molar Mg
Mg+Fe2+
) in olivine, impregnated peridotite samples from ODP
Leg 209, Site 1275 (14N, Mid-Atlantic Ridge) and from the Romanche Fracture Zone (Equatorial
Atlantic) define similar compositional trends that are distinct from those of oceanic gabbro suites.
Light grey symbols demonstrate that whole rock Ca# and Mg# for a worldwide compilation of more
than 300 abyssal peridotites reproduce the trend of Site 1275 and Romanche impregnated peridotite
mineral compositions. Although impregnated peridotites have a range of plagioclase Ca# that is
comparable to the range in gabbros, olivine Mg# remains nearly constant at ∼89-90. Variability
in Ca# at a constant, primitive Mg# is a predicted consequence of reactive crystallization from a
single starting composition during slow melt migration at low melt-rock ratios. Oceanic gabbros
from individual localities, by contrast, define trends with correlated Ca# and Mg#, consistent
with experimental liquids produced by crystal fractionation from distinct initial Ca# compositions.
Impregnated peridotite data sources: ODP Leg 209 (Kelemen et al., 2007), Romanche (Tartarotti
et al., 2002), worldwide (Bodinier and Godard , 2003; Niu, 2004). Oceanic gabbro data sources:
Mid-Cayman Rise (Elthon, 1987), Mid-Atlantic Ridge Kane FZ area (MARK), Hole 923A (Casey ,
1997), Southwest Indian Ridge, Hole 735B (Dick and et al., 2002), Oman ophiolite (Samail and
Wadi Tayin massifs) (Browning , 1982; Kelemen et al., 1997b; Koga et al., 2001). We hypothesize
that fractional crystallization and reactive crystallization could define separate petrologic processes
with distinguishable geochemical signatures. At right, the primary distinctions between fractional
and reactive crystallization are highlighted by schematic diagrams depicting the evolution of each
process: In fractional crystallization, there is no chemical exchange (indicated by wavy arrows)
between crystallizing magmas (indicated by boxes) and the surroundings. Crystal products from
the “initial” diagram in each series are shown in gray in the “subsequent” diagram.
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the differences between fractional and reactive crystallization schematically in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-2: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-2: Liquid lines of descent determined through pMELTS reactive crystallization calcula-
tions, compared to MORB glasses (gray dots). Calculated liquid lines of descent from crystallization
governed by different values of the ‘reactivity parameter’ (the reactivity parameter is specified in
terms of grams of ‘average abyssal peridotite’ (Dick , 1989) added to the thermodynamic system
per ◦C temperature decrease). Liquid lines of descent are shown for two primitive initial liquid
compositions. Warm colored LLD’s correspond to a starting melt composition derived by decom-
pression melting of a mantle source with a relatively high potential temperature, while the LLD’s
initiating from melt derived from a low potential temperature mantle are shown in cold colors.
Initial melt compositions were taken from (Kinzler and Grove, 1992, Table 4) with the addition
of 200 ppm H2O following the approach of (Asimow et al., 2004). Melt compositions with Mg#
of about 0.7 are close to equilibrium with mantle peridotite. An additional LLD corresponding
to 1 bar fractional crystallization is shown for reference (thin, dashed line), calculated using the
algorithm of Weaver and Langmuir (1990). The solid, thick black line represents a 0.6 GPa LLD
predicted by the Weaver and Langmuir (1990) algorithm, and should be comparable to the 0.6 GPa
fractional crystallization pMELTS model, with differences resulting from different model calibration
parameters and computational techniques. Unlike fractional crystallization, reactive crystallization
is predicted to yield decreasing MgO at nearly constant Mg#, and can produce large variability in
Na8 (Na2O corrected to MgO = 8 wt% (Klein and Langmuir , 1987).
2.3 Reactive Crystallization in Theory
2.3.1 Chemical Consequences
We modeled the different LLD’s generated by reactive crystallization and fractional crystal-
lization of MORB using the thermodynamic pMELTS program (Ghiorso et al., 2002). For
example, an initial thermodynamic system with the bulk composition of a primitive mantle
melt was cooled from its liquidus in 5 ◦C increments at a constant pressure of 0.6 GPa, close
to the conditions inferred for formation of the impregnated peridotites at ODP Site 1275. At
each cooling increment, increments of average shallow, residual peridotite composition were
added to the system. These mass additions were meant to simulate expansion of the thermo-
dynamic system relevant to the crystallization process that occurs as the result of reaction
with the surrounding mantle rock (olivine). Variable rates of reactive crystallization were
simulated by varying the mass of peridotite added per ◦C of cooling. This parameter (we
will refer to it throughout as the ‘reactivity parameter’) could correspond physically to the
relative rates of diffusive exchange versus cooling experienced by the crystallizing magma.
We found model liquids produced by adding peridotite at 0 to 3% initial melt mass per
◦C cooling increment span most of the compositional range of MORB. Larger values of the
reactivity parameter result in very similar LLD’s to the case of 3% initial melt mass per ◦C
cooling. In the next section, we will address the range of reactivity parameter values that
are consistent with melt transport theory.
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Figure 2-2 illustrates characteristic features of the LLD’s from two primitive initial liquid
compositions calculated for a range of reactivity parameter values and compared to MORB
glass compositions. References for compositions used in our calculations are provided in the
caption, and a sample input file used in these calculations, as well as additional Fenner-type
variation diagrams contrasting model output with MORB glass compositions are included in
the electronic supplement. Over a cooling interval of 100 ◦C, reactive crystallization LLD’s
maintain high Mg# while evolving to lower MgO and FeO contents and to higher SiO2 and
alkali contents than for fractional crystallization at the same Mg#, consistent with the ob-
servations at ODP Site 1275 described above. Our calculations illustrate the potential for
a single primitive melt composition, evolving by a combination of reactive and fractional
crystallization to generate most of the globally observed range of MORB compositions, at
least in principle. Thus, the effect of reactive crystallization may be detectable in data as
‘noise’ in fractionation-corrected variability. For example, variations in the amount of reac-
tive crystallization experienced by different aliquots of a given parental MORB liquid could
translate to local variability in Na8 (Na2O corrected to MgO = 8 wt%, (Klein and Langmuir ,
1987, c.f., Figure 2f)). We have generated similar results (decreasing MgO and FeO at near-
constant Mg#, higher SiO2, etc.) by an analogous calculation using the algorithm of Weaver
and Langmuir (1990), though the reactive crystallization calculations with this model are
complicated by the lack of parameterization for orthopyroxene saturation. The diagnostic
compositional effects of reactive crystallization are therefore robust, and not dependent on
the modeling method. However, LLD’s predicted for fractional crystallization at 0.6 GPa
using pMELTS versus the Weaver and Langmuir (1990) algorithm display significant dif-
ferences when compared quantitatively, primarily due to much earlier pyroxene saturation
predicted by pMELTS (c.f., Figure 2-2). The pMELTS output therefore potentially over-
predicts the decrease in liquid Ca# resulting from a given degree of crystallization, though
this does not obscure the clear qualitative distinction between reactive and fractional LLD’s.
If this over-prediction of decreasing Ca# is significant, then reactivity parameter values
greater than 3 g/◦C might be therefore be required for reactive LLD’s to span the range of
values shown in Figure 2-2, but this would not diminish the applicability of our calculations
to natural systems. As will be further discussed in a following section, reactivity parame-
ter values that are many orders of magnitude larger than in our modeling are predicted by
geologically plausible melt transport scenarios. Our modeling predicts that reactive crys-
tallization LLD’s resulting from such very large reactivity parameter values should be very
similar to the “3 g/◦C” LLD’s shown in Figure 2-2. We will therefore focus on contrasting
the end-member cases of fractional crystallization (reactivity parameter = 0) and reactive
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Figure 2-3: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-3: Illustration of phase proportions crystallized leading to the end-member LLDs shown
in Figure 2-2. (a-b) Respectively, crystallizing phase proportions in fractional and reactive crys-
tallization of a parental magma corresponding to a higher degree of melting from a high potential
temperature mantle source. (c) Summary of the effect of increasing degrees of reactive crystalliza-
tion on residual melt fraction. Isotherms are shown as gray lines for reference. (d-e) Crystallizing
phase proportions in fractional and reactive crystallization of a parental magma corresponding to
a low degree of melting from a low potential temperature mantle source. Proportions shown re-
flect crystallizing phase proportions output by pMELTS, after subtracting the mass of crystallizing
phases due to the average abyssal peridotite assimilant with 77% olivine 19% opx and 4% cpx
(Dick , 1989). (f) Sensitivity of crystallizing phase assemblage to reactivity parameter. Decreasing
temperature indicates increasing crystallization progress.
Figure 2-3 illustrates the calculated proportion of crystallizing phases in the end-member
calculations corresponding to the LLD’s in Figure 2-2. In the case of reactive crystallization,
clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene generally precipitate more abundantly and contain less Ca
than in fractional crystallization, although reactive crystallization also involves 30-50% pla-
gioclase crystallization (c.f., subpanels 2-3a vs 2-3b and 2-3d vs 2-3e). The sensitivity of
the crystallizing mineral assemblage to the reactivity parameter is shown in subpanel 2-3f.
Calculated variation of melt fraction, F, with temperature and cumulative mass of peridotite
added is also shown (subpanel 2-3c). As noted by Kelemen (1990), energetic constraints do
not reduce the likelihood of very large reactivity parameter values because (a) mantle “wall
rock” is not cold (instead, melt and refractory, solid peridotite co-exist at nearly the same
temperature), (b) cation exchange reactions between melt and solid do not require mantle
material to melt in order for “assimilation” to occur, and (c) dissolution of one phase can be
balanced by crystallization of an energetically equivalent mass of another phase. Our calcula-
tions support this reasoning, showing the ratio of peridotite mass added to mass crystallized
to be greater than unity at high temperatures, corresponding to a slight increase in melt
fraction via reactive crystallization as compared to fractional crystallization. While reactive
and fractional crystallization display little difference in F at a given temperature above ca.
1260-1255◦C, our calculations predict a large decrease in F during reactive crystallization at
lower temperatures (relative to fractional crystallization), consistent with previous work by
Kelemen and Aharonov (1998). Our calculations support the possibility of up to ∼40-50%
of reactive crystallization occurring over small temperature intervals, e.g., between 1270 ◦C
and 1240 ◦C. By implication, large extents of reactive crystallization could occur within a
narrow range of temperatures (and, therefore, pressures) after the onset of melt cooling and
crystallization within ocean ridge thermal boundary layers (ridge thermal boundary layers
encompass the depth interval shallower than the final depth of melting).
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2.3.2 Melt Transport Dynamics
The ‘Reactive’ LLD’s described above should be consistent with models of thermal structure
and melt transport beneath mid-ocean ridges. Although many aspects of melt transport
in the mantle beneath ridges are uncertain, the potential importance of reactive crystal-
lization may be evaluated with respect to any specified forward model. Regardless of the
specifics, there will be substantial reaction between migrating melt and host peridotite when
magma transport occurs on time scales that are slow compared to the melt-rock reaction
time scale. The ratio of advection and reaction timescales is commonly represented by the
Damko¨hler number, Da, with higher values of Da corresponding to higher degrees of reactiv-
ity (c.f., Hoefner and Fogler , 1988; Korenaga and Kelemen, 1998). If reactions between an
upwelling magma and the surrounding mantle rock are primarily cation exchange reactions





where L is the characteristic distance over which melt transport occurs, DFeMg is the limiting
cation diffusivity in the solid, vmelt is the magnitude of the local melt velocity vector and
d the average inter-channel distance (corresponding to the grain size in the case of grain-
scale porous flow). L
vmelt
represents the advection timescale and
DFeMg
d2
the inverse of the
cation diffusion timescale. Assuming that vmelt is governed by Darcy’s law, regardless of the





where φ is the porosity, ∆ρg is the lithostatic pressure gradient, µ is the magma viscosity
and c and n are constants in the porosity-permeability relationship, then the expression for








With the above assumptions, reactive crystallization should be most important in partially
molten systems with small porosities, or small distances between melt conduits, and/or
small melt velocities. The d4 dependence on average inter-melt conduit distance implies
that the extent of reaction, and resulting major element variability, could potentially be
very sensitive to small scale variability in melt transport dynamics and conduit geometry
within the thermal boundary layer beneath ridges. Reactive crystallization is unlikely to
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occur in the sub-solidus region of the thermal boundary layer. Since thermal diffusivities
(∼ 10−6 m2/s) are orders of magnitude larger than cation diffusivities (∼ 10−16 to 10−17 m2/s,
e.g., Chakraborty (1997)), thermal interaction with wall-rock at sub-solidus temperatures will
cause magmas to completely crystallize long before chemical interaction can proceed to an
appreciable extent. Thus, fractional crystallization will dominate at shallower depths. On
the other hand, reactive crystallization should be limited only by the timescale of advection
and the small-scale details of melt conduit geometry (laterally variable permeability and/or
locally variable depths of onset of diking) within the “reactive depth interval”. In principle,
this interval is bounded at the base by the depth at which melting ceases, and bounded at
the top by the intersection depth of the geotherm and the basalt solidus (c.f., Figure 2-14).
2.3.3 Reactive Crystallization in a ‘Simplest’ Ocean Ridge Melt
Transport Model
The thermodynamic calculations described above may be related to specific ocean ridge
melt transport scenarios if the appropriate reactivity parameter values, in terms of grams
of peridotite added per ◦C cooling, can be determined. As an example of this approach,
we evaluate the potential for reactive crystallization predicted by a 1-D steady state mid-
ocean ridge column model based on the equations of McKenzie (1984), that is essentially
equivalent to the models previously used by Sparks and Parmentier (1991) and Spiegelman
and Elliott (1993). This simplest mid-ocean ridge model defines ‘on-axis’ vertical profiles
for temperature, degree of melting, porosity, and the upwelling velocities of solid and melt
phases that simultaneously satisfy mass and energy conservation, as well as Darcy’s law.
Calculation details for this model are described in the Appendix, and an illustration of
the reactivity parameter values predicted by a suite of grain-scale porous flow models with
upwelling velocities of 10 and 60 mm/yr and mantle potential temperatures of 1300 and 1400
◦C is provided in the electronic supplement. The predicted reactivity parameter values vary
over more than two orders of magnitude between the cold mantle potential temperature, slow
spreading end member (reactivity parameter ∼106) and hot mantle potential temperature,
fast spreading end member (reactivity parameter ∼104). However, given that values of the
reactivity parameter on the order of ∼1-10 appear to be sufficient for a combination of
reactive and fractional LLD’s to generate a large fraction of the major element variability
in global MORB data, we conclude that the reactivity parameter values may be sufficiently
summarized as “very large” in all cases. The ‘simplest model’ used here therefore suggests
that reactive crystallization may be a ubiquitous process at ocean ridges if melt transport
at the onset of crystallization occurs by grain-scale porous flow.
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Our calculations do not simulate melt transport to the surface, and only apply to melt
transport below some critical depth, e.g., the depth to the solidus along the ridge geotherm.
Above this depth, melt transport is dominantly in magmatic fractures in which transport
allows high temperature melt to pass through cold wall rocks and erupt at the sea floor. Al-
though our simplest model clearly cannot provide an acceptable quantitative model of likely
reactivity parameter values at all depths beneath ocean ridges, it illustrates the potential for
highly reactive crystallization of MORB magmas in the depth interval between the onset of
crystallization and the solidus in a thick thermal boundary layer.
2.4 Reactive Crystallization and Global MORB Glass
Compositions
2.4.1 Data
We draw on the catalogue of MORB glass compositions available from PetDB (Lehnert
et al., 2000) to evaluate the consistency of reactive crystallization with observations. The
unfiltered PetDB compilation contains more than 13,000 glass compositions with complete
major element data, representing nearly 3400 sampling stations from a large range of axial
depths, spreading rates and seafloor morphologies. We geographically binned this global data
set into 550 non-overlapping spatial windows, each representing either a morphologically
homogeneous length of on-axis ridge segment or transform valley. Each spatial window was
chosen to encompass 2 or more samples collected from within ∼30 km. We took care to select
spatial windows of uniform ‘geologic’ context by inspecting sample locations overlain on the
global seafloor bathymetry data available from GeoMapApp (http://www.geomapapp.org).
We have ensured, for example, that data from a transform fault and from an adjacent ridge-
axis would be placed in separate windows despite their spatial proximity. The local spreading
rate at each spatial window was determined using a digital plate model (Bird , 2003). We
have removed samples with Mg# < 0.5 from consideration to minimize errors in fractionation
corrections, retaining a data set with > 10,300 MORB glass samples. A list correlating glass
sample names with bin assignments, as well as a spreadsheet detailing bin properties are
both available as supplementary files.
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2.4.2 Isolating the Chemical Signal of Reactive Crystallization in
MORB Data
If reactive crystallization is an important process in MORB petrogenesis, it may be possible
to recognize features in MORB major element data corresponding to trends predicted by
the modeling described in a previous section. The best compositional variables for this
purpose should be minimally sensitive to variations in melt generation processes. By contrast,
oxides partitioning preferentially into melts, such as Na2O, are likely to be more sensitive
to variations in melting extent and are less likely to display systematics due to reactive
crystallization alone.
In this study, we focus on the MgO content of olivine-saturated basalts, as this variable
is dominantly controlled by temperature (Roeder and Emslie, 1970; Longhi et al., 1978;
Ulmer , 1989; Gaetani and Grove, 1998; Asimow et al., 2004; Putirka et al., 2007), and is
relatively insensitive to variations in initial parental magma composition or pressure (at
any single temperature). Since most MORB have undergone variable extents of fractional
crystallization prior to eruption, we use the robust linear relationship between MgO and
Mg# (c.f., Figure 2-4 a) characterizing multiply saturated (ol+plag±cpx) LLD’s of MORB
magmas at pressures < 1 GPa to carry out the following simple fractionation correction
scheme. Using Mg# as our index of differentiation, we define ‘Mg65’ as the MgO content
of a sample after correction for multiply saturated fractional crystallization to Mg# = 0.65
using an empirical LLD slope, analogous to the method of Klein and Langmuir (1987). We
calculate Mg65 as follows:





 0.65 ≥Mg#sampotherwise (2.4)
where MgOsamp and Mg#samp represent the uncorrected MgO content (in mol%) and Mg#
of a MORB lava sample. Our best estimate of the LLD slope ∂MgO
∂Mg#
=20.4 was obtained
from a least-squares best fit to a compilation of > 200 multiply saturated phase equilibria
experiments (c.f., Figure 2-4, data references in caption). We take the additional step of
filtering out MORB samples with Mg# > 0.65 to ensure that fractionation corrections are
only computed for MORB samples that are likely to satisfy the assumption of multiple sat-
uration. Although the specific Mg# marking the onset of multiple saturation for a given
liquid is dependent on crystallization pressure and melt composition, we have chosen Mg# ∼
0.65 as a conservative lower bound, informed by inspection of phase equilibria experiments.
Fractionation correction to higher Mg# values increasingly risks applying an incorrect LLD
slope, which could result in ‘artificial variability’ among fractionation corrected liquid com-
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positions that in fact are derived from a single parent composition. We feel that Mg65 is a
particularly well-suited variable for studying reactive crystallization, as it is closely related
to the MgO content and temperature of MORB samples near the onset of crystallization.




















Best fit dMgO/dMg# = 20.4
Grove et al 92, 8 kbar
Grove et al 92, 2 kbar
Grove et al 92, 1 bar
Juster et al 89, 1 bar
Thy et al 06, 1 bar
Tormey et al 87, 1 bar
Baker and Eggler 87, 8 kbar
Figure 2-4: Calibration of appropriate ∂MgO∂Mg# for use in fractionation correction. All data points
represent multiply saturated phase equilibria experiments at pressures in the range of 10−4 - 1
GPa obtained from: (Bender et al., 1978; Grove et al., 1982; Grove and Bryan, 1983; Baker and
Eggler , 1987; Tormey et al., 1987; Juster et al., 1999; Kennedy et al., 1990; Kinzler and Grove,
1992; Grove et al., 1992; Yang et al., 1996; Feig et al., 2006; Thy et al., 2006). For reference, six
suites of related experiments are highlighted by specific symbols. The linear least-squares best fit
to this compilation (dashed line) defines a ∂MgO∂Mg# slope of 20.4, which we take as our reference LLD
slope for the fractionation correction. Note that experiment suites with different initial FeO/MgO
(or, equivalently, different initial MgO at a given Mg#) define nearly parallel LLD’s.
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2.4.3 Linking Mg65 and Temperature
Olivine-melt geothermometers are empirical temperature-composition relationships that es-
timate the temperature at which basalt samples of known composition may have been in
equilibrium with olivine. Via thermometry, the Mg65 value of a MORB sample implies a
‘T65’, physically interpretable as the equilibration temperature of the liquid near the onset
of crystallization.
Given Mg65 for a sample, we calculate the composition of olivine co-existing with the
liquid assuming Fe2+/Total Fe = 0.88 (Bezos and Humler , 2005) and an Fe/Mg olivine-liquid
Kd of 0.3 (Roeder and Emslie, 1970). The (corrected) composition of melt and (calculated)
equilibrium olivine can then be related to the corrected temperature T65 (c.f., Roeder and
Emslie, 1970). We prefer the classic geothermometer of (Roeder and Emslie, 1970) as it
advantageously requires only the Mg# and MgO content of the melt to be known, without










where X liqMg65 and X
ol
Mg65 represent Mg65 in the liquid (after correction using Equation 2.4,
and expressed in terms of mole fraction) and the Mg mole fraction calculated for olivine
in equilibrium with a Mg# = 0.65 liquid, respectively. Figure 2-5 a) illustrates the ability
of the (Roeder and Emslie, 1970) thermometer to recover experimental data, based on the
assumptions stated above. While the T65 values presented throughout this study are calcu-
lated using this thermometer, we caution that different choices of thermometer will lead to
potentially large, systematic shifts in mean calculated temperature, as well as small changes
in the dispersion about the mean relative to those shown, as illustrated by the examples
shown in Figure 2-5 b). However, although the specific T65 value inferred for a given sample
is model dependent, we are not aware of any instances where systematic use of alternative
choices of fractionation correction and geothermometry technique lead to geologic inferences
different from those presented here.
2.4.4 T65 Variability at Large and Small Length Scales
We calculated T65 values for individual MORB glass samples from the PetDB compilation
at each of more than 500 (≤ 30 km scale) on-axis localities along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(MAR), East Pacific Rise (EPR), Juan de Fuca Ridge (JdF) and Southeast Indian Ridge
(SEIR). Figure 2-6 illustrates the resulting spatial pattern of T65 variability as a function of
23






























































Gudfinnson & Presnall ’01
(a)
(b)
Figure 2-5: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-5: (a) Predicted vs. observed temperatures for a compilation of 260 experiments (refer-
ences in previous figure caption) validating the geothermometer method used in this study: (Roeder
and Emslie, 1970), assuming Fe2+/Total Fe = 0.88 (Bezos and Humler , 2005) and an Fe/Mg
olivine-liquid Kd of 0.3 (Roeder and Emslie, 1970). We subtract 30
◦C from the calculated tem-
perature, in order to eliminate an apparent systematic offset between experimentally observed and
predicted temperatures. Experimental melts saturated in olivine only are shown in smaller sym-
bols. (b) Comparison of temperatures calculated for > 10,000 MORB lavas using three different
ol-melt geothermometers: (Gudfinnsson and Presnall , 2001; Roeder and Emslie, 1970; Putirka,
2005). Curves represent kernel density estimates summarizing the distribution of magma tempera-
tures obtained from each method. Note the systematic differences in mean and dispersion between
methods, which reflect present uncertainty in the mapping between MgO and temperature.
distance along these four MOR’s. The mean and ± 1 standard deviation of the global data
set are superimposed in all plots for reference. We find T65 variability at multiple length
scales. The SEIR west of the Australian-Antarctic Discordance (88◦E - 126◦E), for example,
displays a relatively low mean T65 value compared to all other ridges over a relatively long
distance (∼ 1000 km). There is a comparably long wavelength trend in mean T65 along the
MAR, with a maximum centered at Iceland and a minimum centered at the Azores. Smaller
wavelength T65 anomalies exist as well, such as the sharp gradient in T65 in the tectonic
mid-ocean ridge segment south of the Agulhas Fracture Zone (∼ 47◦S, MAR). However,
these ≥ 100 km length scale, systematic variations are not common. Instead, on the ∼ 100
km length scale, most spatially associated groups of mid-ocean ridge lavas have a nearly
constant mean T65 that corresponds closely to the global mean.
Despite these larger scale patterns, a large proportion of T65 variability occurs at or
below the 30-km binning length scale. 99% of the global MORB data yield T65 values
between 1193◦C and 1248◦C by the methods described above. On average, ∼50% of this
global range is present along any given 30 km interval of ridge axis, particularly when samples
are recovered from more than 10 sampling stations. Localities containing smaller numbers
of sampling stations often display smaller apparent local variabilities. Figure 2-7 shows the
approximate probability of observing a given fraction of the global MORB T65 variability
(e.g., between 1193◦C and 1248◦C) within a given 30 km interval of ridge axis, as estimated
from the 49 localities in our catalogue sampled by 10 or more independent sampling stations.
For reference, we also plot the probability density to be expected if the underlying T65
distribution at all 49 localities were normally distributed about the global MORB mean and
with a global MORB variance.
Since fractional crystallization has been accounted for by correction to a common value
of Mg#, large T65 variability at small length scales could reflect temperature variability in




















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2-6: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-6: T65 values calculated for individual on-axis or transform MORB glass samples with
their relative location in terms of distance along the axial trace of four mid-ocean ridges. The
most primitive samples (Mg# > 0.63) are highlighted in red. The global mean value ± 1 standard
deviation is also plotted for reference. Grey patches indicate distance intervals within fracture
zones, the green patch indicates the location of Iceland and white patches indicate overlapping
spreading centers or microplates. Note the compositional distinction between ridges, as well as the
large fraction of total variability observable at most individual localities.


















Predicted, small sample size sampling of global variability
Figure 2-7: The empirical likelihood of observing within any 30 km interval of mid-ocean ridge axis
a given fraction of the global T65 range containing 99% of all observations (e.g., between 1193◦C
and 1248◦C) is shown as the solid curve. This curve is a kernel density estimate summarizing
the distribution of T65 ranges observed at 49 locations that are sampled by 10 or more sampling
stations, using a normal kernel function with a bandwidth of 0.1. The dashed curve, shown for
reference, shows the output of a Monte Carlo simulation in which 49 sets of 10 samples are drawn
from a normal distribution with the global MORB mean and standard deviation.
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in the overall temperature of the upwelling mantle beneath ridges, the potential tempera-
ture; and (2) variation in the temperature at which individual aliquots of melt sample the
decompression melting trajectory in the mantle (hot ∼ deep; colder ∼ shallow).
Alternatively, 30 km scale T65 variability could primarily reflect variable extents of re-
active crystallization, with crystallization products from a single parental liquid recording
multiple temperatures of final equilibration with mantle olivine. A comparative discussion
of these effects, used to interpret the data, is offered in a later section of the paper, after
another aspect of global T65 variability is developed.
2.4.5 Correlation of T65 Variability with Spreading Rate
If T65 variability is caused by reactive crystallization within the conductive, shallow man-
tle thermal boundary layer, the variation in ridge thermal structures at different spreading
rates might give rise to T65 variability that is spreading rate dependent. As illustrated in
the panels of Figure 2-8, mean T65 at any given spreading rate appears to be constant over
the globally observed range of spreading rates, while the variance in T65 is inversely corre-
lated with spreading rate. Other workers have previously identified spreading rate dependent
variability (e.g., Klein and Langmuir , 1987; Niu and Hekinian, 1997b). The spreading rate
dependence of MORB chemical variability has been recently studied in detail by (Rubin and
Sinton, 2007), who demonstrate a negative correlation of uncorrected MgO with spreading
rate in the PetDB compilation (their Fig. 1d). However, the lack of correlation between
T65 and spreading rate implies that the uncorrected MgO-spreading rate correlation is due
to variations in extent of crystal fractionation from one ridge system to another: the lavas
erupted at slow-spreading ridges are generally less fractionated (and more MgO rich) com-
pared to more fractionated, low-MgO lavas at fast-spreading ridges.
Using the binning scheme described above, we have also studied the spreading rate de-
pendence of T65 variability within 30 km regions (c.f., Figure 2-8, panel c). For each of the
377 available 30-km scale spatial bins that contain data for five or more MORB samples, we
plot the standard deviation of T65 versus the respective local spreading velocity. There is
a clear trend, from high mean (and median) variance at slow spreading rates to low mean
variance at high spreading rates. To highlight this trend, we have superimposed red crosses
representing mean values of the local standard deviation for spreading rate bins contain-
ing 94 (∼377/4) regional averages each. The width of the red rectangles surrounding the
crosses illustrates the range of spreading rates represented by each mean value, while the
height of each red rectangle illustrates ± one standard error of the mean for each bin. The
visual impact of this figure, particularly the smoothly decreasing trend of the red symbols,
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Figure 2-8: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-8: (a) T65 as a function of spreading rate is shown for individual MORB samples (light
gray dots) and 20 mm/yr bin averages (solid symbols with error bars). Error bars represent 1 stan-
dard deviation. Data from the four MORs plotted in the previous figure are highlighted in darker
gray and labeled. Note that while bin means do not vary significantly over an order of magnitude
in spreading rate, the variance decreases with increasing spreading rate up to ∼100 mm/yr. (b)
Illustration of decreasing global variability with increasing spreading rate. (c) Summary of global
systematics of locally observed T65 variability. Represented with black dots are standard devia-
tions of individual MORB suites collected from within 30 km of each other against local spreading
rate. Crosses indicate mean variability of equal sample-size bins (each bin has 94 samples), while
surrounding boxes indicate the spreading rate range spanned by a given bin (horizontal extent)
and the standard error of the bin mean (vertical extent). Although the visual impact of this figure
is somewhat sensitive to the choice of binning scheme, there is a robust trend of higher mean local
variability at slow spreading centers versus lower mean local variability at fast spreading centers.
is influenced to some extent by the specifics of the binning scheme chosen. However, in all
cases the median and mean variability for the slow spreading ridges is significantly higher
than for the fast spreading ridges. Thus, we infer that T65 variability at the 30 km length
scale is partially controlled by spreading rate. Reactive crystallization can account for these
observations, and we develop this topic further in the discussion section.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Competing Interpretations of Small Spatial Scale T65 Vari-
ability
Cooling at nearly constant Mg# is the natural outcome of reactive crystallization, and vari-
ability of T65 over small distances can be explained as the result of sampled lavas undergoing
variable extents of reactive crystallization starting from a single parental magma. We now
assess the ability of other, more ‘conventional’ explanations to account for our observations
of T65 variability. We investigate variations in mantle potential temperature, mantle source
composition, melt extraction depth, and depth of fractional crystallization.
2.5.2 Alternative 1: Mantle Potential Temperature Variations
While along-axis variations in sub-ridge mantle potential temperature can explain the sys-
tematics of averaged major element compositions at large spatial scales (Klein and Lang-
muir , 1987), thermal variability in the parental mantle is an unsatisfactory explanation for
variation in T65 at the 30 km length scale. In the passively upwelling mantle beneath an














































Figure 2-9: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-9: Isotope ratios versus fractionation corrected temperature, T65, and axial depth, for
MORB glass samples (all data, grey; specific localities shown as distinctive symbols). Whole rock
isotope ratios are combined with T65 estimates from glass compositions for some samples in this
plot in order to increase the number of available data. The poor correlation of T65 and axial depth
with isotope ratios at the global and regional length scales suggests that mantle heterogeneity is
not a dominant control on crustal thickness or major element variability in MORB.
adjacent for a long time prior to melting, allowing thermal equilibration over some length
scale. Assuming a thermal diffusivity of 10−6 m2/s and a short equilibration time of 20 Ma,
thermal diffusion will have reduced initial temperature variations by a factor of 1/e over a
25-30 km length scale. Instead, timescales available for thermal equilibration to occur in
the upper mantle source of MORB are likely to be much longer, comparable to chemical
mixing and equilibration times of hundreds of millions to billions of years (e.g., Hoffman
and McKenzie, 1985; Donnelly et al., 2004), corresponding to equilibration length scales on
the order of hundreds of km. Therefore, variation of mantle potential temperature in the
adiabatically upwelling mantle is an unlikely explanation for variation in T65 within 30 km
regions. It is well known that some long wavelength variation in mantle temperature may
explain 1000 km scale variation in primitive MORB compositions, and we calculate regional,
average T65 values that are elevated from the global mean at several localities, particu-
larly at Iceland. These high mean T65 values are consistent with a high mantle potential
temperature anomaly in the upwelling mantle.
2.5.3 Alternative 2: Mantle Composition Variations
Thermal diffusion over geologically reasonable times renders short wavelength temperature
variations in the MORB source unlikely. It is difficult to make an analogous argument about
mantle source composition, as the required time scales for solid-state diffusive homogeniza-
tion of composition depend on the extent of mechanical “mingling” and may greatly exceed
the age of the Earth. The spatial scales of variation in MORB source mantle compositions
remain poorly constrained, but isotopic variability suggests that mantle source heterogeneity
is present at length scales shorter than 30 km. If 30 km scale variability in T65 dominantly
reflects variability in parental melts sourced from different long-lived mantle heterogeneities
and if these are distinctive in both major and trace element composition, then fractionation-
corrected major element parameters, and particularly T65, could exhibit correlations with
radiogenic isotope ratios. Figure 2-9, however, shows that no significant correlation is ob-
served between isotope ratios and T65 at the global or regional scales. As we have argued
above, T65 should primarily reflect the olivine-saturated melt temperature near the onset
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of crystallization and be insensitive to mantle source variability. Although melt transport
within olivine-free mantle heterogeneities or anomalies in mantle source fertility could poten-
tially contribute to T65 variability, this does not seem required to explain the MORB T65
systematics highlighted in this study. By contrast, the apparent spreading rate sensitivity
of T65 variability supports the conclusion that T65 is not affected to first order by mantle
compositional variations.





















Figure 2-10: La/Sm plotted against SiO2 from a representative suite of MORB samples collected
from within 30 km. No negative correlation is observed, as would be expected if samples derived
from different depths in the melting region did not reequilibrate prior to entering the thermal
boundary layer. Observed SiO2 variability at constant La/Sm is a natural consequence of reactive
crystallization (e.g., Kelemen, 1990), while La/Sm remains unchanged for reasonable melt/rock
ratios, greater than the bulk peridotite/liquid distribution coefficient for Sm (e.g., DePaolo, 1981).
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2.5.4 Alternative 3: Variations in Melt Extraction Pressure
Variable sampling of magmas from different depths within the polybaric, decompression
melting region beneath spreading ridges provides a possible explanation of the so-called Na-
Fe “local trend” (Langmuir et al., 1992). As a result of the positive P-T slope of the mantle
solidus and adiabatic melting paths, such variable sampling is likely to yield magmas with
higher T65, together with lower SiO2, from greater depths, and lower T65, together with
higher SiO2, from shallower depths within the melting region. If this effect is a dominant
source of local major and trace element variability, it should result in locally observed nega-
tive correlations of SiO2 with incompatible trace element ratios that decrease with increasing
extents of melting but are insensitive to crystal fractionation, such as La/Sm. Deeper, lower
degree melts should display lower SiO2 (due to high pressure) and higher La/Sm (due to low
extents of melting). As shown in Figure 2-10, variation in SiO2 and La/Sm are not corre-
lated in any 30 km region along the mid-ocean ridges. We therefore conclude that T65 does
not primarily reflect variations in equilibration pressure recorded in fractionation corrected
MORB.
2.5.5 Alternative 4: Variations in Crystallization Pressure
The study of Grove et al. (1992) illustrated the potential for apparent major element vari-
ability caused by incorrect fractionation-correction when crystallization takes place over a
range of pressures. That is, some fractionation corrections rely on fits to liquid lines of
descent at low pressure, and do not account well for variation induced by higher pressure
crystal fractionation. However, thermal constraints show that this effect should be limited
at all but the slowest spreading rates at pressures higher than ∼ 3 kbars (c.f., Figure 2-11).
Magmas will not cool below the temperature of their wall rocks, and thus the limited tem-
perature range between the liquidus and the geotherm limits the amount of high pressure
crystal fractionation that is possible beneath ridges at pressures greater than 3 kbar.
2.5.6 Reactive Crystallization and Spreading Rate Dependent T65
Variability
We conclude that none of the alternative processes considered here adequately explain the
spreading rate dependent 30 km scale T65 variability that appears to be ubiquitous along
the global mid-ocean ridge system. By contrast, this variability may be readily understood
in terms of reactive crystallization, as demonstrated in Figure 2-12.




















Figure 2-11: Plot of P-T trajectories for different crystallization scenarios that could potentially be
experienced by an upwelling MORB liquid. Beginning at the onset of crystallization, liquids could
either (a) quickly migrate towards the surface along their liquidus, out of thermal equilibrium with
the surrounding mantle, or (b) migrate more slowly, in which case reactive crystallization can occur
while the melt follows the geotherm. Fractional crystallization may occur at any depth shallower
than the onset of crystallization, and corresponds to a decrease in liquid temperature at constant
pressure. However, since liquids cannot cool below the temperature of ambient rock, the extent of
fractional crystallization possible at high pressures is limited by the geotherm, making it unlikely
that T65 variability is dominantly controlled by variations in the depth at which fractional crystal-
lization occurs. Fractional crystallization paths are shown by dashed lines, while the basalt liquidus
is shown by the patterned line initiating at the onset of crystallization. Reactive crystallization is
shown by the gray path following the solidus.
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Figure 2-12: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-12: (top panel) Illustration of our preferred interpretation of T65 variability in MORB,
superimposed on a plot of T65 versus spreading rate calculated for all MORB glasses in PetDB
with Mg# > 0.5. At the onset of interaction with the thermal boundary layer, MORB magma
temperatures should display an inverse relationship with spreading rate since, for a given mantle
potential temperature, slower spreading leads to a thicker thermal boundary layer, less melting and
hotter magma temperatures at the onset of crystallization (denoted in the Figure as TInitXtln). The
solid bold line, which may be computed using the model described in the Appendix, illustrates this
prediction. The initial melt temperature-spreading rate relationship is subsequently modified by
variable extents of reactive crystallization (the effect of reactive crystallization shown by arrows).
Decreasing temperatures at nearly constant Mg# due to reactive crystallization, lead to decreasing
T65. Thicker thermal boundary layers at slower spreading ridges potentially allow for greater
extents of reactive crystallization. (bottom panel) An example of the difference in temperatures
of initial crystallization calculated for slow and fast spreading ridges using the thermal model
described in the Appendix. The TInitXtln for each end-member geotherm is indicated by a vertical
dashed line. Note that the crust-mantle transition is not explicitly modeled, but the depth “0 km”
might be best interpreted in terms of this boundary.
tallization are predicted to be inversely related to the local spreading rate. The rationale
behind this prediction is straightforward. Since the depth of the conductive thermal bound-
ary layer should be inversely related to the spreading rate, the maximum degree of melting
possible for a mantle of fixed energy content will be greatest beneath the shallow thermal
boundary layers underlying fast spreading ridges. This greater extent of melting will ex-
tract additional energy via the heat of fusion, resulting in average or aggregated mantle
melts at faster spreading ridges with generally cooler temperatures than at slower spreading
ridges assuming melts generally maintain thermal equilibrium with the mantle throughout
the melting column (The bottom panel of Figure 2-12 demonstrates this point based on
calculated geotherms for slow- and fast-spreading examples using our previously described
quantitative model). Predicted melt temperatures at the onset of crystallization are plotted
as a bold line in the top panel of Figure 2-12. These predictions display a marked change in
slope at slow spreading rates, reflecting non-linearity in the balance of advection versus dif-
fusion of temperature in our model. Starting from this ‘baseline’ relationship between initial
magma temperature and spreading rate, locally variable extents of reactive crystallization
(schematically represented with arrows in Figure 2-12) could then introduce scatter in T65
observed at any given spreading rate. Greater amounts of reactive crystallization would lead
to larger decreases in MgO at constant Mg# (and correspondingly, to lower T65). We have
argued in a previous section that MORB T65 should be related to magma temperatures
at the onset of crystallization, and have therefore plotted the T65 values inferred from the
global MORB data in Figure 2-12. Qualitatively, the predicted relationship between initial
magma temperatures and spreading rate could correspond to the upper envelope of MORB
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T65 values at a given spreading rate, while the degree of scatter in T65 at a given spreading
rate could be the result of differing amounts of reactive crystallization.
Several mechanisms might explain why there is more 30 km scale T65 variability at
slow spreading ridges compared to fast spreading ridges. The depth interval over which
reactive crystallization can take place, between the liquidus for ascending mantle melts and
the solidus, for example, is much smaller at fast spreading ridges. In simple models, the
depth interval over which melt –moving by porous flow– crystallizes in the thermal boundary
layer, together with the melt flux determines the nature of melt transport (c.f., Sparks and
Parmentier , 1991; Spiegelman, 1993; Korenaga and Kelemen, 1997; Kelemen and Aharonov ,
1998; Ghods and Arkani-Hamed , 2000; Rabinowicz and Ceuleneer , 2005). At fast spreading
rates, high melt fluxes and thin thermal boundary layers drive rapid crystallization rates
within the thermal boundary layer, whereas at slow spreading rates, low melt fluxes and
thick thermal boundary layers lead to much slower crystallization rates. When there is
rapid crystallization over a short depth interval, pore space may be filled with new crystals,
and the thermal boundary layer may form a permeability barrier below which most of the
ascending melt beneath a ridge would pond at nearly constant temperature. We will refer
to this as case (a). If, instead, there is slow crystallization over a large depth interval,
viscous decompaction keeps pores open within the thermal boundary layer, and most of the
ascending melt crystallizes at variable temperature and depth within the thermal boundary
layer (case (b)).
In both cases, melt transport through the colder parts of the thermal boundary layer
–particularly those beneath the solidus temperature– must occur in fractures. Also, in both
cases the temperature of melt (at a given pressure) within the thermal boundary layer could
range from the liquidus of primitive melt to the solidus of evolved melt. However, differences
between these scenarios arise when considering the temperature distribution of porous melt
within and just beneath the thermal boundary layer, before it is sampled by fractures. In
case (a), most of the melt remains at nearly constant temperature beneath a permeability
barrier until it is sampled by fractures. In case (b), melt temperatures are likely to be
more variable, and fractures may commonly sample melt from a variety of depths within
the thermal boundary layer. This simple argument may explain why local-scale T65 is more
variable at slow spreading ridges compared to fast-spreading ridges. In addition, it has been
advocated in previous studies that higher magma fluxes at fast spreading ridges lead to
more efficient homogenization in shallow magma chambers (e.g., Rubin and Sinton, 2007,
and references therein), potentially obscuring evidence for variable T65 in mantle-derived
magmas.
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2.5.7 Petrogenetic Modeling of Selected MOR Localities
It is standard practice in studies of basalt major element compositions to quantify differenti-
ation processes in terms of “Fenner type” major element variation diagrams, with MgO and
Mg# (also MgO/FeO) commonly considered as interchangeable choices for the independent
variable. Yet although they are related, MgO and Mg# are not necessarily interchangeable
and can be controlled by different, independent factors during magma differentiation. The
MgO content of a melt dominantly reflects its temperature, as it is controlled by temperature-
dependent partitioning of Mg between basaltic melts and olivine (± other Fe-Mg silicates).
Mg#, on the other hand, reflects only the extent of crystal fractionation that has occurred
after the melt has been transported out of equilibrium with refractory mantle olivine (±
other silicates). As long as melt maintains Fe/Mg exchange equilibrium with a large reser-
voir of refractory olivine, Mg# cannot change, regardless of any changes in temperature
or extent of crystal fractionation. Although MgO and Mg# are highly correlated during
fractional crystallization, we have demonstrated that reactive crystallization can effectively
diminish the correlation between these variables in basaltic liquids derived from a common
parent (c.f., Figure 2-2 b). Consideration of both MgO and Mg# variation in the context
of petrological forward models might allow the relative proportion of reactive and fractional
crystallization recorded by specific MORB suites to be estimated in future work. At present,
however, it remains difficult to define a quantitative scheme by which to “correct” MORB
data for reactive crystallization. Instead, we focus on evaluating the consistency of MORB
data with specific model initial liquid compositions and crystallization histories.
The panels in Figure 2-13 consist of two series of subplots that allow MORB compositional
variability at five well-studied mid-ocean ridge localities to be compared with calculated end-
member fractional crystallization and reactive crystallization LLD’s. Each series of plots
corresponds, respectively, with panels a) and b) of Figure 2-2. In the upper left panel of
both sets of subplots, 0.6 GPa reactive crystallization LLD’s (shown in green) were taken
from the results described in a previous section, while 0.0001 GPa fractional crystallization
LLD’s (shown in blue dashed lines) were calculated both from the initial parent magma
compositions of (Kinzler and Grove, 1992, , Table 4; shown as magenta boxes), and from
a residual liquid composition after 50% reactive crystallization has occurred. The span of
LLD’s originating from a given model liquid summarizes the extent to which a combination of
reactive and fractional crystallization models may account for observed distributions of basalt
compositions. For example, a MORB sample with Ca# ∼ 0.68 and Mg# ∼ 0.62 could be
interpreted as the product of either of the model initial liquids plotted in the upper left panel
of Figure 2-13. If interpreted as a product of the Ca# ∼ 0.8 initial liquid, this composition






































































































































































































































































Figure 2-13: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 2-13: Five case studies of well-sampled mid-ocean ridge localities, illustrating the ability
of combined reactive crystallization and fractional crystallization from a single parental liquid
composition to create observed lava variability. Model primary liquids are shown as magenta
squares, 0.6 GPa reactive crystallization LLD’s are plotted as solid green lines, 1 atm fractional
crystallization LLD’s are shown as dashed blue lines, and data from specific << 100km length
scale localities are shown as red dots, with the full MORB data set shown in black for reference.
The extent of the green reactive crystallization LLD’s corresponds to 50% reactive crystallization.
Data points within the span of model LLD’s could be explained as crystallization products from a
combination of reactive and fractional crystallization.
of the remaining liquid. Alternatively, this MORB composition could be explained as the
result of < 10% reactive crystallization followed by > 50% fractional crystallization starting
from the Ca# ∼ 0.7 initial liquid.
The remainder of each series of subplots shows MORB glass samples from distinct lo-
calities with ∼30 km length scale (shown in red symbols) and the global MORB data in
black for reference. We have ensured that the visual impact of these selected localities is
representative of the global systematics: 67 of our spatial bins contain 30 or more samples, of
which only 17 define relatively coherent (R2 > 0.7) Ca#-Mg# and MgO-Mg# trends (such
as in the 9N EPR panels) that are consistent with crystal fractionation from a single liquid
composition.
Relative to variability in the global data set, the MAR localities display a very large
scatter in Ca# and MgO, even after these variables are corrected to a constant reference
Mg#. By implication, this variability could reflect perhaps > 50% reactive crystallization
if it is assumed to be derived from initial liquids with a single, homogeneous major element
composition. By contrast, the EPR data require little or no reactive crystallization to be
invoked. A quantitative assessment of the extents of reactive crystallization implied by
MORB lava compositions at specific areas is beyond the scope of this study, but could
provide an important constraint on mid-ocean ridge melt transport as will be discussed
further below.
2.6 Synthesis and Implications
We have presented theoretical arguments supporting the likelihood of reactive crystallization
at mid-ocean ridges and argued that it provides the best available explanation for 30-km scale
variability in Mg65 and T65. This 30-km scale variability comprises a large fraction of the
total variability in fractionation-corrected, global MORB compositions. In this section, we
briefly summarize our preferred conceptual model of reactive crystallization at mid-ocean
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ridges, and discuss some broader implications.
Reactive crystallization requires slow cooling of melt relative to cation diffusion timescales,
translating into a requirement for slow melt velocities and, particularly, melt transport
through narrow channels with high surface area, such as in grain-scale porous flow. We
consider the base of the thermal boundary layer beneath mid-ocean ridges as the most likely
setting for reactive crystallization. Beneath the thermal boundary layer, melt transport in
the upwelling mantle is mainly in chemically isolated conduits of focused flow (e.g., Iwamori ,
1993, 1994; Kelemen et al., 1995; Aharonov et al., 1995; Braun and Kelemen, 2002; Spiegel-
man and Kelemen, 2003; Jull et al., 2002)). As melt enters the thermal boundary layer,
crystallization of melt in pore space leads to diverging downstream flow, culminating in
uniformly distributed porous flow (Aharonov et al., 1995, 1997). Low permeability caused
by crystallization as rising magma begins to cool may further decrease melt velocity (e.g.,
Sparks and Parmentier , 1991; Kelemen and Aharonov , 1998), while super-solidus temper-
atures ensure melt stability over time periods sufficient for reaction to take place. Even if
the initial liquid were constrained to undergo no more than 60% reactive crystallization, the
commonly observed presence of lavas spanning ∼50% of global variability and ∼ 40 − 70%
of intra-ridge variability in MORB T65 and Mg65 within 30 km regions may be explained
by crystallization from a single homogeneous parental liquid composition.
As magma ascends through increasingly cold rock and crystallizes, however, thermal (and
therefore chemical) disequilibrium must occur for the melt to erupt at the surface. This
precludes shallow reactive crystallization of the type that we have discussed here, though
assimilation of wall rock or stoped blocks may still modify minor and trace element com-
positions of liquids in “magma chambers” or melt lenses. During this later phase of melt
transport, fractional crystallization and magma mixing are expected to be the main controls
on magmatic differentiation. This model for the role of reactive crystallization in MORB
petrogenesis is summarized in Figure 2-14, representing a refinement of Figure 1c) in Grove
et al. (1992).
In contrast to variation trends in abyssal peridotite (c.f., Figure 2-13), we have not found
a continuous series of lava samples at any mid-ocean ridge locality that lies along predicted
reactive crystallization LLDs. Apparently, the reactive crystallization signature of MORB is
variable; the shallow melt transport system (probably, cracks) samples melts from a variety
of depths, temperatures, and extents of reactive crystallization within all 30 km regions
which we have examined. Additionally, melts that evolved by reactive crystallization have
almost always undergone subsequent fractional crystallization and/or mixing.
In this paper, we have focused on reactive crystallization in the uppermost mantle. A
















Figure 2-14: Summary diagram, modified after (Grove et al., 1992), illustrating the likely role
for reactive crystallization in MORB genesis. Circles represent local fractional melts, checkered
fields indicate magma aggregation, triangles symbolize depths of reactive crystallization, while blue
squares represent depths of fractional crystallization. Also shown are the thickness of the thermal
boundary layer and the igneous crust above the Moho.
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Dick , 2008). However, the main diagnostic for reactive crystallization in the shallow mantle
thermal boundary layer, decreasing temperature and MgO at nearly constant Mg#, will be
more subdued in interaction between lower crustal gabbro and melt due to lower proportions
of olivine and pyroxene in gabbro compared to peridotite. Also, thermal constraints must
generally limit the extent of lower crustal reactive crystallization compared to mantle reactive
crystallization. This is reflected in the observation that trends of Ca# versus Mg# in Figure
2-13 for gabbroic suites are similar to trends produced by crystal fractionation in models
and experiments, whereas the trend of Ca# versus Mg# for abyssal peridotite suites follows
a reactive crystallization trend.
Reactive crystallization provides a mechanism by which variations in ‘fractionation-
corrected’ T65 may be dominantly controlled by variable melt transport in the thermal
boundary layer. Testable predictions of thermal boundary layer structure emerge from in-
terpretations of T65 variability in MORB magmas in terms of varying extents of reactive
crystallization. Where reactive crystallization occurs dominantly at mantle depths, it may
be possible to link the mean degree of reactive crystallization inferred from observations of
local MORB major element variability to the thickness of igneous crust, and to the pro-
portion of gabbroic impregnations, veins and plutons emplaced into the underlying mantle.
In turn, the variable vertical distribution of gabbroic rocks, above and within the shallow
mantle, should produce variations in vertical seismic velocity profiles (e.g., Lizarralde et al.
(2004)). Variability in the depth at which magma fractures arise might also potentially be
predicted and observed.
2.7 Conclusions
Motivated by the chemical effect of melt-rock reaction in abyssal peridotites sampled from
the mid-ocean ridges, we tested the potential for reaction with mantle wall rock during slow
cooling and crystallization to create variability in primitive MORB magma compositions
from a single primitive melt derived by partial melting at a single potential temperature.
Thermodynamic calculations show that such reactive crystallization will cause derivative
liquids to evolve along a different liquid line of descent (LLD) compared to closed-system
crystal fractionation. Reactive crystallization LLD’s are characterized by nearly constant
Mg# and decreasing Ca# while fractional crystallization produces decreasing Mg# and
Ca# in derivative liquids.
Dynamical calculations for steady-state 1D melt flow in upwelling mantle beneath a
mid-ocean ridge imply that reactive crystallization is likely in flow regimes involving small
melt velocities and high conduit surface area/volume (such as in grain-scale porous flow),
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but not where transport is rapid (such as in cracks or dikes). We use local (30 km) scale
variation in Mg65, defined as MgO corrected to a constant reference Mg# = 0.65, to infer
T65, the magmatic temperature near the onset of crystallization, and use T65 to identify
the effects of reactive crystallization. The global MORB dataset shows significant variability
in T65 at a range of length scales. Ubiquitous variability in T65 observed within 30 km
implies a range of temperatures for melts in equilibrium with the mantle beneath a small
region. We find that the data are not consistent with polybaric sampling of melts along an
adiabatic decompression melting path beginning with a mantle source at a single, regionally
constant potential temperature. Instead, reactive crystallization can explain the 30 km scale
variability in T65.
Fractionation corrected MORB compositions display variability at the 30 km scale that
is inversely correlated with spreading rate, while the mean values of T65 are not correlated
with spreading rate. Theoretical considerations suggest that reactive crystallization should
be more extensive at slower spreading ridges, consistent with this observation. We can
model suites of MORB samples in terms of variable proportions of reactive and fractional
crystallization from a single initial partial melt of mantle peridotite.
Reactive crystallization provides a viable mechanism for creating chemical variability in
MORB at small length scales, consistent with theoretical considerations and observations
of MgO at constant Mg#, summarized by T65. Along with variability in mantle potential
temperatures, sampling of polybaric, near fractional melts, or compositional heterogeneity
in the mantle source, reactive crystallization may represent an additional process responsible
for an important component of fractionation-corrected major element variability in MORB.
Interpreted from the perspective of reactive crystallization, MORB major element composi-
tions can be sensitive indicators of melt transport dynamics. Future work could provide new
constraints on melt transport through comparison of major element variability observed at








There is a rapid and ongoing increase in the quantity of geochemical data available from
throughout the global network of mid-ocean ridges. One of the first syntheses of global
mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) glass geochemistry, for example, was based on 858 samples
representing 84 ocean ridge intervals of 1 - 100 km length scale, only 27 of which represented
by more than 10 samples (Klein and Langmuir , 1987). By contrast, the largest current
compilation of MORB compositions, available at www.petdb.org (Lehnert et al., 2000), con-
tains over 14,000 MORB glasses from thousands of sampling stations representing nearly
two thirds of the global ocean ridge system. This accumulation of data has allowed a clearer
picture of MORB variability to emerge, the result of both greater spatial coverage, as well
as an enhanced ability to assess the statistical character of variability in detail. However,
there is also a complication associated with the use of large sample-size global MORB data
compilations that has remained largely unexamined: the sampling pattern from which the
data have emerged is spatially very inhomogeneous. A few regions, such as the FAMOUS
site on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) or the East Pacific Rise (EPR) at 9N, are represented
in the data set by several hundred samples, collected from nearly one hundred independent
sampling stations. Most other sections of ocean ridge, by contrast, are represented with more
than an order of magnitude lower sampling densities. Sampling stations themselves are also
represented by a widely variable number of analyses. The potential for artifacts in apparent
MORB variability due to extreme variations in spatial density of sampling stations has been
previously recognized (e.g., Rudge, 2008). However, this topic has never been systematically
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investigated.
In this study we address the potential impact of inhomogeneous sampling on the per-
ceived character of MORB variability using techniques of exploratory data analysis and
computational statistics. We will not attempt to provide geologic interpretations of MORB
major element variations here. Instead, we wish to develop an up-to-date assessment of the
basic spatial and statistical character of MORB variability after the effects of heterogeneous
sampling have been accounted for, and to compare our results with conclusions from previous
studies. We focus on variability in MORB major elements here, as they are of primary in-
terest to geodynamicists and petrologists, but also because the major elements, unlike trace
elements and isotopes are compiled in PetDB as a complete geochemical series with a mini-
mum of data gaps (many multivariate analysis techniques require knowledge of all variables
in all samples). Thus, only MORB major element variability can be studied in a comprehen-
sive fashion at this time (in the sense of accounting for all variables simultaneously) without
sacrificing the exceptionally large sample size available from the PetDB compilation (c.f.,
Figure B-2 in Appendix B for a sparsity diagram of that portion of the PetDB compilation
for which major element data is available).
In this study, we analyze the PetDB compilation in conjunction with an additional piece of
previous work. As described in Chapter 2 of this thesis, we have developed a scheme in which
all MORB data are assigned to 30-km scale spatial bins. While the 30-km spatial binning
length scale is arbitrary to this study, it is useful as a relatively high-spatial resolution binning
scheme for examining global MORB systematics. This binning scheme itself represents a
highly labor-intensive product, and there are no alternative binning schemes of comparable
resolution available in the literature at this time.
We begin by developing a visualization scheme for MORB major element data based on
an assessment of the number of independent degrees of freedom contained in global MORB
variability. Our scheme allows fractionation-corrected major element variability to be visual-
ized in scatterplots, and displays a close similarity to widely used projections in the MORB
literature. We next examine the degree of compositional clustering in MORB samples col-
lected at any single sampling station (each individual dredge, rock core, etc. is defined by
a unique station ID within PetDB, which allows different hand specimens collected from a
single location or outcrop to be identified). Combining all available case studies, we demon-
strate significant spatial clustering of composition: we estimate that MORB samples from
within a given sampling station are likely to yield fractionation-corrected variability that is
only between 10 and 30 percent of the total variability present within 30 km. We also docu-
ment large spatial heterogeneity in sampling density through which the global MORB data
have been generated. The combination of compositional clustering of spatially associated
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samples and large variations in sampling density make the presence of sampling artifacts
in the PetDB compilation very likely. The effect of sampling method on perceived MORB
variability is also explored, but we conclude that spatial variations in the methods used to
collect MORB samples (e.g., dredges versus submersibles, etc.) are not likely to have a large
impact on global MORB variability systematics. Next, we introduce a method for removing
sampling bias in MORB data through multiple iterations of random subsampling. Our re-
sults are visualized through probability density estimates which describe the full, unbiased
variability within a fractionation-corrected MORB data set. We first demonstrate that our
MORB variability visualization scheme is robust with respect to biased sampling. We then
apply our methods to three spatially separate ocean ridges. The resulting sampling-corrected
probability density estimates from each ocean ridge are similar, but display systematic dif-
ferences, consistent with the conclusions of previous studies (Klein and Langmuir , 1987;
Langmuir et al., 1992). We also demonstrate that the FAMOUS region of the MAR is
anomalous geochemically relative to less well-sampled MAR to the south. We do not resolve
any additional features of regional or ridge-scale MORB major element variability beyond
those previously recognized by early studies (e.g., Klein and Langmuir , 1987; Langmuir et al.,
1992). (However, MORB variability at smaller spatial scales is, of course, also of interest,
and has become much better constrained over the past decades, particularly at a relatively
small number of sites such as the northern East Pacific Rise.) We explore the relationship
between the estimated variability at MORB locations and the number of sampling stations
available, finding a minimum of 10 independent sampling stations are required for the ap-
parent standard deviation of MORB variability to approach the true standard deviation,
although a minimum sampling density of ∼ 1 independent station per km of ridge axis is
much more likely to deliver a reasonable approximation to underlying variability, at least
on the 30-km scale (corresponding to ≥ 30 independent sampling stations per spatial bin).
We conclude with a discussion of the relationship between estimated MORB variability and
spreading rate, once sampling is taken into account.
3.2 Principal Component Analysis and the Character
of Variability in MORB Major Elements
Spatially separate mid-ocean ridges often display distinctive variability in terms of the seven
most abundant major element oxides: SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, FeO, MgO, CaO, and Na2O (Dick
et al., 1984; Klein and Langmuir , 1987). Figure 3-1 illustrates this observation as reflected
in the PetDB MORB compilation (Lehnert et al., 2000). Although MORB samples at all
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locations display some variability, it is evident from this Figure that MORB from some
locations display greater compositional variability than at others (e.g., the Southwest Indian
Ridge (SWIR) is more variable than the East Pacific Rise (EPR) ). At least in terms of some
geochemical variables (e.g., Na2O or FeO), sample suites from specific locations can even
display patterns of variability with little or no overlap with variability observed elsewhere.
As shown in Figure 3-1, the MORB major element data set we consider has seven vari-
ables. If dependencies among these variables could be revealed, this could allow significantly
simpler data visualization and analysis. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a common
technique of multivariate data analysis that seeks to (1) identify independent (orthogonal)
components of variability within data and (2) determine the relative importance of these
components in explaining the data. To make our results most relevant to typical MORB,
we will discuss a filtered version of the global PetDB major element compilation throughout
this study. We wish to remove basalt samples from consideration that have experienced
especially high degrees of crystallization: we consider only MORB with Mg# ≥ 0.5 (prim-
itive magmas, in equilibrium with the mantle have Mg# ∼0.7 Roeder and Emslie (1970)).
A short introduction to PCA and details of our MATLAB implementation are provided in
Section B.1 of Appendix B.
As shown in Figure 3-2, approximately half of the variability in the data is due to the
first principal component, over 70 percent of the variability in the data is contained in the
first two principal components, and nearly 90 percent of the variability is accounted for
by the first three principal components. Our PCA therefore suggests that the original 7-
dimensional set of MORB compositions may be expressed and discussed in terms of the
three-dimensional principal component space defined by the first three components, with
minimal loss of information. In an earlier study, Albare`de (1992) performed PCA on a data
set of basaltic liquid compositions obtained from peridotite melting experiments reflecting a
range of pressures, temperatures and starting compositions. Although that study included
additional parameters T, P and K2O, the results were similar to those of this study: 80%
of the data variability could be explained by three principal components, while 92% could
be explained using four components. By contrast, the combined contribution of the four
smallest principal components emerging from the present analysis accounts for only 10%
of total variability. It is possible that these smallest principal components dominantly re-
flect variability introduced through factors other than igneous MORB variability, including
measurement errors, rounding and data entry errors, and inter-laboratory biases (Langmuir
et al., 1992, Kerstin Lehnert, personal communication). A quantitative assessment of the
likely relationship of such errors in the PetDB compilation and specific principal components,


































































































































































Figure 3-1: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-1: The global MORB major element compilation available from from PetDB (Lehnert
et al., 2000) is visuallized here through a series of bivariate MgO-variation diagrams. The data set
has been filtered to exclude highly evolved samples with Mg# values less than 0.3 (Mg# is defined
as molar MgO/(MgO+FeO); basalts with Mg# values of ∼ 0.7 could be in equilibrium with the
mantle, while fractional crystallization leads to lower values of Mg#), retaining 12075 out of 12151
compiled on-axis MORB samples. Each symbol represents an individual MORB sample. Colors
indicate samples collected from specific MOR localities that feature prominently in the MORB
literature. Sample sizes available for each location are given in the legend. Note the location-
dependence of compositional trends, as well as differences in the variability displayed by individual
compositional trends.
There is a clear correspondence between the three main principal components determined
here and the primary features of MORB data recognized and interpreted in previous work
(e.g., Langmuir et al., 1992; Grove et al., 1992). The most obvious correlation observed in
MORB major element data, for example, is long recognized to closely mirror the low-pressure
compositional evolution of crystallizing basaltic magmas (e.g., Bender et al., 1978; Walker
et al., 1979; Tormey et al., 1987; Grove et al., 1992). This trend is closely approximated by
the first principal component (c.f., the right-hand panels of Figure 3-2), underscoring the
likely relationship between the first principal component score of a given MORB sample and
the extent of fractional crystallization it has experienced. As shown in Figure 3-2, positive
values of the first principal component score indicate a higher than average extent of frac-
tionation, while a negative score would indicate a relatively unfractionated sample. A key
additional argument supporting our interpretation of the first principal component is the ex-
perimentally well documented fact that multiply saturated crystallizing magmas evolve along
nearly linear trends when viewed in major element variation diagrams. If the compositional
trend were significantly curved, for example, there could not be no direct correspondence
between crystallization and any principal component. Further discussion and illustration of
this point is provided in Appendix B. We feel that the second principal component of MORB
major element data is also readily interpreted in terms of previous work. This principal com-
ponent (abbreviated in the remainder of the text as PC2) closely matches the linear global
trend defined by (Klein and Langmuir , 1987) using fractionation-corrected MORB data.
The near-vertical appearance of this component in the Na and Fe variation diagrams shown
in Figure 3-2 substantiates this point. A positive PC2 score corresponds to the “Reykjanes”
compositional end-member suggested by Klein and Langmuir (1987), while a negative score
corresponds to a “Cayman” end-member fractionation-corrected composition. The so-called
local trends commonly displayed by fractionation-corrected MORB suites from spatially lim-
ited slow-spreading ridges (e.g., Klein and Langmuir , 1989; Langmuir et al., 1992; Niu and
























































































































































Figure 3-2: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-2: (left) Parallel-coordinate (or “spider-diagram”) visualization of the five most important
Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF’s) corresponding to the independent (orthogonal) compo-
nents of variability within the global MORB data, as determined through Principal Component
Analysis. The relative importance of each EOF is specified in the legend, representing the amount
of MORB variability each EOF can account for individually relative to the total MORB variability.
Although there are seven total EOF’s, the first five account for 99% of variability. Each EOF
vector is of unit length within the space defined by the demeaned, data normalized to the stan-
dard deviation of each variable. The value of each EOF with respect to a given major element
variable reflects its effect on that variable. For example, the first EOF (corresponding to principal
component 1) describes a simultaneous decrease in CaO, MgO, and Al2O3 while SiO2 is relatively
unaffected and Na2O, TiO2 and FeO increase. (EOF values of zero correspond to no effect, while
EOF values approaching -1 or +1 reflect large changes). (right) Projection of the three largest,
geologically significant EOF’s into MgO variation diagrams common in the petrologic literature.
The line weights correspond to the descriptions provided in the legend at left. Further discussion
provided in the text.
perpendicular to the global trend, essentially correspond with the third principal component
(PC3). Figure 3-3 illustrates the near-equivalence of two common visualizations of major el-
ement data from the MORB literature with the principal component projections introduced
here.
Our scheme for describing MORB variability through principal components also allows
fractionation correction to be performed in a straightforward manner: by omitting (or pro-
jecting out) the first principal component, we remove fractionation-parallel variability, es-
sentially equivalent to the result of applying the fractionation-correction procedure spelled
out by Klein and Langmuir (1987). PC2-PC3 graphs therefore allow us to visualize 90% of
total fractionation-corrected major element variability in MORB. Throughout the remainder
of this manuscript, we will therefore develop our arguments on the basis of variability in the
second and third principal component scores of MORB samples.
3.3 The Influence of Sampling on Perceived Variability
MORB geochemical variability is often visualized using bivariate scatter plots. In general,
such plots simply depict all available relevant analyses (or, alternatively, spatially binned av-
erages of analyses), and do not take into consideration the possibility of correlations between
samples. To visualize major element variability along the East Pacific Rise, for example, a
scatter plot might include all MORB analyses collected from on-axis samples from between
∼ 40 S to ∼ 20 N along this ridge. In a strict sense, scatter plots of such a ‘raw’ compilation
are representative of actual variability along the EPR only under the implicit assumption
that each data point represents an independent sample from the EPR interval of interest.
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Figure 3-3: Comparison of diagrams for summarizing MORB major element variability that are
common in the geologic literature (top panels) with diagrams derived from PCA (bottom panels).
Panels are arranged to facilitate column-wise comparisons. Symbols are as described in the caption
to Figure 3-1. Ca# indicates molar Ca/(Ca+Na) in each MORB sample. Principal component
scores shown in the bottom panels describe the deviation of MORB sample compositions from
the data mean along each of the principal component axes. “PC1”, for example, denotes the first
principal component score of each sample. Further discussion provided in the text.
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The validity of this assumption depends on the relationship between length scales character-
izing MORB variability erupted at the seafloor and the sampling length scale. If the length
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Figure 3-4: Caption given on next page.
scale of MORB variability over some ridge interval of interest is smaller than the sampling
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Figure 3-4: Representative case study illustrating the character of MORB variability observed on
three spatial scales. Major element variability is visualized using a plot of the second and third
principal component scores, as discussed in a previous section. In each panel, data shown in black
and gray is identical, representing all data from a 30-km spatial interval along the EPR at 9.57 N,
approximately 60 km south of the Clipperton Fracture Zone, and the global MORB compilation,
respectively. Data highlighted in red, in turn, are unique to each panel, and show MORB variability
observed within each of the sampling stations from a 30-km ridge interval yielding more than two
samples. Note the high degree of clustering in MORB from specific sampling stations.
length scale, then any specific composition visible within an interval of ridge axis should also
be observable (at least in principle) within the data collected from a given sampling station.
However, if the length scale of MORB variability is larger than the sampling length scale,
samples from within a given station will not sample the full variability present. In this case,
sampling is biased, and large heterogeneities in sampling density can potentially lead to arti-
facts in apparent MORB variability. While the length scales of MORB variability cannot be
known a priori, most available sampling stations represent dredge locations, with sampling
length scales between 100m and several km. Other sampling methods such as submersible
grabs and core samples correspond to even smaller sampling length scales.
As a simplest test for biased sampling, we have examined the data from all sampling
stations throughout the global ridge system that yield multiple MORB samples. If the
internal variability at specific sampling stations is statistically similar to the variability that is
visible within a 30-km ridge interval, then this observation would support the conclusion that
despite large spatial heterogeneities in sampling density, sampling is not necessarily biased.
However, the data do not support this argument. Figure 3-4 illustrates a representative case
study from the EPR. This particular 30-km interval of ridge axis is sampled by 15 spatially
separated sampling stations that are each, in turn, represented by between 4 and 16 MORB
samples (additional sampling stations exist within this region, but the submersible grabs they
represent only include one or two samples, and are not shown here). The key observation
from this case study is that relative to the full variability observable over this 30-km interval,
samples from any individual station display far smaller variability, even when more than ten
samples are available. In this example, the compositions of MORB samples from within a
given dredge are clearly clustered, and it would be inappropriate to represent the true MORB
variability at this EPR location through a simple scatter plot of all available data. Although
such a plot (not shown) will display multiple apparent compositional modes, these modes
simply reflect the compositions prevalent at those sampling stations with a particularly
large number of analyses relative to the others. Failure to take sampling heterogeneity into
account could also lead to biasing of the computed average or standard deviation of MORB
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compositions at this location.




































30km bins with ≥ 5 stations, N stations = 106
30km bins with ≥ 8 stations, N stations = 39
30km bins with ≥ 10 stations, N stations = 22
Figure 3-5: Quantitative summary of the effect illustrated in Figure 3-4. For all available locations
represented in the global MORB compilation, the range in MORB compositions within a given
sampling station ρstation is calculated relative to the total range of compositions observed within
30 km of that station ρ30km. The global relative frequency of ρstation/ρ30km is shown for all cases
where a given minimum number of sampling stations are available within 30 km. Note that the
variability observed within 30 km is positively correlated with the number of sampling stations
available (particularly in the case of PC3). When analysis is restricted to more “well-sampled” 30
km ridge intervals with more independent sampling stations, high values of ρstation/ρ30km become
less frequent. This probably reflects underestimation of 30-km variability at locations sampled by
few independent sampling stations. Further discussion is provided in the text.
To quantitatively estimate the potential impact of compositionally clustered MORB sam-
ples on variability throughout the global MORB compilation, we have calculated the range
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of PC2 and PC3 scores observed at a number of individual sampling stations (represented
by five or more MORB samples each), and compared this variability with the corresponding
PC2 and PC3 variability observed within 30 km of each station. Our results are summarized
in Figure 3-5. Although we have identified 509 sampling stations in PetDB satisfying the
requirement of containing 5 or more samples, the majority of these occur in 30-km intervals
of ocean ridge axis that are sampled by few or no other sampling stations, making it impossi-
ble to effectively estimate the “true” variability present within 30-km. We have nevertheless
carried out our analysis for those stations that are located in 30-km spatial bins repre-
sented by more than some arbitrary minimum number of other sampling stations. Figure
3-5 demonstrates that the overwhelming majority of sampling stations within well-sampled
on-axis spatial intervals display only between 10 and 30 percent of the total variability ob-
served within 30 km. We have performed this analysis using several values for the arbitrary
minimum number of other sampling stations present within 30 km to ensure our results are
robust, despite the positive correlation in the absolute range of principal component scores
observed within 30 km and the number of sampling stations available within a given interval.
The observations summarized in Figure 3-5 demonstrate that variability observed within any
single sampling station cannot provide a reliable estimate of variability at length scales much
longer than the sampling length scale. Instead variability within any single sampling station
systematically under-estimates variability at larger length scales. Since samples from within
a given station are correlated in composition, the PetDB MORB compilation will be biased
to some extent if there is variation in the number of MORB samples representing different
stations. In fact, we find extreme variability in the number of samples per station, as will
be detailed in a subsequent section.
3.3.1 Spatial Heterogeneity in Global MORB Sampling
Of the 3389 sampling stations examined in our study, 2094 (62% of the total) are represented
by a single MORB analysis. An additional 415 stations (12%) have provided two MORB
samples each, and 228 (7%) stations contain three MORB analyses. 95% of all sampling
stations contain ten or fewer MORB samples. However, 178 stations worldwide contain
more than 10 samples. If the number of samples per sampling station are not taken into
account, these stations will therefore carry at least an order of magnitude more statistical
importance than stations with only one analysis. Of these high sample size stations, six
contain more than 50 samples, and two are represented by more than 100 samples (the
maximum is 123 samples from one dredge), with correspondingly even greater potential for
creating statistical artifacts. The global distribution of sampling heterogeneity is summarized
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Figure 3-6: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-6: Visualization of sampling heterogeneity throughout the global ocean ridge system.
(top) Global sampling density, in terms of the number of samples available within a 30 km radius is
shown with larger symbols corresponding to higher numbers of available samples. (center) Global
sampling density, in terms of number of sampling stations present within 30 km. (bottom) His-
togram illustrating the large variability in the number of MORB samples representing each station
within 30 km globally. As discussed further in the text, the clustering of MORB sample composi-
tions within a given sampling station (c.f., Figures 3-4 and 3-5), implies that the variability shown
in this panel can lead to data artifacts related to biased sampling.
graphically in Figure 3-6.
3.3.2 Does sample collection method affect apparent variability?
A variety of methods are used to collect MORB samples from the seafloor. The PetDB
compilation provides information about sampling methods used for each compiled MORB
sample. The three most common methods reflected in the PetDB compilation are dredges,
submersibles, and rock cores. While dredges are by far the most common sampling method,
there is spatial heterogeneity along-axis in terms of the sampling methods employed (c.f.,
Figure 3-7). Different sampling methods sample at different length scales (e.g., a single
dredge station can be represented by samples originally emplaced at the seafloor more than 1
km apart, while the relative location of samples collected by submersible is typically variable
only within meters to tens of meters). Potentially, if the length scale of MORB variability on
the seafloor is comparable to sampling length scales, different methods could differ in terms
of the typical MORB variability recovered. In this section, we briefly compare the variability
in MORB samples collected from a given location using different methods. In principle, the
spatial variability in sampling methods could itself introduce artifacts into apparent global
MORB variability, especially if there is a large discrepancy in the variability observed in
sample suites collected from the same location by different methods. To investigate this
possibility, we have identified the 36 30-km ocean ridge intervals sampled multiple times
using a given sampling method, for at least two sampling methods. The bottom panels
of Figure 3-7 illustrate the lack of major systematics. However it is noteworthy that the
majority of outlier compositions are sampled through dredges. This could reflect the larger
sampling length scale of dredges.
3.3.3 Potential Impact of Sampling Bias in MORB Data
Artifacts in the global MORB data introduced through biased sampling are likely to include
spurious clusters of specific MORB compositions visible in scatter plots, and potentially such
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Figure 3-7: Illustration of the relative variability sampled through different methods. Panels at
bottom illustrate the variability in PC2 (left) and PC3 (right) observed at each of 36 30-km spatial
intervals represented by numerous MORB samples collected by multiple sampling methods. Note
the tendency for extreme outliers to be sampled through dredges.
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clustering could lead to skewed estimates of mean MORB composition in some cases. How-
ever, the impact of such data artifacts on inferences about ocean ridge igneous systems will
depend largely on the way MORB data is analyzed. In studies aiming to demonstrate quali-
tative agreement between the range of observed MORB compositions and model predictions,
for example, the relative abundances of specific MORB compositions are often not critical,
and the impact of sampling artifacts is likely to be correspondingly low (the high symbol
density in scatter plots depicting current MORB compilations can often render spurious sec-
ondary peaks in the data cloud completely invisible). However, in the application of more
quantitative statistical analysis techniques (e.g., Bayesian inference) spurious clusters within
MORB data can directly impact conclusions about the forward model used to interpret the
data. To pave the way for future work involving the latter type of analysis, as well as to
obtain a clearer qualitative picture of the character of MORB variability, we have developed
a method eliminating data artifacts caused by biased sampling, the subject of a subsequent
section.
3.4 Correcting for Sampling Heterogeneity through Ran-
dom Subsampling
Statistical artifacts introduced by non-independent sampling may be eliminated through the
general approach of identifying dependent samples, binning these into groups, and summariz-
ing each group through a single, representative composition. The representative composition
for a given group include can be determined, e.g., through averaging or subsampling. In this
study, we generate a series of unbiased data sets through multiple iterations of random sub-
sampling, and combine the analyses of each iteration to form a best estimate of unbiased
MORB variability. While this is a more computationally complex approach than simply
averaging over all dependent samples, our method has the advantage that it allows the un-
certainty in the resulting variability estimates to be easily assessed. Our procedure is as
follows: (1) for each of a number of iterations, subsets of all available data are randomly
extracted such that each data point is independent of all others, e.g., each 30-km window
is represented by an identical number of independent sampling stations (2) joint probability
densities describing PC2-PC3 variability are estimated at each subsampling iteration using
a kernel-smoothed density estimation approach (Scott , 1992, c.f. Appendix B for details).
(3) probability density estimates from each iteration are pooled: the median probability
density value determined for each (PC2,PC3) point on a discrete grid is extracted from the
ensemble of density estimates. After normalization, these median values define a composite
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probability density estimate incorporating the results from all subsampling iterations. As
an example, we have evaluated the variability of fractionation-corrected MORB from the
MAR, both with and without correcting for biased sampling. In our correction, we have
performed subsampling in the following way. Each of the 209 30-km long on-axis MAR
ridge intervals (comprising all such existing intervals sampled by 2 or more MORB analyses
available from PetDB) is represented by one randomly selected MORB sample from one
randomly selected station. Thus, more than three thousand available MORB samples from
the MAR are represented by only 209 analyses at any given iteration (there are 100 itera-
tions total). By choosing a subsampling scheme, we have corrected the problem of biased
sampling, essentially providing additional, subjective information about the actual number
of independent samples available. The comparison of results obtained with and without the
correction is shown in Figure 3-8. While both probability density estimates are qualitatively
similar, the uncorrected probability density estimate displays significantly more structure,
including the presence of several compact secondary peaks that are not visible in the cor-
rected density estimate. The reason for this difference is twofold. The subsampled data from
each iteration actually contains few or no compact clusters, generally reflecting the removal
of spatially correlated samples (i.e., samples from a common station). This in itself leads
to smoother density estimates. More importantly, the visual impact of kernel smoothed
probability density estimates is greatly affected by the kernel bandwidth used. For a review
of kernel smoothed probability density estimation and the bandwidth selection problem the
reader is referred to Section B.2 of Appendix B. In general, data-based bandwidth selection
methods return bandwidth sizes that are inversely dependent on the available sample size,
consistent with the general principle that more data allows additional detail to be statisti-
cally resolved. Since subsampling obviously leads to a decrease in sample size, the kernel
bandwidth resulting from applying any empirical method to a subsampled data set will al-
ways be larger than if the raw data set were used, and the resulting probability density
estimate will be smoother.
The features in the uncorrected MAR variability estimate that are absent from the cor-
rected estimate are most likely to be spurious. Either they are purely the result of biased
sampling, and have been fully removed through subsampling. Alternatively, some features
could reflect actual structures (compositional clusters) in spatially independent MORB sam-
ples that are (as yet) represented by too few samples to be statistically robust. A key
assumption in constructing probability density estimates is that the available data are in-
dependent and identically distributed samples from some distribution of interest. However,
we have shown in a previous section that the PetDB compilation of MORB data comprises






































































































































Figure 3-8: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-8: Contrast between estimates of fractionation-corrected MORB major element variabil-
ity throughout the MAR, obtained after taking into account the effect of biased sampling (left
panel), versus using uncorrected data as compiled in PetDB (right panel). Each panel represents
MORB variability using a kernel-smoothed probability density diagram, computed from the second
and third principal component scores of individual MORB samples and a smoothing bandwidth
determined by a sample size dependent formula. The sampling-corrected variability estimate is
constructed by computing the median kernel-smoothed probability density estimate value of each
PC2-PC3 pixel obtained from each of 100 iterations of the random sampling scheme described
above, and subsequently re-normalizing (to ensure that
∑
i p(PC2i, PC3i) = 1). Additional details
of the methods used are provided in Appendix B. The uncorrected estimate of MAR variability
incorporates all available MORB analyses, resulting in a much larger apparent sample size, and
correspondingly smaller kernel smoothing bandwiths.
data set thus results in a kernel bandwidth that is inappropriately small, in turn leading to
a probability density estimate that risks rendering spurious secondary features visible.
We close the discussion of our sampling correction method with an analysis of the un-
certainty in our corrected MAR estimate. Comparison of the probability density values
computed at specific (PC2,PC3) points at different iterations reveals significant variability.
The central panel of Figure 3-9 presents a summary of this variability, in which the stan-
dard deviation of the probability density estimate computed at all iterations is plotted is
throughout PC2-PC3 space, expressed as a fraction of the maximum median probability
density (shown in panel a) of the Figure). Expressed in relative percent (c.f., panel c) of the
Figure), we estimate the uncertainty in the density estimate throughout the vast majority
of the range of PC2-PC3 space covered by MAR data to be at between 10 and 20 percent
(relative percent deviation = standard deviation of individual iteration results / median x
100). The high degrees of relative uncertainty at the boundaries of PC2-PC3 space simply
reflect division by a very small number. It is important to note that the uncertainty we have
estimated is dependent on the subsampling scheme and on the extent of spatial independence
of available data. Alternative subsampling schemes will be associated with different uncer-
tainties, depending on the number and variability of MORB analyses available per sampling
station. For example, if 10 available MORB analyses are sourced from ten dredges, the pro-
cedure we have described will always return the same estimate of variability, while if all 10
MORB derive from a single dredge, there will be maximum variability in the estimates from
different sampling iterations. Alternatively, if – other things being equal – MORB variabil-
ity within individual sampling stations is large, this will be reflected by greater uncertainty































































































































































































Figure 3-9: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-9: Example illustrating the evaluation of uncertainty in sampling-corrected MORB vari-
ability estimates. a) our best estimate of the statistical distribution of fractionation-corrected
MORB major element compositions erupted at the MAR, expressed in terms of principal compo-
nent scores. This panel is equivalent to the left panel of the previous figure, with colors representing
relative frequency relative to the maximum. b) On a pixel-by-pixel basis, the variation in prob-
ability density values computed at different subsampling iterations is shown. Colors reflect the
standard deviation of probability density values computed for each pixel relative to the maximum
median probability density, with red corresponding to pixels with greater variability in probability
density. c) Uncertainty of the probability density in a) expressed in relative percent. For the ma-
jority of composition-space spanned by the MAR data, variability in estimates of relative frequency
(shown in panel b) ) is less than 10% of the median estimates shown in panel a) .
3.4.1 On the robustness of Principal Component Scores of Sub-
sampled Data
The principal component scores providing the basis for our description of MORB variability
are not intrinsic properties of each MORB sample, but are dependent on the relationship
of each sample relative to the full data set. Thus the principal component analysis we have
presented could be sensitive to subjective choices in data processing, e.g., variations in the
choice of filtration schemes or in the implementation of subsampling schemes for eliminating
biased sampling effects. We here assess the robustness of PCA in MORB data with respect
to artifacts from biased sampling. For each of 100 iterations, we have randomly subsampled
one MORB analysis from each globally available on-axis sampling station, and performed
the principal component analysis described in a previous section on the resulting dataset
(N = 3389). Figure 3-10 illustrates the results of this exercise. The first four principal
component vectors display little variability in their orientation, both compared iteration-to-
iteration, and in comparison to the result shown in Figure 3-2. There is one exception in
that more SiO2 variability is attributed to the second principal component (in the previous
PCA, this SiO2 variability was attributed to minor principal components). The importance
of the first principal component (in terms of variability along this component relative to
total variability) generally decreases by ∼ 10%. Spatially biased sampling is the most likely
explanation for this effect, as samples from within a single station display the greatest fraction
of their variability along the PC1 axis. Because of the correlation of PC1 variability with the
predicted effects of crystal fractionation, biased sampling may therefore be responsible for
a slight exaggeration of the importance of fractionation-related MORB variability relative
to fractionation-corrected variability (the trade-off involving ∼ 5% of total variability).
Corresponding to the modest decrease in the importance of the first principal component, the



































































































































































































































































Figure 3-10: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-10: (left) Comparison of EOF vectors defining each principal component axis, as com-
puted from randomly subsampled MORB data (shown in black). For reference, the EOFs derived
from all PetDB data – used throughout this study – are shown in red. The panels summarize 100
iterations of subsampling in which one MORB sample was extracted from all globally available
sampling stations). The low variability in EOF’s suggests that the results of principal component
analysis are robust with respect to potential biased sampling. (right) Illustration of the change in
relative importance (in terms of variability along this component relative to total variability) of
each principal component once sampling bias has been taken into account through random sub-
sampling, compared to the relative importance of each principal component computed from the full
PetDB compilation, as described in a previous section (a value of 100% implies no change).
additional principal components experience up to 50% increases in importance. Despite
these minor differences, we conclude that the PCA we have provided in a previous section
comprises a useful, robust method for compressing seven-dimensional MORB major element
data into a more easily manageable, three-dimensional data space.
3.5 Applications
Previous studies have documented differences in the variability of MORB samples collected
from different locations along the global ocean ridge system (Klein and Langmuir , 1987;
Langmuir et al., 1992). In the remainder of this manuscript, we apply the methods developed
above to examine the properties of MORB variability as expressed in the global PetDB
compilation, and to compare these to previous work.
3.5.1 Global Systematics of MORB Variability
Figures 3-11 and 3-12 plot the global distribution of principal component scores. The global
systematics first recognized by Klein and Langmuir (1987) and verified in many subsequent
studies clearly expressed: the shallow Reykjanes Ridge defines an interval of ridge axis where
high PC2, or high Fe8.0, low Na8.0 end-member compositions are concentrated, while the
deep Mid-Cayman Rise and the Southwest Indian Ridge (SWIR) are rich in conspicuously
low PC2, or low Fe8.0, high Na8.0 samples. Other features are visible as well, such as a
general increase in PC2 score in samples from near the Azores, first noted by Schilling et al.
(1983), and the rapid transition from lower to average PC2 score at the Australian-Antarctic
Discordance (AAD). In the case of the third principal component (PC3), variability seems
less location-dependent, although there are exceptions. For example, an anomalously high
concentration of PC3 values appears to be localized at Iceland and Galapagos, and the AAD






















































































































































































Figure 3-11: Spatial distribution of global MORB PC2 scores. Each symbol represents a MORB
sample, colored by score, with the location of each sample randomly jittered by ± one degree in
latitude and longitude to aid in visualizing variability in high sample density areas. At bottom,
MORB PC2 scores from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge are shown in an alternate visualization scheme,
































































































































































































Figure 3-12: Global distribution of MORB third principal component scores. See previous figure
caption for further explanation of symbols.
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most part, however, PC3 scores are relatively homogeneously variable throughout all ocean
ridges.
3.5.2 Differences between Ocean Ridges
In visualizations such as Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12, it is straightforward to identify regions
with highly anomalous compositional variability, and to correlate each with a known feature
discussed in the MORB literature. However, the vast majority of the sampled ocean ridge
system aside from such anomalies also displays MORB variability that, while less distinctive,
nevertheless comprises a large fraction of total observed variability. In this section, we
address the question of how different this background MORB variability is at each of three
spatially separate ocean ridges after applying our correction method for removing sampling
bias. We have analyzed variability at the three best-sampled ridges, the MAR, EPR and
SEIR. Figure 3-13 illustrates the comparative PC2-PC3 variability of each ridge, displaying
the variability at each ridge as a probability density estimate. The MAR variability estimate
is the same as the one discussed in a previous section, and the same subsampling scheme
described above has been used at all ridges. Apparently, each of the three best-sampled
ocean ridges displays great similarity in major element variability (at the level of resolution
afforded by the number of independent sampling opportunities available). Perhaps the most
important negative result of this analysis is that none of these ocean ridges require the
presence of multiple significant compositional modes. Interpreted through existing petrologic
and geodynamic theory, the presence of such compositional modes could potentially have
led to new inferences about the spatial distribution of mantle properties or melt transport
processes. The MAR and EPR each display a sharp tail defined by outliers, with the outliers
from the MAR primarily reflecting the Reykjanes and Kolbeinsey Ridge samples near Iceland,
as well as the Azores, while the EPR outliers primarily reflect samples from the Garrett and
Siqueiros Fracture Zones, as well as the Hess Deep. In general, our results agree well with
the findings of previous studies. For instance, it is well established that the local trend
variability is perpendicular to the global trend variability on the MAR (corresponding to
larger variability in PC3) while the local trend at the EPR is parallel to the second principal
component (corresponding to less PC3 variability at the EPR) (c.f., Langmuir et al., 1992).
Our consideration of the largest data set available, together with our approach of con-
sidering the character of the full statistical distribution of variability (as opposed to the
use of simple summary statistics), allows a more detailed assessment of regional variations
in MORB compositions. By contrast, previous comparative studies of MORB variability



































































































































Figure 3-13: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-13: Comparison of estimated fractionation-corrected MORB variability throughout three
well-sampled ocean ridges, after sampling is taken into account through random subsampling.
Panels depict variability at: a) the Mid-Atlantic Ridge b) the East Pacific Rise c) the Southeast
Indian Ridge. Each panel is constructed as described in the caption of Figure 3-8.
potentially misleading practice. Langmuir et al. (1992), for example, states that “basalts
from the Indian Ocean have systematically lower Fe8.0 and higher Na8.0 than basalts from
the Atlantic”. Comparison of panels a) and c) in Figure 3-13 corroborates this assessment:
on average, the SEIR displays a slightly greater frequency of PC2 scores (corresponding to
lower FeO and higher Na2O at a given MgO, c.f. Figure 3-2) than the MAR. However, this
is completely a consequence of the large low-PC2 tail in the distribution of SEIR compo-
sitions, corresponding to a heightened frequency of low PC2 outliers observed at the SEIR
versus at the MAR. In fact, there is a very large overlap between the compositional ranges
at which the bulk of samples plot at both the MAR and the SEIR. Although the assessment
of Langmuir et al. (1992) is not incorrect, it also fails to accurately describe the first order
relationship between MORB variability patterns expressed at these two ridges.
3.5.3 Do MORB from FAMOUS display anomalous major ele-
ment compositions?
Our methods can also be applied to evaluate differences in variability occurring at different
on-axis intervals within a single ocean ridge. The FAMOUS area, for example, has been
identified as a site with anomalous MORB variability in previous work (e.g., Langmuir et al.,
1992, c.f., Figure 25). It is also the most well-sampled site along the MAR, and so perceived
variability at FAMOUS could potentially be susceptible to artifacts from sampling bias. To
re-evaluate the extent to which MORB variability at the FAMOUS site is truly anomalous,
we contrast the sampling bias-corrected variability at FAMOUS with the variability observed
at a typical MAR interval between the Kane Fracture Zone and the Atlantis Fracture Zone.
It is clear from Figure 3-14 that the FAMOUS site is indeed anomalous, displaying two
significant modes. The primary mode at FAMOUS has a higher PC2 score and slightly
lower PC3 score than is typical at the MAR, while the secondary FAMOUS peak is closer
to, but still slightly offset from the typical MAR peak. For reference, we have also plotted the
variability at 9N EPR between the Siqueiros and Clipperton Fracture Zones. The variability






































































































































Figure 3-14: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-14: Comparison of estimated fractionation-corrected MORB variability at three well-
sampled ocean ridge segments, after sampling is taken into account through random subsampling.
Panels depict variability at: a) the FAMOUS area, Mid-Atlantic Ridge b) the interval between
the Atlantis and Kane fracture zones, Mid-Atlantic Ridge c) 9N East Pacific Rise, between the
Clipperton and Siqueiros fracture zones. Each panel is constructed as described in the caption of
Figure 3-8. Note the clear distinctions in the variability patterns between each locality.
3.5.4 Is there a rule of thumb for estimating the number of sam-
ples needed to characterize 30-km scale ocean ridge variabil-
ity?
Although the vast majority of PetDB MORB samples may be classified into one of 550 30-km
scale on-axis intervals (additional data is available for off-axis samples and back-arcs, but
will not be considered here), 82% of these intervals are represented by five or fewer sampling
stations. Given the logistical effort involved in collecting additional MORB samples, it is of
interest to consider the question “How much sampling is required to get a good estimate of
MORB variability present within a given 30-km ocean ridge axis interval?”. In this section,
we address this question quantitatively for the first time. To introduce the main concepts
relevant to this question, we will begin by discussing a simple case study: sampling from a
normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance. It is a basic statistical principle that
estimates of variability (such as standard deviation) taken from samples of this distribution
are most likely to accurately reflect the underlying variability when the sample size is as large
as possible. Yet the convergence – or agreement between – estimates of such statistics changes
with sample size in a manner that is neither monotone, nor bounded from above or below, as
illustrated in Figure 3-15. The probability of obtaining a more accurate estimate, however,
increases monotonically (as illustrated graphically by the narrowing bands comprising the
range of variability estimates produced by a large number of random sampling simulations
in Figure 3-15). These results are also applicable generally, although compared to Figure
3-15, the specific sample size needed to achieve a desired degree of confidence in an estimate
(corresponding to a given narrowness of the ) will be variable, depending on the estimator
of variability being used (e.g., standard deviation versus inter-quartile range, etc.) as well as
on the character of the statistical distribution being sampled (e.g., a gaussian distribution
can have different convergence compared to one with multiple peaks or large distribution
tails). Thus, to address the question of sample size in the context of MORB major elements,
our approach is to identify the best-sampled 30-km intervals worldwide and to empirically
examine the robustness of standard deviation estimates at these locations over a range of
sample sizes. We have conducted the following experiment at each of the eight best-sampled
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Span of all simulations
Figure 3-15: Illustration of the convergence of standard deviation (σ)estimates as a function of
sample size. The solid black and red curves illustrate two independent iterations of a simulation
in which N samples are drawn sequentially from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit
standard deviation. The estimated standard deviation is calculated after each successive sample
is drawn, incorporating all previously available data, plus the new sample. Although revisions to
the estimated standard deviation due to each additional data point can both increase and decrease
the error of the estimate relative to the true standard deviation, there is overall convergence of
the estimate. This is illustrated by the decrease in the ‘Span of all simulations’, summarizing
the minimum and maximum value of the standard deviation estimated over 200 iterations of this
experiment at a given sample size. The top row comprises locations on the MAR, while the other



























































































































































































































































































































Figure 3-16: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-16: The well-sampledness of a given ridge axis segment depends on the number of indepen-
dent sample stations available. Convergence of PC2 standard deviation estimated from randomly
subsampled data sets of a given sample size (number of independent sampling stations) is shown
relative to the best estimate from all available data for each of the best sampled 30-km MOR axis
segments. Solid black horizontal line represents the median standard deviation estimate computed
from 100 random sampling iterations in which one MORB glass was extracted from all available
sampling stations. The gray patch indicates the range of all estimates computed when all available
sampling stations are represented. Red lines indicate standard deviation estimates from subsampled
data sets in which fewer stations are used to calculate the estimate. 50% of all random subsampling
simulations yield estimates plotting within the bold, dashed red lines, while all simulations plot
within the light red lines (100 simulations total).
20-km ridge intervals (each represented between 60 and 353 sampling stations): randomly
subsample the data from a subset of all available stations, and evaluate the variability within
subsampled data in comparison to the total variability observed in all available data. The
results of this experiment are plotted in Figures 3-16 and 3-17. Although the spatial coverage
of these case studies is limited (five represent the northern EPR, while three represent the
northern MAR), a qualitative argument can be made from them that at least 10 sample
stations are required to achieve a reasonable probability that sampled variability provides
a good approximation to the true underlying variability, while at least 20 to 30 stations
seem necessary for variability on the 30 km length scale to be be characterized with a high
degree of confidence. This corresponds to a minimum density of ∼ one sampling station per
km along axis. According to this rule of thumb, only between ∼ 20-30 distinct 30 km ridge
intervals exist worldwide that have been well-sampled, in turn reflecting approximately 1% of
the global ridge system. By contrast, if it is assumed that at least 50 independent sampling
stations are required, only eight well-sampled stations exist worldwide (corresponding to ∼
0.4% of the global ridge system). Clearly, additional data collection is desirable. Yet it also
deserves emphasis that increases in sample size added to any particular existing along-axis
MORB data set will not guarantee a higher fidelity estimate of local variability, and can
actually lead to a less accurate estimate, particularly if the increase in sample size is small.
3.5.5 On the spreading rate dependence of MORB major element
variability
The velocity of plate divergence is among the primary geodynamic variables governing ocean
ridge magmatism (e.g., Sleep, 1975; Langmuir et al., 1992; Shen and Forsyth, 1995; Niu and
Hekinian, 1997b; Rubin and Sinton, 2007). The global ocean ridge system comprises ridge























































































































































































































































































































Figure 3-17: Caption given on next page.
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Figure 3-17: Convergence of PC3 standard deviation estimated in randomly subsampled data
relative to the best estimate from all available data is shown for each of the best sampled MOR
locations. See the caption of the previous figure for additional details.
re-evaluate the systematics of major element variability with spreading rate while simulta-
neously accounting for heterogeneous sampling. The most obvious issue in using global data











































Figure 3-18: Global MORB variability plotted as a function of spreading velocity. This series
of plots depicts the ≥ 30 km scale variability present in the PetDB compilation. Small spatial
scale variability has been removed: each symbol represents a single MORB glass analysis randomly
selected from all available data within a 30-km spatial bin. More than 3000 separate 30-km spatial
bins are represented in this way, comprising all available 30-km on-axis bins in PetDB containing
≥ 2 MORB samples with major element data available. Note that there is a large proportion of
sampled ridge axis representing slow spreading rates, while data from faster spreading rates comes
from relatively few intervals of ridge axis.
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compilations to examine spreading rate dependent variability, illustrated in Figure 3-18, lies
in the fact that spreading rates throughout the global ocean ridge system are not distributed
in a regular fashion, and are correspondingly not sampled evenly. Most of the global ocean
ridge system is characterized by slow spreading rates, and this disproportionate representa-
tion can lead to ambiguity in the interpretation of plots such as Figure 3-18 (similar plots
depicting spatially binned variability as a function of spreading rate are increasingly common
in the literature (e.g., Niu and Hekinian, 1997b; Rubin and Sinton, 2007)). For example, the
apparent decrease in variability in most major element variables with increasing spreading
rate could be attributed to spreading rate dependence in the operation of igneous systems.
Alternatively, this relationship between variability and spreading rate could be interpreted
as an artifact of sampling: the high variability observed at slow spreading rates might be
expected because of abundant sampling over a considerable spatial interval, while the op-
posite might apply at fast spreading rates (fewer outlier observations and correspondingly
lower variability might be expected when there are fewer and more spatially confined sam-
pling opportunities). While it remains difficult to conclusively resolve this question of 
30 km scale systematics, it is possible to at least constrain the ≤ 30 km scale systematics
in more detail. In Figures 3-19 and 3-20 we have re-plotted the PetDB compilation, essen-
tially weighting each symbol in Figure 3-18 by the number of independent samples available
in each spatial bin. In this visualization scheme, the locations with the largest number of
independent samples – those most likely to provide a good approximation to true local vari-
ability – dominate the visual impression of the Figure. We have discussed in a previous
section how variability estimates drawing on small sample size data sets are less likely to
represent the true variability, and can generate spurious apparent variability that can both
overrepresent and underrepresent that of MORB, c.f., Figure 3-15. Indeed, smaller sample
size based variability estimates plot both above and below the well sampled estimates at all
spreading rates. We will therefore consider only the larger points plotted in Figures 3-19 and
3-20 in the following discussion. Several previously known results are recovered from our
plots. (1) On average, faster spreading ridges have more fractionated compositions (higher
PC1 scores) than slower spreading ridges. (2) With respect to the global trend of Klein
and Langmuir (1987), reflected in PC2, the end-member compositions (Reykjanes versus
Cayman Rise) are observed only at slow spreading ridges, while fast spreading ridges plot
at a moderate position along this trend (corresponding to intermediate PC2 scores). (3)
The Indian ocean basalts are compositionally distinctive compared to Atlantic and Pacific
MORB (plotting at ∼ 60-70 mm/yr, they display lower PC2 and PC3 scores than other
basalts). The relationship between spreading rate and sampling-corrected variability, how-

























































Figure 3-19: For each of the 30 km spatial bins represented in the PetDB catalogue, we have plotted
– with respect to the first and second principal component scores PC1 and PC2 – the mean (µ,
shown in left column) and standard deviation (σ, shown in right column) of all available sampling
stations from within 30 km (one sample was randomly extracted from each station, the character
of this plot is robust with respect to random subsampling). Symbol size depicting each spatial bin
represents N , the number of independent samples used to compute µ and σ. The smallest symbols
correspond to N = 2, while the largest symbols at spreading rate < 30 mm/yr correspond to N =

























































Figure 3-20: Systematics of global MORB with spreading rate (with respect to PC3 and Na2O)
plotted as in the previous Figure. See caption of previous Figure for details.
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scale PC1 and PC3 variability within 30-km intervals with faster spreading rates, there is no
discernible relationship between spreading rate and PC2 variability. MORB Na2O also does
not appear to display a systematic change in variability with spreading rate. Although a
rigorous evaluation of the consistency of these results with geologic interpretations from the
literature is beyond the scope of this study, the lack of a systematic decrease in 30 km scale
variability of MORB with increasing spreading rate – at least at well sampled sites where we
have maximum confidence that observed variability is a good approximation to that of un-
derlying MORB – is inconsistent with increased extents of homogenization through magma
mixing at fast spreading rates (increased spreading rates could lead to higher probability
of MORB magma homogenization in shallow magma chambers, (e.g., Rubin and Sinton,
2007)). Instead, the apparent spreading-rate dependent variability in MORB appears to
arise primarily from large,  30 km scale variations in mean local MORB composition, per-
haps arising from factors including variable mantle source properties that could be variable
over long length scales.
3.6 Conclusions
We have examined the global variability of MORB glass major element data available from
PetDB. Principal component analysis indicates that this variability comprises three major
independent components of variability, each corresponding to previously recognized patterns
in the data. We have identified sampling bias as a non-negligible complication in data
analysis, demonstrating that large heterogeneity in sample sizes available for studying MORB
variability at the sampling station, 30-km, and regional, and global scales can lead to large
data artifacts (c.f., Figure 3-8). This reflects compositional clustering of spatially correlated
samples: e.g., MORB samples from within a given sampling station systematically display
significantly less variability than is observed in all available data from within 30 km. From
the perspective of understanding global or regional-scale MORB variability, increasing the
number of measured samples from a single sampling station cannot substitute for an increase
in the number of independent sampling stations. We have removed sampling bias through
the approach of random subsampling, and find that the resulting corrected data allow the
results of previous workers to be recovered, but do not suggest the presence of additional,
previously unrecognized data features. Apparently, the increase in MORB data over the past
decades is not sufficient to significantly increase the resolution with which major element
variability can be studied on a global or regional length scale, at least in comparison to
early syntheses of global MORB data. Throughout this manuscript, we have quantified
geochemical variability through visualization of the full statistical distribution of variability
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instead of relying on analysis of summary statistics. Kernel-smoothed probability density
estimation provides a flexible, compact, practical representation of the information contained
within a geochemical data. Probability density estimates are superior to simple scatter-
plots of large geochemical data sets in that they more readily allow variations in relative
frequency of specific compositions to be evaluated. Such variations could potentially define
new, geologically interesting observations.
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Chapter 4
A Preliminary Map of Discrete,
Compositionally Distinctive Mantle
Regions within the Southern Oman
Ophiolite
4.1 Introduction
The composition of Earth’s mantle is variable at length scales ranging from the hemispheric
scale to the microscopic scale (Hart et al., 1973; Dupre´ and Alle`gre, 1983; Hart , 1984; Klein
et al., 1988; Saal et al., 1998; Sobolev et al., 2000; Korenaga and Kelemen, 2000; Donnelly
et al., 2004). The characteristics of this variability represent primary constraints on the
operation of igneous processes and convective dynamics in the mantle throughout geologic
time (Armstrong , 1968; Zindler and Hart , 1986; Hofmann, 1997; Helffrich and Wood , 2001).
Ocean ridge magmatism is thought to play a major role in modulating mantle variability
through processes including melting, magma segregation and reactive melt transport. In
principle, spatial patterns of variability in ocean ridge processed mantle could record in-
formation about factors influencing magmatic systems, e.g., the ambient rheology or the
mechanisms of melt localization and focusing (Spiegelman, 1993; Hirth and Kohlstedt , 1996;
Braun et al., 2000; Braun and Kelemen, 2002; Spiegelman and Kelemen, 2003; Katz et al.,
2006; Gregg et al., 2009). Yet while its impact on the geochemical and lithologic charac-
ter of residual mantle is relatively well understood, the role of ocean ridge magmatism in
generating or modifying spatial patterns of variability has remained difficult to constrain,
particularly at intermediate length scales (∼0.1-100 km). Uncertainties about melt gen-
eration, transport, and shallow mixing processes complicate inferences from lava samples
collected at modern ocean ridges, while extensive alteration and logistical accessibility limit
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the sampling density available from abyssal peridotite exposures. Field studies of ophiolites
– sections of oceanic crust and mantle emplaced at the surface by plate tectonic processes
– provide an alternative approach to observing the residues of ocean ridge magmatism that
can allow spatial patterns of variability to be characterized in detail. Recent work has made
significant progress in developing links between outcrop scale mantle variability patterns
and specific igneous processes (e.g., Bodinier et al., 1990; Kelemen et al., 1995; Braun and
Kelemen, 2002; Bodinier and Godard , 2003). The present study builds on this work, con-
tributing the first intermediate-scale map depicting changes in the statistical distribution of
geochemical variability within a large, continuous exposure of ophiolitic mantle peridotite.
We have constructed an integrated spatial-statistical data set in which major element vari-
ability in large (N ∼ 100) detrital spinel samples collected from a series of peridotite-sourced
drainages is combined with quantitative spatial information about each sampled watershed.
We resolve multiple spatially coherent mantle regions with distinctive internal patterns of
spinel variability, and our data display additional systematic relationships between sampling
length scale, sampling location and spinel variability. Previously established correlations
between spinel compositions and other lithologic and compositional parameters in the re-
spective host rocks allow our data to constrain the relative proportions of mantle lithologies
and to estimate the distribution of dunite widths present within the mantle exposure. Our
results suggest that the spatial distribution of focused melt transport beneath ocean ridges
could be heterogeneous at intermediate length scales, clustered into comparatively channel
rich and channel poor regions. Furthermore, igneous impregnation, variable depletion during
melting, or episodes of magmatism associated with ophiolite emplacement could represent
major controls on mantle variability near the ophiolite’s basal detachment.
4.2 Geologic Context and Observational Approach
Most of the Oman ophiolite’s igneous rocks – including a continuous layer of sheeted dikes
overlain by pillow basalts – formed at a submarine spreading center. On the basis of ra-
diometric age data, subdued crustal thickness variations, a general lack of paleo-fracture
zones, a nearly continuous layer of gabbro between volcanics and mantle, and other geo-
logical observations, it is probable that the ophiolite formed at a medium- to fast-spreading
ocean ridge (e.g., Nicolas , 1989). In contrast to the well-exposed and studied northern Oman
massifs that show a polygenetic history with the importance of a “subduction component”
increasing over time (e.g., Alabaster et al., 1982; Auge´, 1987; Lippard et al., 1986), the few
data on dikes and lavas from the southern Oman massifs (Samail, Wadi Tayin) are indistin-
guishable from MORB, and there is no evidence for a second, depleted lava series (Pallister
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and Knight , 1981). Orthopyroxene is essentially absent from the lower crustal section (e.g.,
Pallister and Hopson, 1981), although orthopyroxene-bearing cumulates form small, isolated
intrusions and dikes in the mantle section (e.g., Benoit et al., 1996; Kelemen et al., 1997b;
Amri et al., 1996). Spinel compositions from the southern massifs’ mantle section are also
consistent with those from abyssal peridotites (Boudier and Coleman, 1981; Kelemen et al.,
1995, 1997b; Monnier et al., 2006; Hanghøj et al., 2010). More than 95% of the igneous rocks
from the southern massifs can be described by a single liquid line of descent which is similar
to typical MORB differentiation, and which lies within the compositional field defined by
mid-ocean ridge samples (Pallister and Hopson, 1981; Pallister and Knight , 1981; Browning ,
1984; Benoit et al., 1996; Korenaga and Kelemen, 1997; Koga et al., 2001; Garrido et al.,
2001). Petrographically distinct wehrlite intrusions into the gabbro section also have similar
REE patterns to gabbros at modern ocean ridges (Koga et al., 2001). The southern massifs
primarily record a single stage process that was free, or nearly free, of a subduction com-
ponent. There is a gradient in the igneous processes forming the Oman ophiolite involving
more complexity than a single stage ocean ridge process. However, provided this is kept
in mind, our understanding of the southern massifs of the Oman ophiolite justifies the use
of geochemical data to constrain the partially molten region beneath submarine spreading
ridges.
With an area of nearly 20 × 50 km2, the mantle section of the Wadi Tayin massif provides
perhaps the best available, spatially extensive structural and compositional analogue to
shallow mantle lithosphere that has been processed by ocean ridge magmatism. Although
the mantle outcrop consists predominantly of harzburgite, other lithologies (including dunite,
pyroxenite, and igneous cumulates) are present at length scales ranging from < 1 m to > 100
m at Wadi Tayin (Boudier and Coleman, 1981; Nicolas , 1989; Godard et al., 2000; Braun
and Kelemen, 2002; Python and Ceuleneer , 2003; Braun, 2004; Gerbert-Gaillard , 2002) and
in other massifs of the Oman ophiolite (Lippard et al., 1986; Takazawa et al., 2003; Tamura
and Arai , 2006). Previous inferences on the geochemical character of Wadi Tayin mantle
over spatial scales greater than ∼ 100 m have relied on extrapolation from observations
collected from a relatively small number of well-characterized outcrops, or alternatively,
on low spatial density sampling (e.g., Braun and Kelemen, 2002; Braun, 2004; Le Me´e
et al., 2004; Monnier et al., 2006). It has remained logistically difficult to characterize
the geochemical variations present at larger scales because of the very large number of in-
situ samples required. For the present study, we have instead relied on sediment samples
from modern fluvial deposits to efficiently sample the underlying variability within mantle
rocks. We focus on the major element composition of chromian spinel minerals recovered
from the sediment. Spinel is a widely used petrogenetic indicator mineral with the ability to
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preserve its original, igneous composition in terms of variables such as Cr/Al ratio and TiO2
content during later metamorphism (e.g., Irvine, 1967; Dick and Bullen, 1984; Arai , 1992).
Potential impacts on spinel Cr# (molar Cr/(Cr+Al)) and TiO2 caused by diffusive exchange
with the surroundings are additionally limited by the fact that spinel is the major host of
Cr, Ti, and to a lesser extent, Al in Oman peridotites. Spinel compositions in abyssal and
ophiolitic peridotites are also correlated with whole rock major and trace element variables
(e.g., Hellebrand et al., 2001; Godard et al., 2000; Monnier et al., 2006; Hanghøj et al.,
2010). For the present study, we have analyzed ∼ 2000 detrital spinel grains representing 17
spatially distinct watersheds (contributing areas ∼1-20 km2) situated throughout the Wadi
Tayin massif. We have supplemented these data with spatial information about the sampled
watersheds, extracted from a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Details about sampling and
geochemical analysis methods, as well as about the topographic characterization of sampled
drainages are provided in Appendix C (c.f., Sections C.1,C.2). Following the approach
of previous studies (Reisberg and Zindler , 1986; Arai et al., 2006), our method assumes
that detrital spinel minerals provide a representative sample of the underlying variability
within mantle rocks. For a discussion of the statistical reproducibility of variability estimates
obtained by our method, and the dependence of estimates on sample size, the reader is
referred to Sections C.3 and C.4 of Appendix C.
4.3 The Character of Detrital Spinel Variability
Consistent with previous studies, we find spinel variability at Wadi Tayin spanning the
range of Cr# and TiO2 content observed globally in abyssal peridotite (Kelemen et al.,
1995; Braun, 2004; Hanghøj et al., 2010). Mg# (molar Mg/(Mg+Fe2+), where Fe2+ is calcu-
lated from total Fe using mineral stoichiometry) is generally negatively correlated with Cr#
– expected for olivine-spinel isotherms (Irvine, 1965; Dick and Bullen, 1984) – although this
trend displays an offset of ∼ 0.05-0.1 lower Mg# at a given Cr# relative to abyssal peri-
dotites. This offset probably reflects metamorphic exchange reactions at slower cooling rates
associated with ophiolite emplacement. Variation in spinel Mg# does not affect the results
of this study and is not considered further here. Instead, we focus on spatial variations in
the character of the statistical variability defined by spinel Cr# and TiO2, visualized using
the standard non-parametric technique of kernel density estimation (Scott , 1992). Figure
4-1 depicts our sampling locations and their source catchments in the context of a recent
geologic map (Nicolas et al., 2000). Although variability within any individual drainage
generally displays a single dominant compositional mode with low TiO2, we have detected


















































































1.6Spinel Distribution Throughout Wadi Tayin
catchment area with “Type I” variability
sampling location





0                10               20km
catchment area with “Type II” variability
catchment area with “Type III” variability
Figure 4-1: Map of sampling site locations (magenta symbols), and corresponding catchment areas
overlaid onto a geologic map of the Wadi Tayin massif, modified from Nicolas et al. (2000). Catch-
ment areas are derived from a DEM, and the category of each sample is denoted by the color of
the catchment area. Overlaid are representative probability density estimates from individual sam-
ples of each kind of variability. An estimate of the probability density governing spinel variability
throughout the Wadi Tayin mantle is also shown.
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locally dominant mode, and the character of distribution tails. Cluster analysis (unsuper-
vised learning) algorithms suggest that variability patterns observed at each of our sampling
locations comprise a minimum of three basic categories, consistent with visual inspection
of the data. We will refer to these categories (illustrated by insets to Figure 4-1) using the
following terminology: ‘Type I variability’ defines a spinel distribution with a dominant com-
positional mode with Cr# ≈ 0.5 and TiO2 ≈ 0.05 wt%, and with a substantial distribution
tail concentrated at higher Cr# and TiO2. ‘Type II variability’ is similar to Type I and
displays a statistically indistinguishable mode, although there are few or no outliers beyond
this peak. ‘Type III variability’ is characterized by a Cr#-TiO2 mode that is centered on
lower Cr# and higher TiO2 values (Cr# ≈ 0.35 and TiO2 ≈ 0.1 wt%) than in Type I or
Type II variability. Type III probability densities are also generally more dispersed, with a
relatively large proportion of outliers displaying a very wide range in Cr# (0.3 - >0.7). Fur-
ther discussion of our implementations of probability density estimation and cluster analysis
are provided in Appendix C (c.f., Sections C.5 and C.6).
By combining the data from individual drainages, we have also constructed an estimate
of the relative frequency of spinel compositions throughout the Wadi Tayin mantle. We
employed random resampling (details given in Section C.6.1 of Appendix C) to simulate
spatially independent sampling throughout Wadi Tayin, incorporating spinel data from each
location in proportion to the drainage area represented. Shown as an inset to Figure 4-1,
the resulting statistical model of spinel variability within Wadi Tayin may be summarized in
terms of its key features: (1) The vast majority of spinel compositions plot between Cr# ∼
0.3 and 0.6, and TiO2 < 0.15 wt.%, (2) Two significant compositional modes occur within
this compositional region, centered on Cr# ∼ 0.35 and 0.5, (3) Two distinctive probability
density tails extend beyond the region defined in (1), the first with TiO2 generally less than
0.19, and the other with TiO2 generally greater at a given Cr#. We suspect that spinel
variability at Wadi Tayin contains further spatially coherent features, although we cannot
demonstrate the robustness of these features at present. For example, there could be a
systematic distinction between locations with Type III variability in the eastern versus the
western portions of Wadi Tayin (separated by ∼ 30 km from the western sample locations,
the available data from eastern locations do not display a dominant spinel compositional
mode, but show a nearly uniform random distribution of spinel compositions within the
same compositional range as seen in the western samples). Although data from eastern
Wadi Tayin is distinguished through open symbols in Figure 4-2, we depict only the most
robust statistical data classification in Figure 4-1 for clarity.
Since the three main spinel variability types are defined by cluster analysis without
incorporating any spatial information, it is remarkable that the variability types are organized
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Figure 4-2: (a-b) Variation of locally most likely Cr# and TiO2 detrital spinel composition with
distance to the crust-mantle transition. Each symbol represents the maximum likelihood composi-
tion inferred at a single sampled drainage. Symbol colors correspond to the classification scheme
shown in the previous Figure. (Open symbols distinguish Type III drainages from the eastern por-
tion of Wadi Tayin.) Vertical error bars represent the first and third quartiles of the data, and thus
span the central 50% of observations (the first quantile defines the data value relative to which 25%
of data has smaller values and 75% has larger values). Symbols that are not centered with respect
to their error bars are an expression of the asymmetry in the underlying probability densities. (c-d)
Illustration of the effect of sampling length scale (equivalent to the contributing area of sampled
drainages) on detrital spinel variability. Similar to the standard deviation, the interquartile range
is a measure of dispersion that is robust with respect to outliers (for normally distributed data, the
interquartile range ≈ 1.349 σ). Note that although large variability can exist over small sampling
length scales, smaller drainages are generally characterized by less variability, while spinel samples
from larger drainages always display a high degree of variability.
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in a coherent spatial pattern. This result would be extremely unlikely if the distribution of
mantle variability at Wadi Tayin were purely “homogeneously heterogeneous” (in the sense
that mantle variability is present, but statistically identical at all possible sampling locations)
at length scales comparable to the watersheds we have sampled. Instead, our data strongly
suggests that mantle variability previously observed at the outcrop-scale (e.g., ∼ 1-100 m
extent (e.g., tabular dunites Nicolas , 1989; Kelemen et al., 1997a)) is further organized into
coherent spatial patterns that are comparable in size or larger than sampled watersheds.
Additional discussion is contained in Section C.8 of Appendix C. We interpret Figure 4-1 to
depict the map pattern of intermediate-scale mantle variability as resolved in our data. In
principle, the extent of mantle outcrop corresponding to each spinel variability type could be
mapped in additional detail throughout Wadi Tayin using the methods of this study. At least
three additional spatial trends exist in our spinel data, illustrated in Figure 4-2. First, the
dominant spinel composition within individual watersheds is correlated with mantle depth:
spinel populations from greater depths display lower Cr# and higher wt% TiO2 modes than
populations at shallower depths, particularly where the inferred mantle depth is less than
10 km (c.f., panels a) and b) of Figure 4-2). (Our method for estimating depth beneath the
crust-mantle transition at Wadi Tayin is described in Section C.7 of Appendix C.) Second,
greater Cr# variability is observed at greater inferred mantle depths, corresponding to the
exclusive occurrence of variability Type III at inferred mantle depths greater than ∼ 5 km.
Third, drainages with Type I and Type II spinel variability display a positive correlation
between their catchment area and the degree of compositional dispersion present, depicted in
panels (c-d) of Figure 4-2. By contrast, variability in sampling length scale should not lead
to any change in the apparent variability of samples from a homogeneously heterogeneous
mantle outcrop (for further discussion, c.f. Section C.8 of Appendix C).
4.4 Spatial Variability in the Distribution of Mantle
Lithologies
Spinel compositions within the Oman mantle are generally dependent on their host rock
lithology (e.g., Kelemen et al., 1995, 1997a; Hellebrand et al., 2001; Godard et al., 2000;
Le Me´e et al., 2004; Braun, 2004; Arai et al., 2006; Monnier et al., 2006; Hanghøj et al.,
2010). Statistical variability in detrital spinel should therefore reflect the relative proportions
of mantle lithologies in the outcrop (e.g., dunite, harzburgite, etc.). We have quantitatively
estimated these proportions by first using the approach of Bayesian classification to assign
each spinel composition to a maximum likelihood source lithology, and then applying this
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classification to the observed spinel variability introduced in a previous section. Our method
is calibrated from training data consisting of southern Oman ophiolite mantle samples of
known lithology (references are provided in the caption of Figure 4-3), and our approach
is developed further in in Section C.9 of Appendix C). Although our approach allows the
treatment of additional lithological complexity, we will consider three simple classification
schemes here, illustrated in the left panel of Figure 4-3: (1) all detrital spinel are assumed
to be sourced from either a harzburgite or dunite lithology; (2) spinel compositions can ad-
ditionally be attributed to pyroxenite, as well as to dunite or harzburgite; (3) in addition
to the components present in (2), transitional mantle rocks comprising harzburgites in close
proximity (≤ 1 m) to large intervals of dunite (or vice versa) define an additional, distinctive
compositional component (c.f., Braun, 2004). These three classification schemes are meant
to reflect – in progressively greater detail – the dominant mantle lithologies at Wadi Tayin,
and we consider (3) to provide the best compromise between realism (i.e., accounting for the
spectrum of mantle lithologies documented by previous studies), and simplicity (involving
a minimum number of components). We will therefore primarily make use of classifier (3),
although results from the more simplified two and three component classifiers are provided
to enable the robustness of our inferences to be assessed. Since harzburgite, dunite and py-
roxenite each contain roughly comparable modal proportions of spinel (reported variability
in spinel content in samples of any single lithology is large compared to differences between
lithologies, where each lithology generally contains ∼ 1-5% spinel, although dunites can
contain up to 10 volume % spinel, e.g., Boudier and Coleman, 1981; Python et al., 2008;
Hanghøj et al., 2010), we do not expect any of these lithologies to be represented in detrital
spinel samples in proportions largely different from their relative abundance in the outcrop.
Additional discussion of our of preferred quaternary classifier is provided in Section C.10
of Appendix C, but it deserves mention that detrital spinel compositions plotting within
the lower-TiO2 distribution tail could correspond to both pyroxenites or to compositionally
distinctive dunites from northern Oman (Auge´, 1987; Tamura and Arai , 2006). Our training
data compilation contains only one dunite analysis plotting in this low-TiO2 dunite field
from southern Oman. Because of this uncertainty we will refer to the pyroxenite compo-
nent of our classifier as “pyroxenite and low-TiO2 dunite” (PLTD). From our estimate of
spinel variability throughout Wadi Tayin – shown as an inset to Figure 4-1 – we infer the
following lithologic proportions: 79-94% harzburgite 4-6% dunite, 8-9% PLTD and up to
9% transitional harzburgite-dunite (Tables contrasting the inferred abundances obtained by
each classifier are provided in Section C.9 of Appendix C, both for individual watersheds
and for Wadi Tayin as a whole). These results are generally in agreement with previous
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Figure 4-3: Estimation of the relative proportion of mantle lithologies within Wadi Tayin using two,
three and four component linear Bayes classifiers. (left) A compilation of spinel analyses from hand
specimens of known lithology is used as a training data set (green symbols indicate harzburgites,
red symbols indicate dunites, blue symbols indicate pyroxenites (representing the PLTD lithology,
c.f., discussion in the text), and black dots specify transitional lithologies comprising harzburgites
sampled ≤ 1 m from wide dunites and vice versa, and symbol types indicate data source). Data
were compiled from: (Pallister and Hopson, 1981; Kelemen et al., 1995; Braun, 2004; Monnier
et al., 2006; Tamura and Arai , 2006; Python et al., 2008; Hanghøj et al., 2010; Gerbert-Gaillard ,
2002). The quantitative method used to train the classifier is discussed in Section C.9 of Appendix
C. The magenta lines define the Bayes decision boundaries between regions in which a given spinel
analysis is more likely to be obtained from a given lithology. We prefer the 4-Lithology Classifier, as
it provides the best available balance between geologic realism and relative simplicity, as discussed
further in the text and in Section C.10 of Appendix C. (right) Visualization of spatial variation in
inferred lithologic proportions. Colors indicate respective proportions of dunite (top) and PLTD
(bottom) at each sampled location using our preferred, quaternary classifier.
Coleman (1981) reports locally 5-50% dunite within harzburgite at the Wadi Tayin massif,
with typical proportions in the range of 5-15%). In all cases, the dominant compositional
peaks in our data correspond to a harzburgite source, while the distribution tails are most
consistent with dunite or pyroxenite sources. Interpreted through our preferred, quaternary
classifier, the distribution tail with higher TiO2 at a given Cr# corresponds to the presence
of dunite, while the lower TiO2 trend reflects PLTD. In addition to variations in PLTD
proportions (occuring primarily in regions of Type III variability), there is apparently con-
siderable variability in the local abundances of dunite throughout Wadi Tayin, illustrated in
the right panel of Figure 4-3. The significance of this result is discussed further in a following
section.
The distribution of tabular dunite widths represents an additional characteristic of mantle
variability that may be constrained using our data, given that the TiO2 content of spinel
in the interior of dunites is positively correlated with dunite width, and to distance from
harzburgite/dunite contacts within wide dunites (Braun, 2004). The relative frequency
of dunite widths in the Oman mantle section has been studied previously by Braun and
Kelemen (2002) using a series of 1-D transects across selected mantle outcrops of different
length scales, suggesting that dunite widths define a power law distribution over more than
four orders of magnitude. To test this result, we have isolated those spinel compositions
in our data set classified as dunite-sourced or transitional (based on the four component
classifier discussed above), and resampled these data to correct for variations in spatial
sampling density (c.f., our discussion of constructing an estimate of Cr#-TiO2 variability
throughout Wadi Tayin in a previous section). The relative frequency of dunite compositions
thus obtained was then transformed via a parameterization of the data from (Braun, 2004)
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– as specified further in Section C.6.1 of Appendix C – to infer the relative abundances of
dunite widths throughout Wadi Tayin. Our results are shown in Figure 4-4, and are broadly
consistent with the conclusion of (Braun and Kelemen, 2002) that the cumulative frequency
of dunites as a function of size is governed by a power law distribution Freq. = const./widthD
with exponent D = 1.11.
4.5 Implications for Ocean Ridge Magmatism
If the Wadi Tayin mantle underwent partial melting beneath an ocean ridge (via polybaric,
near-fractional, decompression melting during upwelling and corner flow associated with
plate spreading (Bottinga and Alle`gre, 1973, 1976; McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; Klein and
Langmuir , 1987; Johnson et al., 1990)), then regions with the greatest inferred depths in
the mantle column could have experienced lower extents of melting than those near the
crust-mantle transition. The observed trend in spinel compositions relative to their inferred
vertical depth beneath the crust-mantle transition (c.f., Figure 4-2) is consistent with this
expectation, since spinel compositions with higher Cr# reflect higher degrees of melting or
depletion (partial melting removes incompatible components including Al2O3, TiO2 while
compatible elements such as Cr2O3 are enriched, c.f., Dick and Bullen, 1984; Hellebrand
et al., 2001; Le Me´e et al., 2004; Monnier et al., 2006). However, factors such as hydrous
melting could also increase the proportion of melting occurring at greater depths, resulting
in less variation in the extent of melting at shallow depths than expected in simpler melting
scenarios (e.g., Braun et al., 2000). In addition, fractionation due to melt extraction can be
obscured or completely overprinted by open system processes such as (1) “impregnation” via
addition of trapped melt or crystals formed from migrating, cooling melt (e.g., Dick , 1989;
Saal et al., 2001; Niu, 2004; Le Roux et al., 2007), (2) chromatographic exchange between
migrating melt and host minerals (e.g., Kelemen, 1986; Navon and Stolper , 1987; Iwamori ,
1993; Lundstrom et al., 1995; Spiegelman and Kelemen, 2003), or (3) mineral dissolution
reactions (e.g., Boudier and Nicolas , 1972; Quick , 1981; Kelemen, 1986; Bodinier , 1988;
Kelemen, 1990). Assuming that melting occured up to the crust-mantle transition with a
productivity of 1%/kbar (Langmuir et al., 1992; Ahern and Turcotte, 1979), even after the
exhaustion of clinopyroxene (Asimow et al., 2004), the deepest mantle outcrops at Wadi
Tayin (vertical depth estimated at ∼ 10-12 km) should record extents of melting F that
are ∼4% lower than the maximum observed at the crust-mantle transition. The equation
F = 10 ln(Cr#) + 24 developed by (Hellebrand et al., 2001) yields a maximum degree of
melting of about 18.5% at the top of the melting column, and a minimum degree of melting
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Figure 4-4: (left) after detrital spinel data is randomly resampled to account for spatially non-
uniform sampling (c.f., the text for discussion), we estimate the relative frequency of detrital spinel
TiO2 compositions with inferred source lithologies corresponding to dunite or transitional peri-
dotite. Using the results of (Braun, 2004), this distribution of spinel TiO2 allows the cumulative
frequency of dunites widths in the Wadi Tayin outcrop to be constrained. Results from 100 itera-
tions of random resampling are depicted in the right panel to illustrate the robustness of our findings
with respect to the resampling method. Our data, interpreted through the parameterization de-
scribed in Section C.6.1 of Appendix C, is consistent with the power law exponent describing the
relative proportion of large and small dunites of D = 1.11, as determined by (Braun and Kelemen,
2002)
in F of about 5%. However, we caution that the observed absence of residual clinopyroxene
and overall light rare earth element depletion in harzburgites throughout Wadi Tayin (e.g.,
Kelemen et al., 1995; Hanghøj et al., 2010) suggests that the minimum value of F – at the
base of the Wadi Tayin section – was greater than these calculations would imply, most
likely exceeding the value commonly derived for exhaustion of clinopyroxene, ≥ 15% (e.g.,
McKenzie and Bickle, 1988; Johnson et al., 1990; Katz et al., 2003).
Although variations in melting extent might be the cause of some aspects of our data, sev-
eral additional features of our data are not readily accounted for by this simple explanation,
and suggest additional complexity. Interpreted through the Bayesian classifiers shown in Fig-
ure 4-3, mantle outcrops with Type I variability may contain5% small-scale dunite bodies
within harzburgite, while those with Type II variability suggest a relatively low proportion
of dunite. Based on Figure 4-1, the distribution of dunite within the Wadi Tayin mantle
exposure is therefore not homogenous, even when considered at a constant depth relative to
the crust-mantle transition and over intermediate length scales much larger than those of
individual dunite bodies. The positive correlation between the area of sampled catchments
and observed spinel variability provides an additional line of evidence that dunite is not
distributed homogenously over the observational length scales of this study. Since dunites
are likely the consequences of reactive melt transport (e.g., Kelemen et al., 1995), we believe
that the ∼ 5 x 5 km region of Type II variability surrounded by Type I variability that
we have mapped in the shallowest mantle section of Wadi Tayin could represent a primary,
igneous feature, corresponding to a large region of reduced reactive melt transport. In turn,
the relatively low spinel Cr# of the dominant mode in Type II variability could be due to
inefficient melt extraction, or to near-equilibrium porous flow rather than near fractional
melting and melt transport in the dunite poor regions. Spatial heterogeneity in permeability
or variations in other thermal boundary layer properties, e.g., related to axial discontinuities
could potentially have given rise to such intermediate-scale organization of melt transport.
It is noteworthy that the present study provides the first available geochemical mapping
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of a mantle outcrop at length scales directly comparable to those of seismic tomographic
imaging. Thus, there could be a correspondence between spatial features imaged in modern
magmatic systems with geochemical observations developed here. For example, along-axis
variations in compressional wave velocities at shallow mantle depths (∼ 8-9 km) appear to
be spatially correlated with axial discontinuities at the modern East Pacific Rise (e.g., Dunn
et al., 2000), and could represent the complementary seismic expression of the organization
of melt transport into channel rich and channel poor regions.
Perhaps the most obvious inconsistency with the simple ocean-ridge melting model is
the apparent sharp discontinuity between mantle regions of Types I and II variability versus
regions with Type III variability (most models of ocean ridge melting generate a continu-
ous increase in the extent of depletion with increasing proximity to the top of the melting
column). The contrast in statistical character between variability Types I and II compared
to variability of Type III could correspond to the sharp lithological transition from depleted
harzburgite to “cpx-harzburgite” identified by Godard et al. (2000). However, if so, our data
imply that this transition occurs several kilometers farther south than previously mapped
(c.f., Figure 4-1). The relatively diffuse character of Type III variability might not be a
consequence of ocean ridge magmatism at all, but instead might represent the product of
small-scale variability in the extent of, e.g., aluminum enrichment through mantle meta-
somatism or late-stage magmatism related to ophiolite emplacement (Godard et al., 2000;
Takazawa et al., 2003). The basal detachment of the ophiolite could represent a preferred
transport pathway for late-stage melts, with variable melt fluxes or Al2O3 contents giving rise
to large variability in Cr#. The boundary between Types I and II versus Type III variability
could therefore represent the boundary between metasomatically modified mantle and the
portions of Wadi Tayin representing a relatively unperturbed geochemical analogue of ocean
ridge proccessed residual mantle. It is also noteworthy that observed spinel compositions
with Cr# >0.65 and TiO2 less than ∼ 0.18 wt.% correspond well with compositions observed
at supra-subduction zone settings, and are less consistent with spinel data from abyssal set-
tings (where Cr# is generally < 0.65) (e.g., Dick and Bullen, 1984; Arai et al., 2006). The
large, ubiquitous variations in Cr# present within areas of < 5 km2, particularly in areas
characterized by Type III variability, are also more easily explained by open-system pro-
cesses than by near-fractional melting. If interpreted through model relationships between
spinel Cr# and the degree of melting (e.g., Hellebrand et al., 2001), large Cr# variations
would imply a variation of more than 30 % in the local melting extent over very small spatial
scales, unless there has been substantial thinning and repetition of section within the Wadi
Tayin mantle section. Furthermore, thermal anomalies over small length scales could not
persist over the times involved in mantle convection and ridge magmatism because of thermal
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diffusion. Finally, detrital spinel variability could also reflect the presence of relict geochem-
ical or lithologic heterogeneity inherited from parental mantle material prior to ocean ridge
magmatism, although we do not observe any specific data features that require this.
In summary, we derive lithologic proportions of 79-94% harzburgite, 4-6% dunite, 8-9%
low Ti pyroxenite or dunite, and up to 9% transitional harzburgite-dunite in the Wadi Tayin
mantle section. Based on the relationship between dunite width and Ti in spinel, we de-
rive an independent confirmation of the results of Braun and Kelemen (2002) that there
is a power law distribution between dunite width and dunite frequency. Our data demon-
strate that there is spatial variability in lithological proportions and in the composition of
proportionately dominant harzburgites, at length scales of 0 to 20 km within the mantle
section of the Wadi Tayin massif, and by analogy in the residual, shallow mantle beneath
oceanic spreading ridges. In general, compositional variability is positively correlated with
the spatial scale of sampling. Decreasing spinel Cr# and increasing spinel TiO2 contents with
increasing distance below the crust-mantle transition zone are broadly consistent with the
predicted outcome of near-fractional, polybaric fractional melting. Smaller scale variability
in spinel compositions, on the other hand, is probably due to open-system processes such as
impregnation, chromatographic exchange, or mineral dissolution reactions, whose chemical
effects are superimposed on those of melting and melt extraction. Finally, we demonstrate
that there is spatial clustering of dunites, interpreted as conduits for focused melt transport,
and infer that the harzburgites far from dunite clusters have undergone less efficient melt
extraction, and/or more open system exchange with migrating melt, compared to harzbur-
gites close to dunite clusters. These results have important implications for the physical and
chemical nature of mantle melting and melt transport in the shallow mantle beneath oceanic
spreading centers. Furthermore, our data, together with observations on variation of rock
composition that are correlated with spinel composition (e.g., Monnier et al., 2006) can be
used to predict the length scale and nature of isotopic variability resulting from isotopically
evolving residues of melting and melt extraction.
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Supplementary Material for Chapter 2
A.1 A Simple, 1-D Porous Flow Model for Evaluating
Reaction versus Advection Time Scales Beneath
Ocean Ridges
We begin by calculating a 1-D ‘mid-ocean ridge’ temperature field for the on-axis depth in-
terval between the initial depth of melting (z = zmax) and the sea floor (z = 0) using a very
similar approach to Sparks and Parmentier (1991). We apply separate energy conservation
equations to a “shallow and cold” subdomain and to a “deep and partially molten” subdo-
main, which are defined to be, respectively, above and below zmelt, the intersection depth of
the geotherm and peridotite solidus (these subdomains correspond with Regions A and B as
defined by Sparks and Parmentier (1991), with corresponding energy conservation equations
given in their Equation 12). Unlike Sparks and Parmentier (1991), we do not extend our
model to depths exceeding that of the onset of melting.
To facilitate our calculation, we have constructed a very simple approximate peridotite
melting phase diagram using a best-fit line to the preferred solidus of Hirschmann (2000)
to represent the onset of melting and by specifying the liquidus to be parallel to the solidus
with a ∆T = 600 ◦C. The melt fraction F as a function of temperature and pressure is then
given by:
F (T, P ) = 0.0017◦C−1T − 0.1958GPa−1P − 1.8805 (A.1)
If we approximate the melting rate, Γ, characterizing decompression melting of peridotite















where derivatives of the melt fraction F with respect to temperature and pressure are taken
from Equation A.1, and if we adopt the further approximation for the latent heat of fusion,
Hfus during melting:
T∆S = Hfus = const, (A.3)
the dimensional energy conservation equations for the “shallow” and “deep” subdomains of




























 z < zmeltz > zmelt (A.4)
where κ is the thermal diffusivity, and cp is the specific heat capacity of peridotite. Calcu-
lations presented in Figure A-2 use the following parameter values: Hfus = 5 × 105 J/kg,
κ = 10−6m2/s, and cp = 103 J/(kg K). The approximations given by Equations A.1-A.3
lead to a constant coefficient ordinary differential equation (ODE) (Equation A.4) and are
adopted to minimize computational complexity (although these approximations are not fun-
damental to our model).
The “shallow” subdomain is governed by advection-diffusion, while the conservation equa-
tion for the “deep” subdomain additionally accounts for the latent heat of melting. In the
“deep”, partially molten region, the melt is assumed to be in local thermal equilibrium with
the solid (reasonable for porous flow of a volumetrically small melt fraction), with the im-
plication that the melt phase does not advect sufficient energy to modify the solid-state
geotherm directly and only affects the temperature field of the solid mantle by undergoing
phase transition (melting or crystallization).
With reference to the seafloor temperature Tsurf and solidus temperature Tsol(z), we
introduce non-dimensional depth z′ and temperature T ′:
z = z′zmax (A.5)
T = Tsurf + T
′(Tsol(zmax)− Tsurf ) (A.6)

























 z < zmeltz > zmelt (A.7)
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The Peclet number Pe characterizes the relative importance of advection and diffusion, and
therefore controls the location of zmelt, while the “Melting number” M controls the extent
to which temperatures in the partially molten region can deviate from the solidus.
Equation A.7 is subject to the following boundary conditions:
Tshallow(z = 0) = 0 (A.10)
Tdeep(z = 1) = 1 (A.11)
Tshallow(z = zmelt) = Tdeep(z = zmelt) (A.12)
∂
∂z
Tshallow(z = zmelt) =
∂
∂z
Tdeep(z = zmelt) (A.13)













+ c3 = 0
 z < zmeltz > zmelt (A.14)


























 z < zmeltz > zmelt (A.18)
where A-D are undetermined coefficients of integration. Application of the boundary condi-
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(1− zmelt) + 1
1− e− 1c1 zmelt
(A.20)









B(zmelt) = −A(zmelt) (A.22)
The location of zmelt corresponds physically with the shallowest depth at which melt can
exist stably. It should therefore be true that:
Tshallow(zmelt) = Tdeep(zmelt) = Tsol(zmelt) (A.23)




z + c (A.24)
where b = 118 ◦C/GPa and c = 1128◦C, obtained from a linear best-fit to the peridotite
solidus of Hirschmann (2000). The value of zmelt is given by the solution to:
Tshallow(z)− Tsol(z) = 0 (A.25)
Once zmelt is determined, T (z) may be calculated from Equation A.18.
With T (z) known, F (z) is determined using Equation A.1. We then calculate the poros-
ity field, melt and solid velocities, denoted here as φ, w and W , respectively, assuming melt
transport via Darcy flow. In the case of a ‘simplest’ 1-D steady state column model, con-
servation of mass of melt and solid phases, together with Darcy’s law, yields the following
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φ(z)n (1− φ(z)) (A.28)
where d is the typical inter-conduit distance, ρs and ρf represent the solid and melt densities,
g is the gravitational acceleration, µ the melt viscosity, and c a constant in the porosity-





Given the uncertainty in the porosity-permeability relationships relevant to natural partially











Where Fmax is the maximum F found in the column, and φo is the porosity occurring at
this value of F. In this approach, φo must be determined from external information. In
this study we use a value of 0.01, consistent with recent experimental and field data on
permeability (e.g., Wark et al. (2003)), and melt generation of 1% per 3 km upwelling, for
slow spreading ridges and passive mantle upwelling. For fast spreading ridges, a value of
0.02 might represent a better choice for φo. Using equations (A.26-A.30), φ(z) can be found
from the roots of the following polynomial:
Aoφ(z)












F (z) = 0 (A.31)
Given φ(z), w(z) and W (z) are then determined by equations (A.26) and (A.27).
Based on the simple 1-D mid-ocean ridge model we have just developed, we consider
the evolution of a melt volume that is initially located at depth zinit, and that is migrating
towards the surface with velocity w(z) within a cylindrical conduit of radius r(z). Given the
porosity φ(z), and typical distance between conduits d (to represent grain-scale porous flow,
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We consider our initial volume of upwelling melt as a thermodynamic system of mass
Msys. As cation diffusion occurs between the melt and surrounding rock, the surrounding
mantle rock is progressively ‘incorporated’ over time, resulting in an increased in mass and









The distance from the center of the melt volume to the edge of the thermodynamic system,
R(z), is (with the assumption of isotropic diffusivity DFeMg within the solid mantle material)
given by:
R(z) = r(z) +
√
DFeMgt(z) (A.35)



































The rate of reaction versus cooling, as a function of depth, <(z) in grams added/◦C may









It is clear from the results of such calculations, discussed in the text and illustrated in
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Figure A-2 of this Appendix, that magma upwelling by grain-scale porous flow through the
thermal boundary layer of a mid-ocean ridge should experience extensive reactive crystal-
lization due to Fe-Mg cation exchange.
A.2 pMELTS Input
The following input file, saved with a ‘.melts’ extension generates the 3g/◦C reactive crys-
tallization end-member from the ‘hot mantle’ primitive melt composition discussed in the
text:
Title: Ex_KG_tbl4_1_3gC_ReactXtln
Initial Composition: SiO2 47.7366
Initial Composition: TiO2 0.8089
Initial Composition: Al2O3 16.9775
Initial Composition: Fe2O3 1.2487
Initial Composition: FeO 7.1555
Initial Composition: MgO 12.3836
Initial Composition: CaO 12.0840
Initial Composition: Na2O 1.5479
Initial Composition: K2O 0.0399












Assimilant: Liquid Mass 100.00














































































Figure A-1: Illustration of the 0.6 GPa end-member reactive and fractional liquid lines of descent
predicted using pMELTS. Color scheme as in Figure 2-2 of the main text.
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Figure A-2: Caption given on next page.
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Figure A-2: (left) Illustration of the range of reactivity parameter values (corresponding to the
mass of peridotite added per C cooling in corresponding pMELTS calculations) predicted by a
1-D steady state model of grain-scale porous flow beneath a mid-ocean ridge for mantle potential
temperatures Tpot = 1300
◦C and 1400◦C and upwelling velocities of 10 and 60 mm/yr. These
models are meant to roughly correspond to possible Mid-Atlantic Ridge (solid lines) or East-Pacific
Rise (dashed lines) mantle geotherms spanning a range of possible mantle potential temperatures
(colors). Although this simple model does not explicitly describe the crust-mantle boundary, it
is possible to meaningfully calculate reactivity parameter values for the potentially reactive depth
interval between the depth of final melting (onset of crystallization) and the intersection of geotherm
and basalt solidus. This is the depth interval at which crystallization from a thermodynamically
stable melt phase may occur. The reactivity parameter is predicted to be very large for all depths
in this interval. (right) A summary of physical properties calculated for the depth interval between
onset of crystallization and the intersection of geotherm and solidus is shown in this series of panels.
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Appendix B
Supplementary Material for Chapter 3
B.1 PCA and the SVD
Principal Component Analysis (PCA, also known as Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis)
is a widely used technique for analyzing multivariate data sets, often leading to simplified
visualization and analysis. The goals of PCA are 1) to find the set of orthogonal components
best aligned with the various directions of maximum uncorrelated variability in a given data
set, and 2) to evaluate the relative importance of these components. Using the results of
PCA, data may be projected into lower dimensional subspaces spanned by only the most
important independent components. This creates a more convenient, (often considerably)
reduced dimensionality representation of a multivariate dataset with minimal loss of any
information contained in the variability. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) provides
a versatile method for exploring the mathematical structure of any arbitrary matrix. For
purposes of PCA, the SVD yields component vectors that are optimally aligned with axes
of maximum, independent variability in the rows and columns of the input matrix, as well
as information about the components’ relative significance. The SVD is a robust technique
applicable to any data matrix that is free of data gaps or NaNs. While the SVD is very similar
to PCA in its output, it is a distinct operation equivalent to PCA only when applied to a
centered (demeaned) data matrix. PCA and the SVD also differ in computational method:
PCA can be carried out through explicit evaluation of the sample covariance matrix, while
the SVD avoids this. In practice, PCA using the SVD is perhaps the most convenient and
computationally efficient method, particularly in the case of large data sets.
B.1.1 The PCA/SVD Method (+ Implementation in MATLAB)
This section describes the method of PCA, via the SVD, given some data matrix of interest.
In the following discussion, the m× n data matrix, A, is assumed to consist of m rows each
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representing a sample with n variables (columns). Prior to performing the SVD, each column
is normalized by its mean value, as the dominant component of an unnormalized data set
would simply reflect the data mean. Further normalization, e.g. by the standard deviation
of each variable is usually also desirable. The SVD of the normalized data matrix, A∗ is
given by:
A∗ = UΣV T (B.1)
The n rows of V T (columns of V ) formally define an orthonormal basis spanning the
rowspace of A∗, with each column corresponding to one of the principal components aligned
with some axis of variability in the data. These principal components correspond to the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of A∗ (i.e., A∗TA∗). Σ is a diagonal matrix containing
the singular values, σi,i, each indicating the relative importance of the corresponding principal
component. ΣTΣ corresponds to the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.







The n columns of U each contain the expansion coefficients, also known as scores, defining
values for the m samples along each principle component axis. The columns of U also define
the eigenvectors of the matrix A∗A∗T .
The following MATLAB code implements a rapid calculation of principal components
and their relative importance for any data matrix, including matrices with large sample
sizes:





M_norm=M-repmat(means,size(M,1),1); % remove mean from each column
M_norm=M_norm./repmat(stdevs,size(M,1),1); % normalize by st.dev. of each column
% calculate economy-sized svd
[U,S,V]=svd(M_norm,0); % columns of V are the principal components
% calculate scores for each data point and relative importance of each component
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C=U*S; % scores are weighted by singular values
D=S’*S; D=D(1:5,1:5); % identify 5 most important eigenvalues
pervar=diag(D)./trace(D); % calculate their importance
B.1.2 Geologic Interpretation of Results
The transformation of data into the orthogonal principal component space maintains the ge-
ometric structure in the data, such as distances and angles. However, geologic interpretation
is often not straightforward, even after the transformation. The principal component axes do
not necessarily correspond with any single process, e.g. a liquid line of descent or a mixing
line between isotopic end-members. Figure B-1 illustrates three ‘pathological’ examples in
which variability sources cannot be cleanly decomposed along PC axes.
B.2 Probability Density Estimation and the Bandwidth
Selection Problem
For this study, we seek a flexible, quantitative method for evaluating the full statistical
distribution of MORB variability. In general, starting from a data set of n observations
[ ~X1, ... ~Xn], each comprising d attributes, we seek to estimate the probability density f(~x)
from which our data was generated. In the case of geochemical data, this probability density
corresponds to an ideal, complete statistical description of geochemical variability within
a region of interest. The objective of recovering f(~x) is well served using the empirical
approach of kernel-smoothed probability density estimation. We here employ the most basic















where K is a kernel function, hk denotes the smoothing bandwidth, and i tracks components
while j tracks data attributes. The multivariate kernel function at each data point is simply










The most critical factor in achieving a good estimate of the probability density f(~x) is the
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Figure B-1: Illustration of three cases in which principal components do not correspond to vari-
ability generated by geological processes a) 2 processes creating non-perpendicular variability b)
one process creating non-linear variability c) sampling of bimodal distribution. Colored arrows
correspond to the first (blue) and second (green) principal components from PCA of these data.
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selection of an appropriate smoothing bandwidth. This parameter is similar to the binning
interval of a histogram, in that a large kernel bandwidth effectively provides a high degree of
smoothing in the apparent distribution of variability, while a small bandwidth allows more
data features such as secondary peaks to become visible. Choosing an inappropriately large
bandwidth could ‘blur’ out secondary peaks or other data features of interest (essentially a
‘Type II error’), while a bandwidth that is too small can lead to the appearance of spurious
additional structure in the probability density estimate (a ‘Type I error’). Thus, an optimal
bandwith is desired such that fˆpke(~x) approximates f(~x) as closely as possible. A number of
approaches to bandwidth selection have emerged from the statistical literature (e.g. Silver-
man, 1986; Sheather and Jones , 1991; Jones et al., 1996). Although these approaches vary
in complexity, they share a key property in that the optimal smoothing bandwidth is depen-
dent on the available sample size. This point is of central importance to the present study.
If the assumption that the n available observations are independent realizations from the
underlying distribution is violated (as we have demonstrated is the case in the PetDB MORB
compilation), the effective sample size (the number of independent samples) will be smaller
than the apparent sample size. Failure to account for this will lead to a systematic under-
estimation of the smoothing bandwidth appropriate to a given data set, regardless of the
specific bandwidth selection algorithm used. Correspondingly, probability density estimation
on data uncorrected for sampling bias can be susceptible to revealing geologically spurious
–if not statistically spurious– additional structure. The magnitude of this problem, of course,
depends on the reduction in effective sample size due to sampling bias. In the analysis of
MORB global systematics, compositional clustering in spatially associated samples can po-
tentially decrease the effective sample size by more than an order of magnitude, depending on
the subjective judgements of sample independence supplied by the investigator. Application
of feature significance tests (e.g., Chaudhuri and Marron, 1999) can also lead to spurious
detection of ‘significant’ variability features, as these too are rooted in the assumption of
data independence. The role of bandwidth selection and the topic of feature ‘significance’
has been previously discussed in the context of an analysis of Helium isotope ratios in ocean
island basalts (Rudge, 2008). Appendix A of that study develops the arguments applied
here in additional mathematical detail. In the present study, the bandwidths hk required
for each univariate kernel were determined using the data-driven bandwidth selector of Z.
I. Botev (“A Novel Nonparametric Density Estimator”, Technical Report, The University
of Queensland, manuscript available at http://espace.library.uq.edu.au/eserv/UQ:
12535/Nonparametric_estimation.pdf). Bandwidths selected by this method correspond
closely to those using the method of Sheather and Jones (1991). For additional information
about multivariate probability density estimation, c.f. Scott (1992).
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Figure B-2: Caption given on next page.
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Figure B-2: Sparsity diagram depicting the simultaneous availability of data on major element (M),
trace element (T) and isotope (I) data for each compiled basalt glass in PetDB for which complete
major element data is available (N = 13659, each represented by a column in the data matrix).
This is a visual representation of a single data matrix that is ∼ 20 rows (each corresponding to a
specific geochemical variable) per column and that has been arbitrarily segmented for visualization
purposes. For a given sample and compositional variable, blue indicates data availability while
white indicates an absence of data. Labels on the x-axis are arbitrary indices tracking sample
numbers, and ‘nz’ for each segment indicates the number of available data values (the sum of all
compositional variables available over all samples). Not all geochemical parameters compiled in
PetDB are depicted: The most commonly reported isotope ratios (Sr, Nd and Pb), as well as ca. 15
selected trace element parameters were chosen to represent their respective categories of data. Note
that a small fraction of MORB samples have even two out of three of these basic data categories




Supplementary Material for Chapter 4
C.1 Methods of Sampling, Sample Preparation, and
Geochemical Analysis
At each of 17 sampling sites, approximately 1 kg of sediment was collected from the wadi floor
after sieving in the field had removed particles > 1 mm in size. A typical sampling site and
recovered spinel sample are shown in Figure C-1. In practice, nearly any 10 m2 area of wadi
floor contained some concentration of fine sediment suitable for sampling, with the exception
of narrow, distal tributaries that commonly consist of polished bedrock. To maximize the
chance of obtaining a representative sample, material from each location was collected by
shovel from at least 10 distinct, randomly selected spots within a ∼30m wide sampling
zone spanning the full width of the wadi floor. This procedure was intended to strongly
reduce the potential for biased sampling, e.g., from a single fragmented upstream boulder,
which would result in artifacts such as frequency spikes of a single composition that are not
representative of the true source rock variability throughout the drainage basin. We further
separated the 500-710 µm size fraction in the laboratory for analysis. This size fraction was
selected because larger size fractions consist almost completely of poly-crystalline fragments,
while smaller size fractions are less easily processed, particularly with respect to preventing
cross-contamination between different samples. After removal of alteration minerals using
LST heavy liquid (density =2.85), spinels were hand-picked from the remaining concentrate,
generally yielding between 100-200 spinel grains per 100 mL of the 500-710 µm grain size
fraction extracted from each sediment sample. Spinel grains were mounted on microprobe
stages using epoxy resin, and grain mounts were then ground down ∼ 50-100 µm to expose
the fresh mineral interior of all grains. Spinel major element analyses were then obtained after
polishing the grain mounts using the Cameca Sx 100 electron microprobe at The American
Museum of Natural History. Between two and eight analyses were performed on each spinel
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30-50 m
< 20 - >200 m
10 mm
Figure C-1: Illustration of sampling site and method.
grain with a 5 µm electron beam size at 20 nA beam current and 15 kV accelerating voltage.
Our calibration was evaluated through repeated measurements on independent standards
KLB8315 and synthetic MgCr2O4. The mean of analyses from a given microprobe session
recovered standard compositions with an accuracy of better than 0.001 in Cr# and 0.005 in
TiO2. Precision (reproducible over 4 microprobe sessions) in Cr# and TiO2 was ± 0.002 and
± 0.015, respectively. In total, 1951 spinel grains from 17 locations were analyzed. Table
C.1 provides the location and other attributes associated with each sampling site.
C.2 Spatial Characterization of Drainages
To evaluate the spatial extent of drainages corresponding to the source areas for our sampling
sites, we draw on a digital elevation model (DEM) derived from the USGS/NASA Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission C-band data (Jarvis A., H.I. Reuter, A. Nelson, E. Guevara, 2008,
Hole-filled seamless SRTM data V4, International Centre for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT).
This DEM is available on the internet from http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org). We extract the de-
tailed network geometry of each drainage within the Wadi Tayin massif using a three-step
procedure, originally developed for quantitative hydrologic modeling (Tarboton et al., 1991).
The first step is to “flood” all local topographic minima, known as pits, in the DEM. These
features are generally data artifacts and, if uncorrected, can lead to inappropriate trunca-
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Sample ID Lat. Lon. Contr. Area # Spin. Anal. Variab. Type
(deg. N) (deg. E) (km2)
OM09SP24T 22.94284 58.41738 7.37 106 I
OM09SP42 22.95044 58.50113 11.88 113 I
OM09SP56 23.11166 58.45015 6.4 116 III
OM09SP17 22.91007 58.78116 11.38 89 I
OM09SP64 22.99162 58.31841 8.78 99 I
OM09SP06 23.09457 58.38617 20.55 143 III
OM09SP38 22.96794 58.4549 2.54 75 II
OM09SP40 22.96896 58.44087 2.67 69 II
OM09SP05 23.09457 58.38617 20.55 152 III
OM09SP14 22.94864 58.81414 6.49 53 III
OM09SP33 23.07095 58.42362 15.48 111 III
OM09SP52 23.12674 58.40994 7.82 126 III
OM09SP29 22.95028 58.47197 0.124 147 II
OM09SP15 22.96058 58.80206 3.63 123 III
OM09SP25 23.01269 58.43304 18.37 128 III
OM09SP26 23.01733 58.45087 4.24 131 III
OM09SP41 22.98163 58.44204 4.1 129 I
OM09SP31 22.96085 58.45914 3 41 II
Table C.1: Summary of key spatial and statistical attributes for each sampled location.
tions within inferred drainage networks, resulting in the extraction of numerous smaller,
incompletely drained basins. By raising the elevation of internal pits to that of the nearest
outflowing pixel, the topographic surface is made “drainable”, allowing meaningful further
analysis. Next, a drainage direction corresponding to the locally steepest gradient is assigned
to each pixel using the algorithm of (Tarboton, 1997). Finally, an influence map is calculated
which identifies the upstream pixels that drain through a given pixel. The contributing area
for each pixel is computed by multiplying the total number of upstream pixels by the area
corresponding to one pixel. Figure C-2 illustrates this process. Since each of our sediment
sampling locations can be interpreted as “drainage outlets” for specific watersheds, we have
calculated influence maps and contributing areas for the DEM pixels corresponding to each
of our samples. This allows sampled catchments to be compared quantitatively. We used
the MATLAB Upslope Area Toolbox implemented by Steven Eddins (available at MATLAB














































































































































































































































































Figure C-2: Caption given on next page.
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Figure C-2: Illustration of the procedure for calculation of drainage properties from a digital ele-
vation data. Although calculations are performed over a larger area (WESN: [58,58.95,22.8,23.3]),
surroundings outside the mantle section of the Wadi Tayin massif have been masked out for il-
lustrative purposes. (a) Topography of the Wadi Tayin mantle section provides the input for the
calculation. (b) Elevation changes to internal basins (generally due to data artifacts) within the
DEM resulting from the “flooding” step. This allows all internal pixels to drain to the of the DEM
edges, essential for further analysis. (c) Flow directions indicating the direction of the steepest local
topographic gradient computed by the algorithm of Tarboton (1997). (d) Map of contributing areas
derived from (c). Pixels with highest contributing areas correspond to the locations of wadi floors,
while dark areas represent drainage divides. Shown as an inset is the dependence map (light green
area) representing the drainage basin corresponding to a hypothetical sampling location shown as
a green symbol at right.
C.3 Are Detrital Spinel Samples Representative of Vari-
ability Within the Source Catchment?
In order for our sediment samples to accurately represent the actual distribution of spinel
variability within sampled catchment areas, the following criteria should be satisfied:
1. All locations within the catchment area have an equal probability of being represented
in our sample. Equivalently, differential erosion and hydrological transport effects
should be minimal.
2. The timescale of sediment transport is much smaller than the timescale over which
erosion modifies the spatial geometry of drainage boundaries
3. Cross-contamination between adjacent wadis, e.g. by flooding or aeolian transport is
negligible.
Although it is not possible to directly verify the validity of these criteria in the present
study, we feel that several indirect arguments suggest that these criteria are met with an
acceptable degree of confidence. Perhaps the most compelling argument in favor of accepting
these assumptions is the strong spatial coherence of variability patterns observed through-
out Wadi Tayin. In particular, spinel compositions should not display systematic variations
with catchment area or inferred paleo-vertical depth if variability contained a large com-
ponent of random errors resulting from violations of the above criteria. Furthermore, the
relatively small length scales of drainages studied should minimize the potential for hydro-
logic sorting effects, and we observed no evidence for differential erosion rates in the major
mantle lithologies discussed in this study. For these reasons, any violations of the above
assumptions are likely to be minor. Additional support for the validity of our observational
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approach may be found in the recent study by Arai et al. (2006). These authors report re-
covering compositional variability from detrital spinels in the Horoman ophiolite and Lizard
peridotite complex that closely matched variability within in situ peridotite samples. As
a further test of our assumption that detrital spinel compositions robustly reflect the pro-
portions of each composition throughout a given drainage, we collected samples OM09SP05
and OM09SP06 from the same location, although purposely within slightly different hydro-
logic regimes to maximize the chance of sample-to-sample mismatch if our assumptions are
violated (OM09SP05 was collected from a “hydraulic trap” or concentration of fine, dense
minerals on the outside bend of the wadi channel, while OM09SP06 was collected from a
“shelf” several meters higher up on the inside bend). According to our assumptions, both
samples should yield identical variability patterns, regardless of the detailed sampling scheme
used. The agreement between sampled spinel compositions and associated probability den-
sity estimates is shown in Figure C-3.
C.4 The Effect of Sample Size
See Figure C-4.
C.5 Probability Density Estimation
Statistical features within large sample size data sets often emerge more clearly when vi-
sualized in terms of an empirical probability distribution, since the high symbol density of
scatterplots can make it difficult to evaluate the relative probabilities of compositions that
are abundantly represented in the data. Visualization of probability densities also simplifies
comparison between data sets and can allow the relative significance of outliers to be more
easily appreciated. In this study, we estimate the probability densities of bivariate spinel
compositions using the most basic multivariate kernel density estimator, the product kernel.
Starting from a data set of n observations [ ~X1, ... ~Xn], each comprising d attributes, we seek
to estimate the probability density f(~x) from which our data was generated. The product















where K is a kernel function, hk denotes the bandwidth, and i tracks components while



























































































Figure C-3: Caption given on next page.
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Figure C-3: Comparison of detrital spinel variability in two sediment samples collected from the
same location. The agreement between these estimates supports the validity of the assumptions
underlying this study.































































Figure C-4: Illustration of the relationship between robustness in descriptive statistics and sample
size. For each of 500 bootstrap Monte Carlo samples from the pooled datasets OM09SP05 and
OM09SP06 (both represent the same location), we estimated various quantiles characterizing the
empirical probability densities of spinel Cr# and TiO2. The standard deviation of replicate esti-
mates for each quantile (at a given sample size) is shown here. The increased variability of higher
quantiles reflects greater uncertainty in their value due to assymetry in the probability density and
corresponding lower data density in the distribution tail. Although the quantile estimates remain
sensitive to sample size above N = 300, the greatest reduction in quantile uncertainty occurs over
the range N ∼ 50-150.
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The bandwidths hk required for each univariate kernel were determined using the data-driven
bandwidth selector of Z. I. Botev (”A Novel Nonparametric Density Estimator”, Technical
Report, The University of Queensland, manuscript available at http://espace.library.
uq.edu.au/eserv/UQ:12535/Nonparametric_estimation.pdf). Bandwidths selected by
this method correspond closely to those using the method of Sheather and Jones (1991). For
additional information about multivariate probability density estimation, c.f. Scott (1992).
C.6 Cluster Analysis of Detrital Spinel Samples
Cluster analysis encompases a range of unsupervised data analysis algorithms for identifying
structure in data sets. Based on some metric of “distance” or dissimilarity, the goal is
to identify a natural partitioning of the data objects within a data set into a number of
“clusters”, each comprising those data objects that are most similar to each other. For our
analysis, we have taken the Euclidean distance, Dij, as our similarity metric, which between








To compute Dij between each of our 17 sampling locations, we evaluated the difference
between kernel-smoothed probability density estimates of the local joint Cr#-TiO2 distribu-
tions on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Given Dij, we then applied each of the five main hierarchical
clustering algorithms for assigning clusters (single, complete, average, centroid, and Ward’s
linkage, for more information, c.f. Hair et al., 2005), finding that each gives similar results.
An example of the output from this analysis is shown in the dendrogram at the bottom
of Figure C-5. The higher up links between samples or clusters are depicted in this figure
(horizontal bars), the greater their dissimilarity. K-means clustering provides another com-
monly used algorithm for clustering in which the grouping of data objects that minimizes the
intra-group sum of squares is determined (Hair et al., 2005), although the number of clusters
involved must be specified in advance by the user. We find very good agreement between
K-means output and results from hierarchical clustering. Furthermore we find that quanti-
tative clustering methods support a subjective partitioning of detrital spinel data from Wadi
Tayin into three categories which we determined in advance through visual inspection of the

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C-5: Caption given on next page.
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Figure C-5: (top) Detrital spinel variability patterns observed at each of 17 drainages are shown,
grouped according to the robust classification emerging from a range of quantitative clustering algo-
rithms. (bottom) A dendrogram illustrating the relative similarity of variability patterns facilitates
hierarchical clustering. See accompanying text for discussion.
discussed further in the text. The MATLAB statistics toolbox contains implementations of
all methods employed in this analysis.
C.6.1 Constructing inferences on spinel variability throughout Wadi
Tayin from data with heterogeneous spatial coverage
In principle, the data presented in this study allows the distribution of spinel variability
throughout Wadi Tayin to be estimated, which is equivalent to estimating the conditional
probability of observing a given spinel composition, once it is specified that the spinel origi-
nated somewhere in the mantle section of the Wadi Tayin massif. (Such a probability density
estimate could be used by future studies, e.g., for statistical comparison with variability from
other localities). We have sampled 17 drainages, with combined contributing area ∼ 130 km2,
which comprise ∼ 10-15% of the total mantle exposure at Wadi Tayin. However, the data
from each of our sampling locations represents a different catchment area, and thus, a differ-
ent fraction of the total region of interest. A data set of “Wadi Tayin spinel compositions”
derived from simply pooling all available spinel analyses from all sample locations will there-
fore contain spatial biases in sampling, with some portions of Wadi Tayin represented by a
larger number of spinel analyses per km2 while other areas are relatively under-represented.
We account for such catchment-to-catchment differences in sampling density by an addi-
tional random resampling step. For each sampling location, we draw (with replacement)
from all available data a number of spinel analyses proportional to the contributing area of
the drainage. Thus, for small drainages, analyses are effectively subsampled, while for larger
drainages, the number of draws can exceed the number of analyses available. This procedure
is also known as bootstrap sampling (e.g., Efron and Tibshirani , 1994), and is premised
on the approach of using the data itself to approximate the true underlying distribution
of variability (which is unknown and potentially complicated). The next step is to pool
the randomly resampled data from all locations. The resulting compilation then contains
the best available approximation to spatially independent sampling from throughout Wadi
Tayin at a constant sampling density. Here, we use a normalized sampling density of ∼ 14
km−2, chosen so that the resampled number of data points is close to the total number of
available analyses, with a minimum number of drainage basins represented by more random
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samples than original data points. Repeatedly carrying out this procedure leads to a number
of kernel-smoothed probability density estimates for the spinel variability throughout Wadi
Tayin. Our final estimate of this probability density (in terms of Cr# and TiO2) is shown
as an inset to Figure 4-1 and depicts the median value of each Cr#-TiO2 pixel after normal-
ization (
∑
i p(Cr#i, T iO2,i) = 1), summarizing 100 independent realizations of the random
sampling and density estimation procedure described above.
C.7 Structural Model of Wadi Tayin Mantle
To facilitate our analysis, we have created a simple structural model allowing the vertical
depth relative to the crust-mantle boundary to be estimated for any location within the Wadi
Tayin mantle, illustrated in Figure C-6. We have extracted all strike and dip measurements
taken on cumulate layered gabbros proximal to the crust-mantle transition at Wadi Tayin
(1:100,000 geologic maps of the Samad and Ibra Quadrangles, Oman Bureau of Minerals
and Petroleum), and we interpret these as proxy paleo-horizontal surfaces. We furthermore
assume that these orientations may be extrapolated throughout the Wadi Tayin mantle
section. The inferred vertical distance beneath the crust-mantle transition, Zcmt, is then
calculated as follows, with the numerical values of parameters reflecting regionally averaged















EMSZ, lon ≤ 58.67◦
lon > 58.67◦
(C.4)
where latitude and longitude are specified in decimal degrees, position relative to the Makhibiyah






















Vertical Depth to Moho Model for Mantle Section, Wadi Tayin Massif
 
 





































Figure C-6: Simplified model depicting the inferred vertical depth beneath the crust-mantle tran-
sition for the entire Wadi Tayin mantle section. Note that the primary constraint of this model is
the orientation of layered gabbro units near the crust-mantle transition. The large discontinuity in
estimated mantle depth at ∼ 58.68 degrees E therefore reflects a significant change in the fabric of
overlying units and should not be interpreted as a mantle structure. No sampled catchments are
located near this discontinuity, and it does not impact the results of our study. By contrast, the
discontinuity at ∼ 58.4 degrees E reflects the Makhibiyah shear zone, a well known mantle structure
(Nicolas and Boudier , 2008). Strikes and dips shown summarize regionally averaged orientations
of layered gabbros near the crust-mantle transition, and are assumed to be constant throughout
each mantle region.
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C.8 Interpreting Geochemical “Images” of Mantle Vari-
ability
The present study seeks to “image” spatial variability in mantle compositions through ran-
dom sampling over spatially bounded regions. Although we have generally sampled mantle
variability on the ∼ 1-5 km length scale, we discuss here in additional detail how the sta-
tistical character of our observations can constrain the presence or distribution of mantle
variability over a much wider range of length scales. A key variable governing the relation-
ship between geochemical variability in the mantle and its observational expression is the
relative magnitude of the length scales characterizing “mantle heterogeneities” (which we
define as any spatially coherent mantle domains throughout which geochemical variability
can be modeled by sampling from a single probability distribution) compared to the spatial
length scales over which sampling occurs. To illustrate this point, we discuss three basic
cases, illustrated in Figure C-7. Only when the length scale of sampling is significantly
smaller than the length scale of heterogeneity (Case 1) can the spatial distribution of in-
dividual spatially coherent features or heterogeneities in the form of ‘blobs’ or ‘veins’ be
explicitly mapped. In this case, when different sampling regions are commonly completely
within mantle outcrop corresponding to a single such feature, variations in their sampling
length scale or location will generally not – by definition – change the observed relative
proportions of different compositions, except for cases when sampling regions exceed the
boundary delimiting the extent of the heterogeneity. Thus, the boundaries of individual
mantle heterogeneities would be detectable by plotting the spatial extent of different sam-
pling regions in a manner reflecting the locally inferred variability found within. In the second
case, when the length scale of sampling is comparable to that of mantle heterogeneity, the
observational approach of this study can severely blur the boudaries delimiting individual
geochemically distinct mantle heterogeneities, and it can be impossible to cleanly map such
mantle domains. However, this case generally yields a distinctive and diagnostic observable
effect: Relatively small changes in the sampling length scale can correspond to systematic,
significant changes in the observed statistical distribution of variability within samples. In
mantle characterized by heterogeneities that are of comparable spatial extent to sampling
areas, any changes in the spatial extent between two specific sampling areas will likely result
in each sampling a different proportion compositionally distinctive mantle regions. With
respect to any specific mantle heterogeneity, larger sampling areas that are centered on this
heterogeneity will, in general, sample a higher proportion of mantle that is outside the limits
of that heterogeneity, while smaller sampling regions centered on the same feature will reflect












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C-7: Caption given on next page.
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Figure C-7: Simulated random sampling from three synthetic “mantle heterogeneity” patterns
illustrating the way the character of observed variability is dependent on the length scale of mantle
heterogeneity, λhet, relative to the sampling length scale, λobs. For each case, two compositional
domains (shown as “black” vs “white” areas in the left panel corresponding to each case) are
distributed in spatial arrangements corresponding to end-member relationships in relative length
scales. The distribution of synthetic “Cr#” variability within each compositional domain, as well
the total geochemical variability throughout the synthetic “mantle outcrop” is shown in the top
panel at far left, and is identical in all cases. The randomly generated sampling areas, indicated by
rectangles in the bottom panel at far left, are intended to mimic the observational method of this
study. We have plotted the spatial pattern of synthetic variability in each case in the corresponding
central panel, while variability in each synthetic sample is plotted in the right panel for each case.
These plots are based on ∼ 200 synthetic “Cr#” analyses per sample area generated by sampling
from the statistical mixture model defined by the probability densities governing each individual
component, weighted by the local proportion of each component in the sampling area. Further
discussion is provided in the text.
distribution of mantle compositions can emerge, especially when the comparative internal
variability between the reference heterogeneity discussed here and the surrounding mantle
is very different. The specific change in statistical variability to be expected cannot be eas-
ily predicted without knowledge of the underlying pattern of mantle variability. However,
since systematic relationships between the variability of mantle samples and their length
scale are not predicted by either of the other cases discussed here, such relationships are
nevertheless diagnostic of the presence of mantle heterogeneity at the approximate length
scale of sampling. In the final case, (Case 3) the length scale of sampling is significantly
larger than the length scale of heterogeneity. Here, geochemical variability within a given
sample represents the aggregated geochemical contribution of numerous small-scale features
or heterogeneities, while information about the corresponding spatial distribution of hetero-
geneity is completely lost. In this case, the mantle appears “homogeneously heterogeneous”
in that multiple sampling regions with different length scales or locations will all yield the
same statistical distribution of internal mantle variability. We feel that all three cases are
required to explain the spinel variability documented in this study, illustrated in Figure C-8.
While our mapping of spatially coherent regions corresponding to variability types I, II and
III corresponds to the first case described above, the positive correlation between observed
variability and sampling length scale appears to require the existence of mantle heterogene-
ity at the length scale of sampling. The internal variability within each sampled watershed
reflects the third case, where any features that are much smaller than sampled drainages are
represented in proportion to their abundance in the outcrop, integrated over spatial scales
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Figure C-8: Geochemical image of detrital spinel variability within Wadi Tayin, comparable to
the output of simulation depicted in the previous Figure. Each pixel within a given drainage is
assigned a color corresponding to a randomly selected spinel analysis from that catchment. Bivari-
ate composition-color mapping is shown as inset. The corresponding catchment area-variability
systematics are illustrated in a further inset using the relative entropy, H(~P ), of each probability
density estimate, a bivariate measure of the relative randomness of the detrital spinel data from
each catchment. This quantity is computed using H(~P ) = −∑Si=1 pi log2 pi, where ~P denotes
the relative frequencies, pi, of all S possible states that the probability density may take. Be-
cause gray-scale images are commonly assigned integer values between 0 and 255, we have binned
our continuous spinel probability density estimates correspondingly (a probability density of zero
corresponds to zero, while the maximum corresponds to 255) to make use of MATLAB’s image
processing toolbox function “entropy.m”. This binning scheme is arbitrary and the use of other
binning schemes or logarithm bases will yield quantitatively different values of H(~P ) than shown
here, although the ‘relative entropies’ shown will not differ. Note that compositional variability in
samples with greater Moho-depth (type III variability) do not display sensitivity to the sampling
length scale, while those closer to the Moho do. Sample sizes at each drainage vary between ∼ 50
and 150 samples, c.f., Figure C-5 in this Appendix for more details. Individually considered, Cr#
and TiO2 also display the same systematics (c.f., Figure 4-2 of the main text, where symbols are
explained in caption).
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C.9 Recovery of Information About Source Rock Lithol-
ogy Using a Linear Bayes Classifier
Detrital spinel grains do not retain a direct record of the source rock lithology from which
they derive. However, different mantle lithologies (e.g., dunites versus harzburgites) generally
contain spinels with statistically distinctive compositions. We here use a Bayesian statistical
framework to classify detrital spinel compositions by their most likely source lithology, and
use this classification to recover information about relative lithologic abundances within
sampled mantle regions. For each lithology considered, a statistical model is generated to
describe the likelihood of observing a given spinel composition, provided that it is sourced
from this lithology. The relative likelihood of all considered lithologies is then evaluated as
a function of spinel composition, allowing classification boundaries to be computed. The
posterior probability p (l|Cs) that a specific lithology, e.g., l = [“Hz”; “Du”] has given rise
to an observed detrital spinel composition Cs = [Cr#, T iO2] is given by Bayes’ theorem:
p (l|Cs) = p (Cs|l) p (l)
p (Cs)
(C.5)
We assume conditional independence of Cr# and TiO2, given some l, to obtain the linear
naive Bayes classifier fnb:
fnb (Cs) = argmax
l
p(l)p (Cr#|l) p (TiO2|l) (C.6)
where p (Cr#|l) and p (TiO2|l) are provided by gaussian fits to training data, with maximum
likelihood means estimated individually for each lithology, while the variance is estimated
from the pooled data. It is not necessary to determine p(Cs) as it is common to the posterior
probabilities of all lithologies, and thus cancels out. For this study, we have compiled train-
ing data – shown in Figure 4-3 of the main text – consisting of previously published spinel
analyses comprising 88 spinels from dunites and 129 spinel measurements from harzburgites,
as well as 113 pyroxenites. 50 of the spinel data from dunite or harzburgites, additionally,
have been identified as transitional, in that they represent harzburgites collected within 1 m
of the boundary to large dunites and/or small dunites surrounded by abundant harzburgite.
Although we recognize that our data compilation is influenced to some extent by spatially
dependent sampling, we have used it “as is” since correcting for spatial inter-dependences
(e.g., multiple measurements from the same dunite) would lead to a large decrease in sample
size. It is understood that these probabilities are strictly applicable only to the southern
massifs of the Oman ophiolite. Although it is desirable to incorporate the most accurate
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estimates of the relative abundances of different components as prior information into this
type of analysis, these proportions remain relatively poorly constrained. For each of the
lithologic components introduced in the main text, we have employed priors that reflect the
dominance of harzburgite as the primary lithology, and that comprise geologically reason-
able upper bounds on the proportions of the other, non-harzburgite components within each
classification scheme. In our 2-component classifier we have used p(Du) = 0.3, p(Hz)=0.5,
while in our 3-component classifier we have used p(Du) = 0.35, p(Hz)=0.5 p(Px)=0.15, and
our 4-component classifier uses p(Du)=0.2 p(Hz)=0.5 p(PLTD)=0.1 p(Hz−Du)=0.2. Use
of other priors can result in significant changes in, e.g., estimated dunite proportions relative
to the ones reported here. The sensitivity of estimates of relative lithologic proportions is
most important where the data from different lithologies display the most overlap. Tables
C.2 and C.3 summarize the results of our two, three and four component classifiers. Once
classification boundaries have been computed, the proportion of any specific mantle lithol-
ogy can be estimated by integrating the distribution of spinel compositions representing a
region of interest over the compositional interval demarcated by the appropriate classifica-
tion boundaries. For example, integrating the detrital spinel probability density over all
compositions with greater TiO2 at a given Cr# compared to the linear, “2-Lithology” clas-
sification boundary shown at left in Figure 4-3 would provide an estimate of the local dunite
proportion.
C.10 Additional remarks on the classification of man-
tle lithologies at Wadi Tayin
The distribution of spinel variability throughout Wadi Tayin displays complexity, including
multiple primary modes and at least two Cr#-TiO2 trends defining distinct distribution tails
(c.f., the inset of Figure 4-1). To maximize confidence in our interpretations of this complex-
ity, we seek to incorporate the best available knowledge of the likely lithologic components
reflected in the data in the design of our classification scheme. We prefer a quaternary clas-
sification scheme (discussed in the previous section) because it is relatively simple, but also
avoids inconsistencies between the variability expressed in detrital spinel samples versus in
the available training data for each lithology. To illustrate such a potential inconsistency,
we note that of the two distribution tails characterizing Wadi Tayin spinel variability, only
the tail with higher TiO2 at a given Cr# appears to correspond with spinel from dunite
samples contained in our training data compilation (which in turn only comprises data from
the southern Oman ophiolite). Neither distribution tail corresponds well with harzburgite
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Sampling Location Lithology Fractions from 2, 3 and 4 Component Classifiers (%)
Hz Du Hz Du PLTD Hz Du PLTD Hz-Du Transit.
OM09SP24T 92 8 80 7 13 71 4 8 17
OM09SP42 92 8 80 8 12 79 6 10 5
OM09SP56 98 2 80 5 15 72 3 14 11
OM09SP17 91 9 90 10 << 1 89 8 << 1 3
OM09SP64 95 5 88 5 7 83 4 4 9
OM09SP05+06 96 4 83 4 13 73 2 12 13
OM09SP38 97 3 94 3 3 94 3 2 1
OM09SP40 99 1 98 1 < 1 97 1 << 1 2
OM09SP14 87 13 73 12 15 62 4 11 23
OM09SP33 93 7 86 5 10 80 2 6 12
OM09SP52 99 1 80 01 19 76 1 18 5
OM09SP29 97 3 96 2 2 95 2 2 1
OM09SP15 99 1 65 1 34 59 << 1 32 8
OM09SP25 94 6 91 8 1 86 5 << 1 9
OM09SP26 94 6 93 6 1 90 4 1 5
OM09SP41 96 4 95 3 2 95 2 1 2
OM09SP31 97 3 93 3 4 92 2 3 3
Table C.2: Proportion of lithologies inferred at each sampling location using the linear Bayes
classifiers. PLTD refers to pyroxenite and low-TiO2 dunite.
Classifier Harzburgite Dunite PLTD Hz-Du Transitional
Fraction (%) Fraction (%) Fraction (%) Fraction (%)
2-Comp. 94 6 – –
3-Comp. 85 6 9 –
4-Comp. 79 4 8 9
Table C.3: Proportion of lithologies throughout Wadi Tayin inferred from the linear Bayes
classifiers applied to randomly subsampled data, as discussed in the main text.
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compositions. Application of a simple two-component (dunite, harzburgite) classifier to this
data set would then lead to a conundrum: “How can the lower TiO2 distribution tail be reli-
ably classified, since neither dunite nor harzburgite training data provide a good explaination
of these spinel compositions?” The studies of, e.g., (Auge´, 1987; Tamura and Arai , 2006)
demonstrate that spinel compositions plotting within the lower-TiO2 distribution tail corre-
spond well with those found in dunites from northern Oman, consistent with a more arc-like
igneous environment (Dick and Bullen, 1984; Suhr et al., 2003). Yet previous studies (e.g.,
Hanghøj et al., 2010, and references therein) also demonstrate that such high Cr# spinels
are very rare in dunites and harzburgites in the Wadi Tayin mantle section, and the training
data compilation used to calibrate our classification scheme only contains one dunite analysis
from southern Oman that plots within this low-TiO2 dunite field. Instead, the “depleted
suite” pyroxenites identified by Benoit et al. (1996); Kelemen et al. (1997b); Python and
Ceuleneer (2003); Python et al. (2008) appear to be most consistent with lower-TiO2, high
Cr# detrital spinel compositions. There is potentially further complexity arising from the
presence of additional, minor lithologic heterogeneities within Wadi Tayin (e.g., Nicolas ,
1989; Kelemen et al., 1997a; Python and Ceuleneer , 2003). Correspondingly, there is no
single, unambiguous choice of lithologic components that should be used to model mantle
variability at Wadi Tayin, although additional constraints on this question may be expected
as further data accumulates. As it is beyond the scope of this study to assess competing
interpretations of lower-TiO2, high Cr# detrital spinel compositions in detail, we will refer
to the lithology generating these compositions through the neutral terminalogy “pyroxenite
and low-TiO2 dunite” (PLTD). We have chosen to incorporate one further compositional
component into our preferred classifier, the so-called transitional peridotite lithology con-
sisting of either harzburgite in close proximity (≤ 1 m) to large intervals of dunite (or vice
versa). This reflects recent evidence that spinel compositions within harzburgite and dunite
can be influenced by the presence of nearby, large quantities of other lithologies (Braun,
2004).
It is noteworthy that drainages with elevated PLTD contents – as well as the drainage
with the single highest inferred dunite content – are generally proximal to metamorphic sole
defining the ophiolite’s basal detachment. Additional dunite-rich locations are in close spa-
tial proximity to the Makhibiyah shear zone (Nicolas and Boudier , 2008). Elevated dunite
contents at each of these locations could reflect localized, reactive melt transport (Kelemen
et al., 1995), as discussed further in the main text. Recent field work has also revealed
that the Makhibiyah catchment labeled 05+06 in Figure 4-1 contains elevated abundances
of secondary igneous dikes in addition to the presence of dunite (e.g., Nicolas and Boudier ,
2008; Homburg et al., 2010), similar to those documented by Python and Ceuleneer (2003).
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Both higher and lower TiO2 distribution tails are expressed in the spinel variability at this
location (shown in Figure C-3), respectively corresponding to expectations for dunite and
PLTD lithologies. If PLTD is assumed to fully account for the lower TiO2 distribution tail
throughout the Type III variability region of Wadi Tayin, then outcrop abundances of this
lithology would be inferred to be greater than 15%. This is not consistent with most field
observations, but Kelemen, Gnos and Kogg (pers. comm.) observed a gabbronorite to web-
sterite pluton comprising several square kilometers in outcrop in 1994 during reconnaissance
field work within the region comprising the head of the Wadi Miss drainage, so it is possible
that the spinel classification process is confirming this qualitative observation.
C.11 Parameterization of dunite width as a function
of spinel TiO2 content
Recent work by (Braun, 2004) has demonstrated that the TiO2 content of spinels within
dunites is sensitive to the width of dunites, with spinels in the interior of larger dunites
displaying higher TiO2. We have parameterized the results of that study through the simple
polynomial relationship between spinel TiO2 and dunite width wDu:
wDu = 306.24× (TiO2)2 − 118.55× (TiO2) + 11.76 (C.7)
Combining this relationship with the detrital spinel compositions of this study that have been
classified as corresponding to dunite or transitional lithologies (c.f., the previous section of
this Appendix) allows the relative frequency of dunite widths to be estimated, as discussed
further in the main text.
